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Doing discipline different: Evaluating the implementation of restorative justice as an alternative 
to punitive discipline in New York City public schools 
by 
Virginia Diaz-Mendoza 
Advisor: Dr. Richard E. Ocejo 
Given that punitive discipline practices have disproportionately impacted its poor students of 
color, New York City is committed to transforming school discipline and improving school 
climate by implementing restorative justice as an alternative. This study is an evaluation of the 
restorative justice pilot program funded by the New York City Council and managed by the New 
York City Department of Education where key stakeholders including officials at the Department 
of Education, school administrators, educators, school staff, and community organizations are 
involved in the implementation of restorative justice in schools with high suspension rates. Data 
was collected through interviews with administrators, educators, school staff, restorative justice 
coordinators, and professional development trainers from community-based organizations, 
observations of sites involved in the program, and review of relevant documents and 
information. This study describes the conditions that led to the shift away from the punitive 
paradigm, highlights how restorative justice is being implemented in New York City public 
schools, examines whether stakeholders believe they are accomplishing their intended goals, and 
offers recommendation on how this work can be sustained beyond the pilot program. 
Organizational change is complex, and this study offered participants an invitation to share the 
accomplishments and challenges experienced throughout the shift away from punitive 
exclusionary practices to more restorative approaches. Key stakeholders share what has worked 
and what has not in their efforts to improve school climate, culture, and discipline by 
implementing more holistic, student-centered restorative practices. In this dissertation, I argue 
specifically that simply focusing on restorative rhetoric and practices without looking at the 
inherent biases and power dynamics that exist in schools serving poor students of color will not 
work. The investigation offers an in-depth look at what shifting school culture is like and the 
lessons learned along the way. The information presented here can be helpful for those interested 
in moving away from punitive, exclusionary discipline toward restorative practices that focus on 
building community and resolving conflict in inclusive, peaceful, and healing ways. 
Furthermore, this study adds to the existing body of literature on the use of restorative justice in 
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Punitive discipline is problematic for many reasons. Disciplinary practices such as 
suspensions and expulsions often lead to additional suspensions, expulsions, and even total 
departure from schools, reducing the number of students who graduate (Casella, 2003; Raffaele 
Mendez & Knoff, 2003). The consequences associated with not completing a high school 
diploma include higher rates of unemployment, less earning potential, greater dependence on 
social services, negative impact on psychological functioning, and greater likelihood of 
incarceration (Levin, 1972; Catterall, 1985; Rumberger, 1987; Christle, 2005; Smith, 2009). 
Disproportionality has been found in school discipline with poor students of color being 
suspended more often and for more subjective reasons than their White counterparts (Skiba et al., 
2002; Verdugo, 2002; Raffaele Mendez & Knoff, 2003; Wald & Losen, 2003; Noguera, 2003; 
Fenning & Rose, 2007; Hirschfield, 2008; Wallace, 2008; Welch & Payne, 2010; Gregory et al., 
2010). Given that poor students of color may experience strain because of negative school 
climate, stigmatization, and punitive discipline practices, the implementation of “restorative 
justice” as an alternative to harsh exclusionary punishment merits attention.   Restorative justice 
advances the use of shame management, empathy, and dialogue to facilitate forgiveness and 
healing for all those impacted by a harmful event. Zehr (2002) defines restorative justice as “a 
process to involve, to the extent possible, those who have a stake in a specific offense and to 
collectively identify and address harms, needs, and obligations, in order to heal and put things as 
right as possible” (p. 37). By focusing on collaborative problem solving, healing of harms done, 
and prevention of future offending, restorative justice offers all stakeholders a fair process where 
their voices are heard. Braithwaite (2006) suggests that restorative justice is a synergistic 
opportunity for transformation whereby victims can express how they have been harmed by a 
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particular offense and offenders can acknowledge their wrongdoing and seek to repair the harms 
done resulting in a “more intelligent form of justice”. Brown (2018) argues that “all truly 
restorative practices share certain principles. They: a) focus on relationships first and rules 
second, b) give voice to the person harmed, c) give voice to the person who caused the harm, d) 
engage in collaborative problem solving, e) enhance responsibility, f) empower change and 
growth, g) include plans for restoration/ reparation” (p.50). Discipline that is employed in a just 
manner and is not perceived as disrespectful or aggressive is critical for developing trusting 
relationships between youth and educators in schools. This can only be accomplished when 
professionals honestly take on the responsibility of learning how to effectively discipline all 
children fairly.  
Through the deliberate efforts of former New York State Chief Judge Judith Kaye in her 
role as chair of The New York State Permanent Judicial Commission on Justice for Children, the 
New York City School-Justice Partnership Task Force released a report entitled “Keeping Kids 
in School and Out of Court” (May 30, 2013).  In the report leading scholars, criminal justice 
experts, policy makers, and others describe how punitive school practices, including suspensions, 
arrests in schools, and summonses issued at school, can result in children entering the criminal 
justice system. An important recommendation in the report called for leaders to “build capacity 
across schools with supports to implement positive discipline strategies and reduce reliance on 
suspensions, summonses and arrests” (p. vii). Guidance suggested institutionalizing positive 
discipline through changes to the formal discipline code used citywide; building capacity for 
schools to implement positive behavior interventions; providing funding for these interventions; 
and increasing student support services including social workers, counselors, and mental health 
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providers. The report also calls for monitoring the implementation of these positive behavior 
strategies.  
The change in mayoral administration in 2014 ushered in a shift in thinking about school 
discipline consistent with the recommendations made by Judge Kaye and her working group. 
Prior to Mayor Bill de Blasio coming into office, school safety was primarily addressed with 
strict behavior guidelines, harsh exclusionary punishment, and law enforcement personnel 
trained by the New York Police Department. School safety officers placed in schools are 
involved in resolving discipline issues that were traditionally carried out by school 
administrators, educators, or guidance counselors. Early in his administration, Mayor de Blasio 
expressed his commitment to improving New York City public schools. He commissioned the 
Leadership Team on School Climate and Discipline and tasked it with assessing the issues and 
making recommendations to improve school climate and discipline practices in schools. In their 
report, Safety with Dignity, the leadership team recommended the implementation of culturally 
responsive approaches to discipline informed by youth development models. Schools with high 
rates of suspensions and high ethnic/racial disproportionality in discipline were identified and 
ranked on these measures to identify schools in need of immediate attention. The report called 
for intensive training in positive interventions for all key stakeholders, including administrators, 
teachers, and school personnel throughout the entire system, more specifically in the use of 
restorative justice practices.  Furthermore, the Citywide Behavioral Expectations to Support 
Student Learning: Student Intervention and Discipline Code issued by the New York City 
Department of Education which dictates the consequences for student misbehavior was revised 
to explicitly outline the various types of restorative approaches available for schools to use.  
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Lastly, New York City acknowledged that harsh discipline keeps children out of school and the 
New York City Council committed $2.4 million to advance restorative practices in schools.  
This study documents changes in discipline practices being advanced through the 
restorative justice pilot program funded by the New York City Council and managed by the New 
York City Department of Education. The pilot program was designed to support the 
implementation of restorative justice in an effort to improve school climate and disciplinary 
practices in New York City schools with high suspension rates. Participating schools received 
funding, training, and support to build capacity as they implemented restorative justice at their 
schools. The pilot included 15 high priority schools in need of immediate attention (Beginner 
Schools), 5 schools that have been implementing restorative practices for 2 or more years 
(Experienced Schools), and 5 schools that have already successfully used restorative practices 
for a prolonged period (Mentor Schools).  
This research is a case study that documents the process of implementation through 
interviews of key stakeholders, observations at participating school sites, and analysis of relevant 
documents and information. Starting with the premise that the use of restorative justice in 
schools is related to a decrease in disproportionately punitive approaches and an increase in more 
positive school climate, this study will use an empowerment evaluation approach (Fetterman & 
Wandersman, 2005) to answer the following research questions: are implementation activities 
being carried out according to the program design? Are participating schools progressing toward 
stated goals and objectives? How do stakeholders experience the shift in practice? How will 
efforts be sustained beyond the pilot program? Using empowerment evaluation techniques led to 
greater self-evaluation and reflection for those involved in this extremely challenging work. 
Moreover, inquiry adapted from the Getting to Outcomes result-based accountability approach 
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allowed me to determine whether quality implementation of restorative justice is taking place in 
New York City public schools with high suspension rates. While others have examined outcomes 
of restorative practices in schools (Drewery & Winslade, 2003; Morrison, 2003; McCluskey et 
al., 2008; Fronius et al., 2016), my study focuses specifically on the process of implementation. 
Existing literature suggests that this area needs attention because of its impact on outcomes and 
therefore should be investigated further (Fronius et al., 2016; Hurley et al., 2015; Guckenburg et 
al., 2015). The goal of this exploratory study is to understand the experiences of pilot program 
participants, the cultural context where implementation is occurring, and resources available to 
New York City schools involved in the process of implementing restorative justice. This method 
was appropriate for gathering valuable information that can be used to improve programs, 
provide qualitative information that will enhance quantitative findings and ensure the 
sustainability of effective public programming (Schensul et al., 1999).     
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Challenging the effectiveness of zero tolerance policies 
Zero tolerance policies in schools grew from federal legislation, including the Gun-Free 
School Zones Act of 1990, the Safe Schools Acts of 1994, and the Safe and Drug-Free Schools 
and Communities Act of 1994. Designed to ensure safety by deterring violence and crime on 
school grounds, these statutes have substantially influenced how disciplinary action is employed 
in schools nationwide. As amendments made to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 
1965, they have negatively impacted funding for schools in noncompliance with legislative 
mandates. Consequently, these legislative mandates resulted in the development of zero 
tolerance policies and practices in schools. The American Psychological Association Zero 
Tolerance Task Force defines zero tolerance as “the application of predetermined consequences, 
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most often severe and punitive in nature, that are intended to be applied regardless of the gravity 
of behavior, mitigating circumstances, or situational context” (Skiba et al., 2008, p.852). 
Examples of zero tolerance punishment in schools range widely and can include complete 
expulsion from school and referral to the juvenile justice system.  
While zero tolerance policies and practices were designed to keep schools safe from guns 
and drugs, in practice the policies are used to handle less serious violations (Casella, 2003; Skiba 
et al., 2002; Skiba et al., 2008; Martinez, 2009). Existing literature suggests that procedural 
improprieties, excessive harshness, and bias have been found in the application of zero tolerance 
disciplinary practices (Keleher, 2000; Hickey, 2004; Okonofua & Eberhardt, 2015). 
Furthermore, research has found that students of color are at greater risk for exclusionary school 
discipline such as suspensions and expulsions (Townsend, 2000; Skiba et al., 2002; Noguera, 
2003; Raffaele Mendez and Knoff, 2003; Gregory & Mosely, 2004; Nichols, 2004; Monroe, 
2005; Gregory et al., 2011). Skiba and his colleagues (2002) found disproportionality in the 
administration of school discipline based on socioeconomic status, gender, and race with 
students that receive free school lunch being at a greater risk for suspension, boys being 
suspended more often than girls, and Black students being suspended more often, more harshly, 
and for more subjective reasons than any other student group. Controlling for socio-demographic 
factors, Wallace and his colleagues (2008) found important racial and ethnic differences with 
Black, Hispanic, and Native American students being more likely to receive school discipline 
than White students. Consistent with these findings, Raffaele Mendez and Knoff (2003) observed 
that Black male students in middle school were at greatest risk for suspension with many 
experiencing repeated suspensions. Morris (2016) suggests that Black girls have also been 
affected by what she terms “pushout”, the excessive use of zero-tolerance policies and punitive 
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discipline practices that keep students out of school for subjective reasons such as 
“insubordinate, disrespectful, uncooperative” behavior (p.11). Black male students are more 
likely to experience both minor and more severe disciplinary action than any other group, which 
raises serious concerns about whether discipline is being applied uniformly (Skiba, 2002; 
Noguera, 2003; Raffaele Mendez & Knoff, 2003; Wallace et al., 2008; Cobb, 2009; Skiba et al., 
2011). Inequity has been observed with the special education population (Skiba et al., 2002; 
Noguera, 2003; Raffaele Mendez & Knoff, 2003; Wald & Losen, 2003; Wallace et al., 2008; 
Garcia & Ortiz, 2013) and the LGBTQ population (Mittleman, 2018) who are also more likely to 
receive exclusionary disciplinary action for not conforming to the behavioral expectations of 
school officials. Disproportionate use of school discipline may be indicative of a larger problem 
(McCarthy & Hoge, 1987). Institutional racism, school segregation, overcrowded classrooms, 
weak academic curriculum, lack of professional development, lack of cultural sensitivity, low 
expectations from school personnel, lack of parent and community involvement in schools, and 
unsafe school environments are just some factors that may be at work (Massey et al., 1975; 
Gordon et al., 2000; Noguera, 2003; DeCuir & Dixson, 2004; Hirschfield, 2008; van den Bergh, 
2010; Losen, 2013; Morris, 2016). Insley (2001) suggests that zero tolerance policies negatively 
impact educational opportunities for students in public schools because of the excessive use of 
punitive disciplinary actions.   
New York State Consolidated Laws on Compulsory Education carefully outline 
information regarding the suspension of a student and state suspensions can be issued to, “A 
pupil who is insubordinate or disorderly or violent or disruptive, or whose conduct otherwise 
endangers the safety, morals, health, or welfare of others”.  The New York City Department of 
Education issues principal’s suspensions to students who will be away from school for up to 5 
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days and a superintendent’s suspension to students who will be away from school anywhere from 
6 days to one full year. Superintendent’s suspensions are intended for serious violations of 
school policies such as having or using an illegal substance or a weapon on school grounds but 
have been used to address less serious offenses such as disruptive or disorderly student behavior.  
Civil Rights Data Collection at the U.S. Department of Education reveals that in 2006 there were 
102,077 expulsions and over 3.25 million suspensions across the nation (Losen, 2011). 
According to data obtained by the New York Civil Liberties Union through the Freedom of 
Information Act, there were over 73,000 out-of-school suspensions issued during the 2010 – 
2011 academic year in New York City alone. Figure 1 outlines the trajectory of suspensions in 
New York City from 2001 through 2011.  
 
Figure 1. Discipline Data Obtained by the New York Civil Liberties Union 
The New York Civil Liberties Union notes that suspensions rose over 100 percent after Mayor 
Bloomberg assumed control of the New York City public school system in 2002. Many of these 
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obtained by the New York Civil Liberties Union also reveal that while Black students made up 
only 33% of the total enrollment in New York City public schools, they made up 53% of those 
suspended during the previous ten year period. White students made up 15% of the total 
enrollment and only 8% of students suspended. The disproportionality can be observed in Figure 
2 which highlights enrollment and suspension numbers during this ten year period.  
 
Figure 2. Enrollment and Suspension Data Obtained by the New York Civil Liberties Union 
Suspensions represent more than days off from school. They are actual hours of missed 
instruction time spent out of the school community. Terenzi and Foster (2017) state, 
“Suspensions led to children missing a minimum of 316,104 days of school in the 2015-2016 
school year” (p.12). Since Mayor de Blasio assumed office in 2014, suspensions have been on a 
steady decline going from 27,122 principal’s suspensions and 10,525 superintendent’s 
suspensions in the 2015-2016 academic year to 23,936 principal’s suspensions and 8,865 
superintendent’s suspensions in the 2018-2019 academic year. Though suspensions have 



















comparison to White students, particularly in schools that rely on zero tolerance approaches. 
During the 2018 – 2019 academic year, while Black students only made up 25.5% of the total 
population, they made up 42% of all principal’s suspensions and 52% of all superintendent’s 
suspensions. White students who made up 15.5% of the total enrollment, made up 9.9% of all 
principal’s suspensions, and 5.6% of all superintendent’s suspensions. Disproportionality based 
on race is evident in this discipline data.  
With the development of zero tolerance policies guiding school discipline, 
criminalization of schools can be observed in practices such as video surveillance, metal 
detectors, the presence of law enforcement officials on school grounds, and mandated law 
enforcement referrals to the juvenile justice system (Hirschfield, 2008; Morris, 2016). Terenzi 
and Foster (2017) suggest that the process of criminalizing students in New York City is quite 
costly and have calculated the expenditure at $746 million a year in both social costs and direct 
investments (Terenzi & Foster, 2017). Some posit that the criminalization of schools is a result 
of the political climate, limited resources to schools, and the vast number of disadvantaged urban 
minorities attending overcrowded, segregated public schools (Hirschfield, 2008; Smith, 2009; 
Rios, 2011; Morris, 2016). Hirschfield (2008) argues that perceptions held by school 
professionals can influence disciplinary practices in schools struggling to meet accountability 
standards, suggesting that students viewed as having little potential for success are ushered out of 
classrooms and even schools. At risk students are often labeled as troublemakers who are 
disruptive to the learning environment, and school officials believe that keeping them out of 
school makes it easier to teach (Bowditch, 1993; Noguera, 2003; Hirschfield, 2008). Scholars 
suggest that zero tolerance policies enacted as crime prevention measures to deter school 
violence have been poorly implemented and have created the “school-to prison” pipeline 
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(Sprague et al., 2001; Casella, 2003; Noguera, 2003; Wald and Losen, 2003; Hirschfield, 2008; 
Heitzeg, 2009; Krezmien et al., 2010). As Smith (2009) states, “the phrase “school-to-prison 
pipeline” conceptually categorizes an ambiguous, yet systematic, process through which a wide 
range of education and criminal justice policies and practices collectively result in students of 
color being disparately pushed out of school and into prison. Zero-tolerance policies illustrate 
how the intersection of education and criminal justice policies leads to disparate minority student 
pushout and potential incarceration” (p.1012). According to the New York Civil Liberties Union, 
of the 882 arrests made on school grounds during the 2011 – 2012 academic year, over 75% 
were Black or Latino students. Terenzi and Foster (2017) report that there were 1263 students 
arrested on New York City school grounds in 2016, many for non-criminal violations. According 
to the authors, Black and Latinx youth made up 92% of the arrests made (Terenzi & Foster, 
2017). Addressing the disproportionate use of disciplinary practices in schools can help to 
disrupt the school-to-prison pipeline, a development that is associated with early involvement in 
the criminal justice system (Wald & Losen, 2003; Smith, 2009), contributes to the 
criminalization of Black students (Monroe, 2005; James, 2012; Morris, 2016), and the mass 
incarceration of young Black men (Nellis & Richardson, 2010; Dancy, 2014). 
The social construction of a stigmatized identity  
Students of color attending public schools in high crime areas are particularly susceptible 
to negative beliefs about themselves and others. Their social identity is formed in the midst of 
pessimistic views about their future prospects. Research on social stigma serves to unpack the 
discrimination and prejudice that undoubtedly impacts life outcomes for students of color living 
in extremely disadvantaged communities. In his seminal work, Goffman (1963) describes the 
substantially discrediting influence “a spoiled identity” will have on the lives of stigmatized 
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people. Highly stigmatized people are aware of societal beliefs about their group, and this 
awareness will influence how they feel about themselves and others. Goffman (1963) proposed 
that “Americans who are stigmatized tend to live in a literally-defined world” (p.25).  People are 
labeled and placed in neatly defined social spaces. These categories often serve to define how 
people and the groups they represent are viewed. Goffman (1963) suggests that stigmatized 
individuals will often learn about their stigma upon entrance into public school. Oftentimes, 
students will experience differential treatment in schools because of their stigmatized identity. In 
the case of poor students of color, school officials may hold preconceived notions about risk, 
dangerousness and potential for success that can be extremely disruptive to both teaching and 
learning (James, 2012; Hirschfield, 2008; Morris, 2016). 
While research has addressed the various dimensions of stigma (Jones et al., 1984), some 
scholars have given particular attention to the personal experiences of the stigmatized and the 
impact that socially constructed categorizations have on their lives (Crocker & Major, 1989; 
Crocker, Major & Steele, 1998; Nussbaum & Steele, 2007; Steele & Aronson, 1995; Wout et al, 
2008). According to Crocker, Major, and Steele (1998), “the person who is stigmatized is a 
person whose social identity, or membership in some social category, calls into question his or 
her full humanity – the person is devalued, spoiled or flawed in the eyes of others” (p. 504). 
Operationalizing stigma in this way helps to situate stigma within the conversation of justice and 
fairness in school discipline. Stigmatized groups experience difficulty living in a world that 
limits access to opportunities based on ideas about who deserves successful life outcomes and 
who does not. Link and Phelan (2001) suggest that “stigma exists when elements of labeling, 
stereotyping, separation, status loss, and discrimination occur together in a power situation that 
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allows them” (p. 377). Life outcomes of highly stigmatized youth are determined daily in inner 
city public schools.  
Scholars interested in the evolutionary development of stigma over the course of history 
suggest that stigmatization and exclusion are adaptive strategies used because the stigmatized are 
viewed as unpredictable, having limited social capital and little potential for successful outcomes 
and therefore denied access to economic and social benefits (Kurzban & Leary, 2001). 
Moreover, Kurzban and Leary (2001) predict that fear, hate, and disgust elicited by stigma will 
result in avoidance, punishment, exploitation, and ostracism of the stigmatized. Students of 
color, for example, may experience prejudice because of stereotypical notions about their 
intelligence and potential for danger. Their experiences in schools are tremendously impacted by 
the perceptions held by educators and school officials. Extensive empirical evidence asserts that 
implicit bias, a mental process that operates outside of conscious awareness results in 
discriminatory perceptions, judgments, and decision making which can lead to disparate racial 
outcomes (Greenwald & Krieger, 2006; Jost et al., 2009). In addition to implicit bias, there are 
explicit impressions and expectations educators have of poor students of color. Using critical 
race theory, James (2012) examined some of the deficit oriented racialized discourse used in 
schools which characterize Black male students as fatherless, undisciplined, dangerous, and 
unintelligent. He adds that students coming from stigmatized neighborhoods are often profiled as 
disruptive and disorderly. Furthermore, he claims that Black male students are viewed as athletic 
and not intelligent, which can place them in a distinctly defined social category. Morris (2016) 
argues that Black girls are viewed as loud, disruptive, “ghetto”, and “ratchet” which can 
influence how educators treat them. Jost and Benaji (1994) suggest that false consciousness 
results in the justification and continuation of oppressive views about stigmatized groups. 
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Racialized discourse and false consciousness deflect attention from the institution and its 
responsibility to educate all children equally (Carey, 2014). Both serve to place blame on the 
student and further marginalize students of color.  
Critical race theory posits that racism continues to uphold white supremacy within all 
social domains including education (Ladson-Billings, 1999; Smith-Maddox, & Solorzano, 2002; 
Decuir, & Dixson, 2004). Decuir and Dixson (2004) highlight several areas of critical race 
theory useful in educational research. The authors argue that racism is a permanent part of 
American life and suggest that basic rights are only extended to people of color if they converge 
with the interest of those in dominant culture. Decuir and Dixson (2004) describe counter-
storytelling as a way to challenge the widely accepted myths that perpetuate stereotypes about 
people of color and challenge policies that force people of color to conform to dominant cultural 
practices including use of language and manner of dress. Ladson-Billings (1999) advances the 
use of critical race theory in the preparation of future educators and suggests that we move past 
liberal discourse about diversity toward a true understanding of difference that results in teachers 
that are prepared to effectively work with diverse student populations. Smith-Maddox and 
Solorzano (2002) recommend that teacher education programs challenge future educators to 
interrogate stereotypical notions of race, learn to identify assets diverse student populations 
bring, and engage in analysis and problem solving around race and racism in education. 
Intersectionality is also a practical theoretical framework for understanding how multiple 
identities including race, gender, class, sexual orientation, ability, religion, language, ethnicity, 
nationality, and immigration status result in disparate life experiences for individuals. Individuals 
can experience oppression, discrimination, racism, sexism, ableism, and other forms of 
inequitable treatment because of their multiple identities. Kimberle Crenshaw introduced the 
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concept of intersectionality to highlight discrimination experienced by Black women based on 
both their race and gender. Until then, antidiscrimination law addressed discriminatory practices 
based solely on a person’s gender or their race. This limited conception of discrimination did not 
accurately account for the experiences of those being discriminated against because of their 
multiple identities. Crenshaw states, “acceptance of the dominant framework of discrimination 
has hindered the development of an adequate theory and praxis to address problems of 
intersectionality” (p. 152). Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall (2013) suggest that in practice 
intersectionality is group centered, process centered, and system centered. The authors argue that 
intersectionality is “a tool to interrogate and intervene” (p.786), “a tool to capture and engage 
contextual dynamics of power” (p.788), concerning itself not only with “categories, identities, 
and subjectivities” (p. 797) but with “political and structural inequalities” (p.797). 
Intersectionality has an especially meaningful place in school based research, particularly 
research on school discipline given that students can experience discipline differently because of 
their overlapping identities, adult regulation of particular identities, and the compound 
discrimination students with multiple identities can experience within institutional structures. 
Some of the interacting identities that present themselves in inner city public schools include 
poor youth of color, sexual minorities, members of a marginalized religious community, or a 
stigmatized ethnic or national group.  
Research clearly demonstrates that Black male students, Black female students, poor 
students, students with disabilities, and sexual minority students are disproportionately impacted 
by school disciplinary practices (Skiba et al., 2002; Wallace et al., 2008; Morris, 2016; Noguera, 
2003; Mittleman, 2018). Garcia and Ortiz (2013) invite educational researchers to engage in 
transformational research using an intersectional framework to better understand the experiences 
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of multicultural, multilingual students, students from non-dominant cultural groups, and students 
with disabilities. While intersectionality gives researchers an opportunity to interrogate the 
multiple identities students live with and explain disparate impact they may experience, it can 
also be an opportunity for curious discovery. Educators who use an intersectional lens can create 
safe spaces where students can express their multiple identities without fear of discrimination, 
prejudice, or exclusionary discipline practices. Learning about students and their multiple 
identities can enhance the educational process for everyone involved.  
Adverse school experiences and maladaptive coping 
Adverse school experiences and poor implementation of zero tolerance policies help to 
explain the potential for youth involvement in violence and delinquency. According to Kozol 
(2005), many inner city schools are not conducive to positive learning experiences for students 
because of deteriorating infrastructure, lack of financial resources, and poor academic 
curriculum. In the case of inner city students, there may be an expectation that schools will be a 
safe environment where they can achieve educational goals such as graduating with a diploma 
and perhaps going on to college. These are highly valued goals in American society but may not 
be a reality for students attending overcrowded, highly segregated schools in urban communities. 
Educators in underfunded schools responsible for preparing students for high stakes state exams 
may view disruptive students as having little potential for academic success (Noguera, 2003; 
Hirschfield, 2008; Raible & Irizarry, 2010). Learning conditions such as these can negatively 
impact a student’s ability to achieve positively valued academic goals. Students experience strain 
because of their inability to accomplish these goals and may harbor negative feelings about the 
loss which can result in maladaptive coping strategies. Noguera (2003) suggests that “it is the 
students who understand that school is not working for them, and know that education will not 
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lead to admission to college or access to a promising career, who typically cause the most trouble 
and disturbance in schools” (p.344). Agnew (1992) further argues that the disconnect between 
expectations and actual achievements causes enormous strain which ultimately results in 
maladaptive coping such as violence and delinquency. 
The presence of law enforcement officers, video surveillance, and metal detectors in 
many inner city schools are part of students’ daily experiences (Hirschfield, 2008). Rios (2011) 
argues that the youth control complex, or the hypercriminalization of young people of color 
across institutions, deprives youth of their human dignity and informs many of their life choices 
based on the perception of limited opportunities and impending punishment. Oftentimes students 
experience verbal abuse, false accusations, and exclusionary discipline practices in schools 
where performance on high stakes tests is the primary focus. This is particularly prevalent in 
“ghetto schools” that employ zero tolerance policies ineffectively (Morris, 2016; Lewis, 2006). 
Minority students view these schools as violent, unsafe places and perceive discrimination in 
treatment by teachers and law enforcement officials (Ruck and Wortley, 2002). Agnew (1992) 
suggests that strain is likely to result from “relationships in which others are not treating the 
individual as he or she would like to be treated” (p.48). This can generate great dissatisfaction 
and frustration with school and educators. Adverse school experiences, negative relationships 
with educators, and discipline that is erratic, excessive, or harsh cluster together to create strain. 
This can easily result in an extremely frustrated, angry student body particularly when students 
perceive school practices as undeserved and unfair. Perceptions of unfair rules and teacher 
treatment increase the likelihood that students will participate in violence (James et. al., 2014; 
Rebellon, 2012; Moon et. al., 2009). These negative experiences may have a cumulative effect, 
creating anger, frustration, and pressure that can be a precursor for delinquent coping. 
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Adolescents experiencing strain may feel a great deal of resentment and frustration. In order to 
alleviate the negative emotions associated with strain they may employ delinquent coping 
strategies including truancy, drug use, vandalism, aggression, and retaliation (Jang, 2007; 
Brezina, 1996). Other research has similarly described deviant adaptations to strain. Mazerolle 
and Piquero (1998) found support for the mediating effects of anger on delinquent coping, 
particularly violent behavior such as fighting. These negative experiences may also serve to 
reduce students’ attachment to their peers, teachers, and educational institutions (Agnew, 2001). 
Adverse school experiences can negatively impact academic achievement and damage 
relationships between educators and students resulting in students defiantly acting out in school 
or abandoning school completely.  
Positive school climate and restorative justice in schools 
Given that students spend a great deal of time in schools, school climate is an influential 
factor in youth development. The U.S. Department of Education is encouraging states to focus 
on school climate as part of their improvement efforts. However, a scan of the national landscape 
suggests that while some states are actively engaged in promoting positive school climate 
initiatives, in many, school climate is not even part of the education discourse. Additionally, 
scholars argue that there is a disturbing gap between scientifically sound research on school 
climate and policy that informs practice (Cohen et al., 2009). Lack of a consistent and commonly 
held definition for school climate has serious implications for both policy and practice (Cohen et 
al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013). The National School Climate Council (2007) supplies the 
following definition, “School climate is based on patterns of people’s experiences of school life 
and reflects norms, goals, values, interpersonal relationships, teaching and learning practices, and 
organizational structures.”. Thapa and colleagues (2013) propose that school climate is a data-
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driven concept that can be used to create safe and supportive environments that promote positive 
youth development and increased learning. The authors suggest five dimensions of school 
climate: safety, relationships, teaching and learning, the institutional environment, and school 
improvement process (Thapa et al., 2013). Comprehensive review of the literature reveals that 
there are many constructive outcomes associated with positive school climate for both students 
and teachers. Positive school climate can result in decreased absenteeism, reduced aggression 
and violence, lower rates of suspensions, increased student health/ wellbeing, and improved 
academic performance. School climate is associated with student academic achievement at all 
levels of schooling. Teachers exposed to a positive school climate experience greater job 
satisfaction and commitment to the profession. Teacher-student and peer relationships 
established within a positive school climate are caring, trusting, and respectful (Amstutz & 
Mullet, 2005; Wachtel, 2013; Morris, 2016). A safe and caring school climate also impacts 
student motivation to learn, their self-esteem, and their level of attachment to school (Cohen, 
2009; Cohen et al., 2009). Positive school climate supports positive youth development and 
learning which can potentially impact life outcomes particularly for students of color from high 
poverty communities. 
Schools are tasked with maintaining an environment that is conducive to learning and the 
effective resolution of conflict when wrongdoing occurs. When an offense occurs, schools can 
opt to use restorative justice approaches instead of the traditional punitive discipline advanced by 
zero tolerance policies (Drewery, 2004; Amstutz & Mullet, 2005; Stinchcomb et al., 2006; 
Gonzalez, 2012; Fiester, 2015; Fronius et al., 2016). Restorative practices have been 
implemented in schools with the intention of addressing harmful exclusionary discipline and 
improving school climate (Karp & Breslin, 2001; Drewery and Winslade, 2003; McCold & 
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Wachtel, 2003; Morrison, 2003; Amstutz & Mullet, 2005; Stinchcomb et al., 2006; Gonsoulin, 
2012; Gonzalez, 2012; Wachtel, 2013; Wadhwa, 2016). According to McCold and Wachtel 
(2003) there are four ways to address social discipline: a punitive approach, a permissive 
approach, a neglectful approach, and the restorative approach illustrated in the social discipline 
window (Figure 3). Unlike other discipline models that are either overly punitive, permissive, or 
neglectful, restorative approaches are responsive to the needs of the student. The restorative 
approach involves actively doing things with others instead of for others or to others. Restorative 
schools are working with students to build community and address conflict instead of using 
punitive approaches that employ high levels of control and very little support. Restorative 
practices treat community members as participants in the process of creating a positive school 
climate where limit setting and discipline happen with encouragement and support. Using the 
social discipline window has helped schools to understand how to implement restorative justice 
with fidelity as they move away from punitive discipline models toward more collaborative, 
holistic, and healing methods.  
 
Figure 3. Social Discipline Window (McCold & Wachtel, 2003) 
Engaging students in repairing harm and creating a community of care is a collaborative 
process that can have a lasting impact on behavior as well as academic outcomes. Wachtel 
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(2013) suggests that restorative practices are community building measures that prevent 
wrongdoing whereas restorative justice consist of responses to address wrongdoing after it 
occurs. The author argues that restorative practice is “a social science that studies how to build 
social capital and achieve social discipline through participatory learning and decision-making” 
(p.1). McCold and Wachtel (2003) advocate for the restorative approach, asserting that by 
including all those involved in the harmful incident there is a greater opportunity for effective 
problem-solving and healing. The authors suggest that schools that use restorative approaches 
are setting limits while still being supportive as they work with students (McCold & Wachtel, 
2003). Wachtel (2013) asserts that restorative processes can range from informal practices such 
as using affective statements in daily interactions to more formal interventions such as using 
restorative circles for community building and teaching in classrooms or facilitating restorative 
conferences to engage all stakeholders in conflict resolution when wrongdoing occurs. Amstutz 
and Mullet (2005) advance school discipline as an ongoing process which promotes personal 
accountability and therefore creates healthy and caring schools where students learn that they are 
members of a community and that their actions affect others. Advocates of restorative practices 
suggest that young people are more likely to exhibit positive behaviors in a school where they 
feel like they are part of a community where their thoughts and feelings are valued and their 
voices are heard (McCold & Wachtel, 2003; McCluskey, 2008; Macready, 2009; Wachtel, 2013; 
Morris, 2016). In contrast to punitive discipline where students are punished for breaking school 
rules, discipline that embraces restorative justice principles seeks answers to basic questions 
about the harmful incident including: who was harmed, what caused the harm, what are the 
unmet needs of those involved in the harmful incident and how can all those involved in the 
harmful incident work collaboratively to repair the harm done? Wachtel (2013) asserts that 
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“systematic use of informal restorative practices has a cumulative impact and creates what might 
be described as a restorative milieu – an environment that consistently fosters awareness, 
empathy, and responsibility in a way that is likely to prove far more effective in achieving social 
discipline than our current reliance on punishment and sanctions” (p.9). 
A responsive and restorative approach involves both students and educators in the 
process of creating a positive school environment free of violence and harm. Morrison (2003) 
proposes a continuum of responsive and restorative regulation that starts at the primary level 
with schools developing students’ social-emotional competencies, at the secondary level with 
schools regularly practicing the use of restorative circles within classrooms, and finally at the 
tertiary level with schools responding to serious offenses with restorative justice conferences to 
repair harms done and restore the relationships disrupted by the offense. Morrison (2003) 
highlights empirical evidence to support the use of restorative responsiveness as a framework. 
Using qualitative and quantitative data, the author demonstrates that schools implementing a 
restorative responsive approach increased feelings of safety within the school community, 
improved students’ emotional intelligence, and reported a decrease in both bullying and repeat 
offending (Morrison, 2003; Morrison et al., 2005). Morrison (2003) argues that it is the school’s 
responsibility to make things right when harm occurs, and holds schools accountable by asking: 
“When they get it wrong; do we get it right?” (p.702). Furthermore, Morrison (2003) suggests 
schools should engage in ongoing professional development for teachers and school personnel in 
order to respond to the needs of the entire school community. Implementing restorative justice 
and responsive regulation in schools can produce a learning environment where students can 
develop the social-emotional skills they need to become responsible citizens.  
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With support from the Ministry of Education, Drewery and Winslade (2003) conducted a 
one-year pilot project using restorative justice and effectively reduced the number of suspensions 
and the disproportionate number of Maori students suspended in schools in Waikato, New 
Zealand. Additional findings revealed that schools adapted restorative practices differently based 
on their needs. Those in positions of power impacted schools’ commitment to the restorative 
justice pilot project and therefore its success. Some teachers involved in the pilot project were 
reluctant to participate at first but teachers that did had a “career-changing experience”. Finally, 
parents and caregivers involved in the pilot indicated they “had never had meaningful 
conversations with schools” prior to this program (Drewery & Winslade, 2003).  Cavanagh’s 
(2007) ethnography of a school where professional development in the use of restorative 
practices was implemented reveals that healthy relationships are critical to creating a climate of 
safety, and that restorative practices can heal harms done when wrongdoing occurs. Furthermore, 
the author found that restorative practices, relationship-based pedagogy in the classroom, and a 
culture of care were three primary domains of a climate of safety (Cavanagh, 2007). Cavanagh 
(2007) states, “Such an approach deconstructs the traditional theoretical frameworks that 
promote technical responses and proposes a holistic, life-giving model for responding to 
wrongdoing and conflict in schools” (p.31). McCluskey and her colleagues (2008) conducted an 
evaluation of a two-year pilot project implementing restorative justice in 18 Scottish schools and 
found clear evidence of school change, positive views and understanding of restorative practices 
among staff, improved relationships and the development and use of restorative practices at 
many of the participating schools. The authors advance a broader conceptualization of 
“restorative” and suggest moving beyond shaming students who engage in wrongdoing and 
toward creating “restorative schools” that use restorative values, practices, and skills to prevent 
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harm from occurring. They propose a whole school approach to implement restorative practices 
as a preventive framework that promotes positive relationships, experiential learning, and a sense 
of belongingness among community members (McCluskey et al., 2008). 
Through restorative justice practices educators and students learn how to manage 
emotions and successfully negotiate conflict. Teacher training and supervision as well as 
programmatic interventions for students are critical in addressing discriminatory bias, reducing 
strain, and improving school climate (Ladson-Billings, 1999; Berkowitz & Bier, 2007; Monroe, 
2009; McCluskey et al., 2008; Moon and Morash, 2012; Comer, 2015; Kraft et al., 2015). 
Addressing the deficit views held by educators working in poor marginalized communities and 
increasing social supports so that students learn to better manage their anger could reduce the 
likelihood of their responding to strain with violence and delinquency (Agnew, 2006). According 
to Green and his colleagues (2013) there are entire communities dedicated to restorative 
practices as an “attempt to improve communication and understanding between people and social 
groups” (p. 454) for the purpose of creating “socially and emotionally confident youth” (p.445) 
that will become “forward-looking, articulate, and empowered adults who will shape the future 
of their city” (p.447). Restorative justice offers educators and students an opportunity to create a 
caring school environment that values safety, relationships, effective teaching and learning, as 
well as continuous improvement efforts. Schools greatly influence positive youth development 
and student achievement which can result in positive life outcomes. Organizations are asked to 
move beyond the delivery of goods and services, to engage in relationships with the people they 
serve, to respect their humanity, and to “shift their ways of thinking, feeling and acting” (Boyes-
Watson, 2005, p.365). Johnson, Bryan, & Boutte suggests that oftentimes urban classrooms are 
sites of violence and suffering for young Black people and ask, “What does it look like to 
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(re)imagine urban classrooms as sites of love? As educators, how might we utilize a pedagogy of 
love as an embodied practice that influences holistic teaching? How might we utilize a pedagogy 
of love to include Black youths’ racialized and gendered life histories and experiences and their 
language and literacy practices?” (p.46). In his book Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and 
Latino Boys, Victor Rios (2011) suggests, “It will take imagination and courage to adopt 
successful models that attempt to transform the punitive way in which young people are treated 
in marginalized communities” (p.xvi). Ultimately the goal is to end the school-to-prison pipeline, 
eradicate disproportionate exclusionary discipline, and implement restorative practices as an 
alternative to the ineffective zero tolerance policies that have prevailed over the years.  
Quality implementation of evidence based practices 
Quality implementation can only result from deliberate thought and action throughout the 
entire process of implementing any program, project, or policy. Because of the significant 
influence it has on outcomes, implementation is now recognized as a science and focus of study 
in itself (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Wandersman, 2009; Meyers et al., 2012a; Meyers et al., 2012b; 
Metz & Albers, 2014). Moreover, government funding agencies are interested in supporting 
evidence-based interventions that successfully demonstrate effectiveness with data gathered 
through sound monitoring and evaluation practices (Kusek & Rist, 2004; Kilbourne et al., 2007; 
Meyers, 2012; Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015). Ideally, monitoring and evaluation starts at the 
very beginning of implementation (Kilbourne et al., 2007; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Metz & 
Albers, 2014; Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015; Scaccia et al., 2015) and continues through the 
institutionalization of best practices (Kalafat & Ryerson, 1999; Kilbourne et al., 2007; Durlak & 
DuPre, 2008; Meyers et al., 2012b). Many organizations do not achieve desired results because 
of their lack of attention to the implementation process (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Metz & Albers, 
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2014). Durlak and DuPre (2008) emphasize that “developing effective interventions is only the 
first step toward improving the health and well-being of populations. Transferring the effective 
programs into real world settings and maintaining them there is a complicated, long-term process 
that requires dealing effectively with the successive, complex phases of program diffusion” 
(p.327). Monitoring and evaluation can ensure programs are implemented as planned and expose 
problems early increasing the likelihood of successful implementation.    
Several factors have been linked to the successful implementation of programs. Metz and 
Albers (2014) ask “what does it take?” and suggest that successful implementation starts with 
selecting the right intervention to implement, using a stage-based approach for implementation, 
establishing effective collaboration among stakeholders, and using data to inform decision-
making and continuous improvement. Research suggests that organizational readiness 
significantly influences implementation (Kusek & Rist, 2004; Meyers et al., 2012a; Scaccia et 
al., 2015; Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015). Scaccia and his colleagues (2015) assert that readiness 
results from an organization’s motivation to engage in the implementation process, the general 
capacities of the organization to actually implement the innovation, and innovation-specific 
capacities needed for effective implementation of the particular intervention or program. The 
authors suggest that beliefs about the intervention, perceptions of anticipated outcomes, and 
emotional responses about the innovation influence people’s motivation to engage in 
implementation (Scaccia et al., 2015).  General capacities involve organizational culture, climate, 
infrastructure, characteristics of leadership, and resources available. Innovation-specific 
capacities, also referred to as intervention-specific readiness, involves the particular knowledge 
and skills required to implement a specific intervention (Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015; Scaccia, 
2015). Wanless and Domitrovich (2015) suggest that “training is one of the most common 
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activities designed to improve a number of implementer readiness factors including intervention 
buy-in and knowledge” (p. 1040). Some scholars note the importance of having a program 
champion who will promote the intervention and maintain support for the innovation throughout 
the entire process of implementation (Kusek & Rist, 2004; Kilbourne et al., 2007; Durlak & 
DuPre, 2008; Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015; Meyers et al., 2012b). Furthermore, there are 
external factors that impact implementation such as the social, political, and economic 
environment in which the program, project or policy takes place (Kusek & Rist, 2004; Demby et 
al., 2014; Scaccia et al., 2015). Assessment of internal factors such as organizational readiness, 
existing general capacities and the need for intervention-specific knowledge and skills can 
increase the likelihood of successful program implementation. 
Several frameworks and tools have been developed to provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of implementation and evaluation processes (Kusek & Rist, 2004; Kilbourne et 
al., 2007; Durlak and DuPre, 2008; Wandersman, 2009; Meyers et al., 2012a; Meyers et al., 
2012b; Gagnon et al., 2016). From reviewing hundreds of empirical studies about 
implementation, Durlak and DuPre (2008) found that ecological factors including community 
level factors, provider characteristics, innovation characteristics, factors related to organizational 
capacity, and factors such as training and technical assistance influence implementation and 
outcomes. The authors suggest that positive outcomes are influenced by the intensity of program 
delivery, daily use of program practices, and consistent monitoring of program implementation 
(Durlak & DuPre, 2008). The Quality Implementation Framework developed by Meyers and his 
colleagues (2012a) identifies four phases associated with quality implementation. Phase one 
involves initial considerations regarding the host setting including the needs of the organization, 
their readiness to engage in implementation and the organizational capacity present. Phase two 
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involves creating a structure for implementation by establishing implementation teams and 
developing a plan for implementation. Phase three begins once implementation starts and 
involves ongoing support, such as technical assistance, coaching and supervision. This phase 
also includes evaluation and feedback concerning the implementation process. Finally, phase 
four involves learning from experience, when innovation developers critically reflect on the use, 
modification, and outcomes of the intervention (Meyers et al., 2012a; Meyers et al., 2012b). In 
addition to the Quality Implementation Framework, Meyers et al. (2012b) developed the Quality 
Implementation Tool with useful information related to planning, monitoring, and evaluating 
implementation practices. The Getting to Outcomes results-based accountability approach 
examines an organization’s needs and resources, their goals and target population, the desired 
outcomes, science and best practices supporting the proposed intervention, the fit between the 
proposed intervention and programs that already exist in the setting, logistics about how the 
intervention will be carried out, evaluation of the implementation process, continuous quality 
improvement and sustainability/ institutionalization of the intervention (Chinman, Imm & 
Wandersman, 2004; Wandersman, 2009). Using these frameworks and tools will certainly 
enhance the quality of any implementation practice.  
RESEARCH METHODS 
This research investigation used an eclectic mix of qualitative approaches to understand 
the implementation of restorative justice in New York City public schools. This study used 
institutional ethnography to guide my understanding of issues that are specific to the world of 
work and how work is carried out in context (Campbell, 1998; Devault, 2006), and critical 
ethnography to recognize the existence of power and control in the lives of marginalized students 
(Anderson, 1989; Smith-Maddox & Solorzano, 2002). Applied ethnography lends itself to 
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investigating nuances and social interactions that exist in organizational settings. It is therefore 
often used to collect data for educational research (Siegel, 2005). Qualitative methods such as 
fieldwork observations, in-depth interviews, and text analysis are useful to gain rich descriptions 
of teaching, learning, and program implementation (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999). 
This study embraced an ecological approach that acknowledges the micro and macro level issues 
involved in educational programming, particularly in shifting organizational culture and 
discipline practices. In an effort to better understand the process of implementing restorative 
justice in punitive schools, I conducted observations and in-depth interviews with key 
stakeholders including administrators, educators, school personnel, and trainers from community 
based organizations involved in the implementation of restorative justice practices in New York 
City public schools. My goal was to capture the realities of key stakeholders as they 
implemented restorative justice in the hopes of shifting discipline practices and improving school 
climate. I also analyzed relevant texts such as school discipline policies, discipline contracts, and 
training materials used in the professional development of educators. I hoped to include the 
perspectives of school safety agents but was not granted permission by the New York City Police 
Department to interview them. However, I have included my observations of their presence in 
schools and the impact they have on school discipline as shared by my participants.  
This research used empowerment evaluation, a method developed by Fetterman and 
Wandersman (2005) to examine the implementation of restorative justice in New York City 
public schools. Empowerment evaluation grew from the enormous dissatisfaction with 
traditional evaluation methods. Wandersman (2009) states, “empowerment evaluation helps 
program developers and staff to achieve their program goals by providing them with logic and 
tools for assessing and improving the planning, implementation, and results of their own 
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programs” (p. 12). My role as an evaluator embraced the principles of empowerment evaluation 
as outlined by Fetterman and Wandersman (2005), which include concepts such as improvement, 
community ownership, inclusion, democratic participation, social justice, community 
knowledge, evidence based strategies, capacity building, organizational learning, and 
accountability. Questions developed using the Getting to Outcomes results based accountability 
approach were employed in this project. These open-ended questions facilitated dialogue with 
key stakeholders including officials at the New York City Department of Education, school 
administrators, teachers, school staff, and trainers at the community based organizations involved 
in professional development. This process allowed me to assess areas such as needs and resource 
assessment, goal setting, the science of best practices, capacity building, planning, process 
evaluation, quality management, and the institutionalization and sustainability of programs 
(Chinman, Imm & Wandersman, 2004). Questions adapted from the Getting to Outcomes 
approach are available in the Appendix section of this document. 
The goal of my research was not to prove the effectiveness of this intervention but to gain 
a comprehensive understanding about the process of implementing a multilevel approach to 
support schools as they attempted to shift school climate and improve discipline practices. This 
study describes the decision-making and strategies used throughout the different phases of 
implementation, stakeholders’ perceptions of implementation, and the influence of context on the 
process of implementation.  Questions of interest include: In what ways do project managers 
assess the needs of individual schools given their location, population, and the specific discipline 
challenges they encounter? What strategies do schools use to get the resources they need during 
the process of organizational change? What particular challenges do stakeholders experience 
during the implementation process? What are some accomplishments made in the direction of 
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achieving program goals? What factors facilitate or hinder organizational change initiatives? 
How are community organizations involved in the shift in school climate and practice? How do 
school policies, practices, and unwritten rules inform the everyday experiences of educators and 
how are these operating at different schools? What do the educators and school personnel think 
about restorative justice and the accompanying policy changes? This study assessed program 
integrity, program acceptability, and participants’ satisfaction with program activities. The 
investigation sought to understand the perceptions of those involved in organizational change 
and how educators learn to shift discipline from a punitive style to a more responsive and 
restorative approach. Other questions of interest addressed whether school characteristics 
influence how individuals think about discipline and punishment, how educators construct 
meaning of school discipline and punishment and how participants make sense of organizational 
change. Because the exploration focused on the construction of meaning, I attempted to 
accurately document the information provided by participants with attention to the nuances 
involved in qualitative interviewing (Maxwell, 2005). 
Sampling  
There were 15 Beginner Schools, 5 Experienced Schools, and 5 Mentor Schools involved 
in the restorative justice pilot program funded by the New York City Council with oversight by 
the New York City Department of Education. Beginner Schools were assigned to work with a 
community based organization and were provided extensive training in restorative justice 
principles. Mentor Schools hosted visits to those interested in observing how restorative 
practices operate at schools that have been doing this work for years. Experienced Schools 
received coaching and training as they continue implementing restorative justice at their schools. 
A purposeful sampling technique was used to recruit participants for this study from Beginner, 
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Experienced, and Mentor Schools. Maxwell (2005) states that by using purposeful sampling 
“particular settings, persons, or activities are selected deliberately in order to provide information 
that can’t be gotten as well from other choices” (p.88).  
An invitation to participate in the study was extended to the various people involved in 
the restorative justice pilot program including project managers from the Department of 
Education, school based administrators, educators and school personnel from participating 
schools, and facilitators from the community based organizations providing training in 
restorative practices. A formal email about my project was sent to the lead administrator of the 
Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of Education to request a meeting to 
discuss the goals of my research. After meeting, the lead administrator sent an email introduction 
to me and the project manager who I met a week later at the National Association of Community 
and Restorative Justice Conference in Oakland, California where we were both scheduled to 
present. Upon my return from the conference, the project manager and I met once again. After 
this meeting he sent an email to principals at participating schools endorsing my research and 
inviting them to participate in the study. With permission from the principals, an email was sent 
to teachers and other school personnel involved in the pilot program inviting them to participate 
in my research study. Additionally, I recruited trainers from the community based organizations 
by calling and sending emails inviting them to participate in my research.  
The purpose of my research investigation was explained to all potential participants prior 
to the start. Candidates were informed that their participation was voluntary and that they could 
decide to discontinue participation at any time without any negative consequences. Signed 
consent was obtained from all who agreed to participate. The consent briefly describes the 
purpose of my study, the risks and benefits involved in participation, and explicit information 
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about the voluntary nature of their participation. The consent form also asked participants for 
their permission to have the interview audio recorded. A copy of the signed consent form was 
provided to each participant. The consent form is available in the Appendix section of this 
document. 
Gaining access to the research field 
At the start of this project, I met with the lead administrator at the Office of Safety and 
Youth Development at the New York City Department of Education to discuss my interview 
questions and observation protocol. Given his position as a gatekeeper, it was important that I 
communicate why my research was valuable. Gaining his trust and acceptance took time and 
effort. However, I spoke clearly about how my research was in line with his desire to advance 
restorative justice in New York City public schools and he agreed to assist me in negotiating 
access to the pilot schools. With his help, I revised some of the interview questions and the 
observation protocol. These were minor revisions that did not alter my project goals and 
objectives in any way. He made an email introduction where he connected me with the project 
manager overseeing the pilot. Upon meeting in Oakland, the project manager and I spoke in 
depth about restorative justice, the pilot project, and my research. He agreed to meet again in 
New York City to discuss my dissertation research further.  
From June 2017 until the present, I have maintained ongoing contact with the project 
manager to gather information about the implementation of restorative justice in New York City 
public schools. While the Department of Education granted me permission to enter the pilot 
schools, I could not visit without permission from the principals. The project manager was 
instrumental in my gaining access to the research field. I was invited to attend trainings he held 
over the summer for administrators, educators and staff working in the pilot schools. I attended 
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two trainings specifically designed for school principals and two trainings designed for 
restorative justice practitioners. Gaining access to the schools required a great deal of strategic 
planning and hard work. I had the opportunity to meet many of the principals and restorative 
justice coordinators at trainings held by the project manager, however I had to explain why my 
research was important and how their schools could benefit from participating in research about 
implementation efforts. I expressed my deep desire to learn from them and described what 
participation in my research would entail. I worked hard at building trust and gaining acceptance. 
Some principals agreed to participate and granted me permission to visit their schools and 
interview their staff while others did not. From October 2017 through December 2017, I 
accompanied the project manager on site visits throughout the five boroughs of New York City. 
This gave me the opportunity to hear how schools were implementing restorative justice as well 
as observe their practices. I regularly met with the project manager to discuss progress being 
made by schools involved in the pilot. The trajectory of my dissertation project from start to 
finish is outline in a timeline that can be found in the Appendix section.  
Cultural context and geographic locality  
Understanding cultural context and geographic locality is important in any research 
investigation particularly when thinking about how neighborhoods influence individuals and 
organizations. Given that my research takes place in New York City, information about the 
neighborhoods where students live and attend school, the characteristics of these neighborhoods, 
and how neighborhoods can impact the lives of those who live and work there is relevant. 
Thinking about schools located throughout New York City as the context for this work bears 
mentioning. Most students attending the pilot schools qualify for free lunch which is an 
indication that family means are below the poverty level. Most schools are located in 
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disadvantaged neighborhoods characterized by concentrated poverty, residential instability, 
racial segregation, and limited access to resources. Many of the neighborhoods have been 
affected by violence, trauma, crime, and heavy police presence. Neighborhoods impact child 
development, emotional wellbeing, academic achievement, risk taking, the ability to form 
healthy peer friendships, parenting, and other life outcomes (Gonzales et al. 1996; Leventhal & 
Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Wang et al., 2014; Goldfeld & Villanueva, 2017; Lane et al., 2017; Phillips 
& Simpson, 2018). These factors impact students and educators alike. Some questions for 
consideration include: what does it mean to live and work in this cultural context and geographic 
locality? Are educators aware of neighborhood conditions and how these impact students and 
their families? What opportunities or risks are present in these neighborhoods? What perceptions 
do educators have of the neighborhood where schools are located and the people who live there? 
How do these perceptions impact the work they do? Of particular interest to this investigation is, 
how can neighborhood context impact the implementation of restorative justice in schools? 
While these questions may be beyond the scope of this investigation, their relevance still 
remains. 
Observations 
Observations of participating sites provided real life examples of actual implementation 
of restorative practices, information about sociocultural differences across sites, and the variation 
that exists in implementation practices at different locations. During the 2017 – 2018 academic 
year, I was able to spend a full day at 10 schools participating in the city funded restorative 
justice pilot project. Of these, 6 were Beginner Schools, 2 were Experienced Schools and 2 
Mentor Schools. Of the Beginner Schools, one was a traditional middle school located in the 
Bronx serving grades 6 through 8, another was a school serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn 
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and 4 were traditional high schools serving grades 9 through 12 located in Manhattan, Staten 
Island, Brooklyn, and the Bronx. Of the Experienced Schools, one was a traditional middle 
school in Queens and the other a traditional high school in Brooklyn. Of the Mentor Schools, one 
school served grades 6 through 12 and the other was an alternative/ transfer high school for 
under credit, overage students needing to complete grades 9 through 12. Table 1 outlines 
participating schools and participants involved from those schools. While I promised participants 
that neither their names nor the name of their schools would appear in my dissertation, I 
disclosed that I would be using information about their level of experience with restorative 
practices, the type of school they worked in, their role and the borough they were located in. This 
information is valuable in understanding students’ developmental stage, geographic locality, and 
some of the challenges associated with working in different roles at different types of schools.    
Level Type Participants Borough 




 High School  Principal  
Social Worker 
West Harlem 
 High School Principal 
Restorative Justice Coach 
East Harlem 
 
 High School Principal 
Teacher 
Restorative Justice Coach 
Bronx 
 High School Restorative Justice Coordinator 
Social Worker 
Brooklyn 
 High School Principal 
Restorative Justice Coordinator 
Staten Island 
 6 – 12 School Principal Brooklyn 
Experienced Middle School Principal Queens 
 High School Principal Brooklyn 
Mentor 6 – 12 School Principal Brooklyn 
 Alternative High School Principal Manhattan 
 Alternative High School -------------- Manhattan 
Table 1. Schools Participating in Evaluation of Restorative Justice Pilot 
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 As I accompanied the project manager on site visits, I was able to experience the security 
procedures upon entering the schools, hear from school administrators, meet with individuals 
working on the restorative justice initiative, and observe interactions between students and 
educators. I was able to sit in several community building circles, observe a peer mediation, and 
witness a healing harm circle. I also visited a Beginner high school and a Mentor high school on 
my own to interview participants for my research. The principals of these schools agreed to be 
interviewed and have their staff interviewed as well. While I did not spend the whole day at 
those schools, I was still able to witness the security measures upon entering the building and 
some of the school culture. I observed professional development activities, training sessions, and 
actual restorative justice programming at participating schools.  
During these observations, extensive field notes were taken to document the 
characteristics of the environment and the behaviors enacted by the cultural actors that work in 
the setting. According to the Citywide Behavioral Expectations to Support Student Learning: 
Student Intervention and Discipline Code, restorative approaches include: the use of restorative 
circles, collaborative negotiation, peer mediation, and formal restorative conferences. I observed 
many of these practices at participating schools. Questions that directed my observations are: 
what restorative justice programming is evident at the site, how is it implemented, and how do 
participants respond to these activities?  I focused on both individual and contextual factors. The 
observation protocol is available in the Appendix section of this document.  
Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key stakeholders to understand decision 
making processes, identify actual implementation strategies used, and assess attitudes and 
perceptions about the process of implementing restorative practices in previously punitive 
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schools. Of the 25 key stakeholders, I interviewed the lead administrator, project manager, and 
district trainer at the Department of Education, 10 school principals, 6 restorative justice 
coordinators, 2 supervisors from the community based organizations, and 4 staff members 
including a dean, a teacher, and two social workers. There were 15 people of color and 10 White 
identified participants. There were 13 female participants and 12 were male. Interviews ranged 
from 25 minutes to an hour and 15 minutes. Through open-ended questions, I hoped to gain a 
deeper understanding of how people engaged in the implementation process and their 
construction of meaning about school discipline and organizational change. Additionally, 
stakeholders identified accomplishments and challenges experienced during the process of 
implementation. Interview questions were designed to gain access to the world of social actors 
and the meanings they generate about their reality during the process of organizational 
transformation. The interviews were conducted throughout New York City and were scheduled 
at the participant’s convenience. Given the exploratory nature from which this investigation 
starts, open-ended questions adapted from the Getting to Outcomes results-based accountability 
approach (Chinman, Imm, & Wandersman, 2004) were used to guide the initial inquiry. 
However, follow-up questions were asked to gather more detail and greater understanding 
particularly in moments when more clarity was needed. Early in my research, I engaged in a 
process of revising my interview questions with input from my participants, particularly the lead 
administrator at the Office of Safety and Youth Development and the project manager. They 
were able to suggest changes in wording and tense that were more appropriate given where 
schools were in the process of implementation.   
As I interviewed more participants, my questions became much more refined and led to 
deep reflection on the part of those being interviewed. I also stopped using compound questions 
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and would pace myself by asking one question at a time. This gave my participants time to 
reflect on their experiences and articulate their thoughts clearly without feeling overwhelmed or 
rushed. The process of refining my interview questions led to my own reflection about this work 
and the impact it was having on people, places, and practices. Using grounded theory as 
proposed by Charmaz (2014), I was able to critically think about the purpose of my interview 
questions and the importance of interrogating those questions so as to come up with questions 
that were considerate of the phenomena under investigation. Each interview resulted in better, 
more refined questions but also in my developing a greater understanding of the implementation 
process and more confidence in my own interviewing style. Initially, my interviews were 
scripted and seemed robotic. After visiting several schools and attending training sessions, I was 
able to connect with my participants in a much deeper way and the conversations that resulted 
were richer and more profound than earlier interviews. I was able to be much more empathetic 
and to detect nuances that were invisible during earlier interviews. When things were left unsaid, 
I was able to probe in a way that was not intrusive or disrespectful. All of my participants agreed 
to have the interview audio recorded. I transcribed the audio recordings and used the transcripts 
during data analysis.  
Textual analysis 
When deciding what texts to analyze, I had to assess the content, structure, and function 
of the text and my purpose for including it. I looked at how much of the text was dedicated to 
restorative justice implementation, the language used, and what meaning I derived from the text.  
While the Citywide Behavioral Expectations to Support Student Learning: Student Intervention 
and Discipline Code provides guidelines from the Department of Education about restorative 
justice practices, other relevant documents about discipline and restorative justice also served as 
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data to include. These documents provide the language of discipline used at each participating 
site. The principals and/or teachers at participating schools provided me with these documents. I 
also conducted an internet search to identify data available online about each participating 
school, including data generated by the New York City Department of Education such as school 
climate surveys, school ratings conducted by independent organizations, demographics about the 
school/ neighborhood context, and articles written where schools were explicitly mentioned. 
Training manuals, assignments/exercises, and tools used for professional development were also 
examined.  
Data analysis  
Prior to coding, I carefully listened to the recordings of the interviews and transcribed 
each and every utterance made by my participants. As I listened and transcribed, I was able to 
fully appreciate the generosity and candor of my participants. They were able to think critically 
about the process of implementing restorative practices and recount some of the 
accomplishments and struggles they experienced along the way. I was also able to see how my 
approach to interviewing changed and improved over time. I noticed shared experiences as well 
as variation that existed at the different sites. While I did not code at this time, I did begin to 
form ideas about how to begin coding the enormous amount of data that was generated from the 
interviewing process. After having transcribed the interviews, I reviewed each transcript and 
removed utterances such as “oh”, “um”, “ah”, “like”, “you know”, “so” and other word fillers. 
Word fillers, also known as vocal fillers, are used by speakers as they formulate their thoughts, 




Data analysis was ongoing throughout the duration of the investigation. From the data 
collected, categories and themes were generated and concepts were developed with the ultimate 
goal of carefully describing the case study, analyzing the information generated, and interpreting 
the information to accurately reflect implementation practices and fully appreciate the 
experiences of those participating in organizational transformation (Morse, 2004). This 
investigation was carried out in a reflexive, interactive manner as recommended by Maxwell 
(2008). Two cycles of coding were employed. During the first cycle, I coded for important 
themes and during the second cycle, coding was employed to develop broader concepts. Saldana 
(2009) suggests that during the second cycle of hierarchical coding, the researcher will generate 
categories, themes, and concepts in an attempt to understand meaning or build theory. 
During initial coding, I critically interrogated my codes to ensure there was a clear 
connection between my codes and the data I collected. Most importantly, I wanted my codes to 
honor the stories shared by my participants. Charmaz (2014) warns against “recasting the studied 
experience into a lifeless, language that better fits our academic and bureaucratic worlds than 
that of our participants” (p.160). The process of initial coding allowed me to develop a deeper 
curiosity about restorative justice and true compassion for those involved in this work. Focused 
coding was an opportunity for me to re-examine my initial codes and decide which codes were 
most useful for the analysis I was engaged in. I could clearly see some patterns emerging from 
the data which led to a more informed view of the work. This led to a process of theoretical 
coding, which Charmaz (2014) refers to as a more sophisticated process where you interact with 
your data to raise questions about the codes you have constructed and convert these into concepts 
to be further developed.  
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Validity was safeguarded to accurately answer the research questions of interest. As my 
research project evolved, I contemplated how member checks could be employed and what the 
benefits of member checking would be. Because I wanted to accurately relay my participants’ 
accounts of implementation, having participants check their interview transcripts and provide 
feedback where needed made the most sense. Member checks were employed to ensure that 
transcripts reflected their thoughts and experiences. Each participant received a transcript of their 
interview and was given the option to omit information they felt did not reflect their ideas or to 
add anything they wanted to include. None of the participants chose to add or omit any 
information. A follow up email was sent asking participants to share their preferred pronoun, 
race, and ethnicity. They were asked once again to send any feedback or additional comments to 
include. Participants provided identity information, but no additional comments or omissions 
were proposed. Triangulation of data from interviews, observations, and written texts was also 
employed. While validity threats are an inevitable part of qualitative research, I was mindful of 
checking my own biases and assumptions throughout the investigation. I maintained an 
awareness about how I influenced the research and identified areas that could be a source of 
validity threat and addressed them as they came up. Furthermore, the quality of information 
gathered throughout this inquiry was routinely interrogated to ensure its trustworthiness and 
authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Data gathered was useful for the process of theoretical 
development, theoretical extension, and theoretical refinement (Snow, Morrill & Anderson, 
2003).  
Limitations 
Some limitations involved in the current research project include generalizability which 
is restricted to high suspension schools implementing restorative justice in New York City, self-
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selection bias and the use of self-reported data. While restorative justice is implemented at other 
schools throughout the United States and other countries, the participating schools are all located 
in New York City and may not be representative of schools in other parts of the country or the 
world. While generalizability is limited, the research findings are still valuable given that New 
York City has the largest school district in the United States. People who agreed to participate in 
this study are those most interested in the research investigation and may not be representative of 
the entire group of administrators, school personnel, students, and parents involved in the 
restorative justice pilot. These individuals expressed interest in restorative justice and 
commitment to transforming discipline practices and improving school climate.  
While students and parents are important stakeholders and their input is extremely 
valuable, this investigation does not include their perspectives. For the purpose of my 
dissertation, I am concerned with how educators implement restorative discipline in their daily 
work experiences. However, I was able to observe how students and parents are involved in the 
implementation of restorative practices at Beginner, Experienced, and Mentor schools during site 
visits. Although there are limitations, the investigation is worthwhile as it revealed useful 
information about the implementation of restorative justice in New York City public schools that 
have employed punitive practices in the past.  
Ethical considerations 
My research proposal was reviewed by the institutional review board at John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice and at the New York City Department of Education to ensure that there were 
minimal risks associated with participating in the study and that ethical guidelines were adhered 
to. Each participant received a consent form describing the study and what they could expect in 
terms of risk, benefits, and confidentiality. Information shared by participants may be critical of 
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current practices and uncomfortable for some to disclose. However, participants were assured 
that the information collected would be diligently protected with the utmost of care. Participants 
were also given the option to skip any question they were uncomfortable answering. The names 
of participants were not included anywhere in this dissertation nor will they be included in any 
subsequent publications that may be produced. Any potential harms involved with participating 
were described in detail to participants. Finally, all participants’ privacy was protected, and they 
were all treated in a respectful manner throughout their participation in the study. Data was kept 
in a private, password protected environment and was only accessed and accessible by me. Once 
audio recorded interviews were transcribed, participants were provided with a transcribed 
interview for their review and were given the option to send any revisions or additions they 
wanted made. No participant sent forth revisions nor additions.   
FINDINGS 
Conditions that led to restorative justice implementation 
Federal laws, zero tolerance policies, and existing paradigms about school discipline have 
long been entrenched in the notion of deterrence. This punitive approach is in part due to moral 
panic which ensued during the 1990s and further escalated after the Columbine High School 
massacre where 13 people lost their lives at the hands of two students. Many zero tolerance 
policies rely on general deterrence and specific deterrence. General deterrence embraces the idea 
that those who witness the punishment of others will be less likely to misbehave. Specific 
deterrence is employed in the hopes of decreasing the likelihood of future misbehavior by those 
who are punished. Participants who have been educators for many years were able to articulate 
that punitive practices were both acceptable and expected in the past. The principal at an 
Experienced middle school in Queens states, “Our policy was zero tolerance for any infraction 
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leading to anywhere from 150 to 200 suspensions a year. When you do the math that’s basically 
one student per day being suspended. We looked at some of the data and found that there was a 
high percentage of Latino, Black, African American students being suspended, students with 
IEPs”. Typically, Individualized Education Plans are designed for students with learning 
disabilities. He adds, “We needed to get away from what we were doing. Zero tolerance wasn’t 
working although at the time it wasn’t just our school. It was something that citywide was an 
expectation.” Zero tolerance policies were the way these schools addressed misbehavior because 
of the reliance on order and control. The idea was that swift and severe punishment would deter 
student misbehavior. This punitive approach led to observable disproportionality which 
negatively impacted poor students, male students, students of color, and students with 
disabilities. When asked why she endorsed the use of restorative justice as an alternative to 
punitive discipline, a restorative justice coordinator/ trainer at a community based organization 
suggests, “Disproportionality is a big one. A deeply unjust disciplinary model. I think violence in 
schools and not just violence perpetuated by young people. I think the violence of a heavy police 
presence, for example. The school to prison pipeline. Those were always things that mattered to 
me”. The principal at a Beginner school serving grades 6 -12 in Brooklyn comments,  “The idea 
of criminalizing behavior in schools or pathologizing it so that there are kids who get suspended 
and they’re the bad kids and what they internalize about the things people think about them in 
schools, how that narrative is inside their head. There are studies about stereotype threat where 
kids think that a person thinks something about them and they’re going to perform poorly”. This 
participant clearly articulates how criminalization creates a narrative that can negatively impact 
how students feel about themselves and their academic performance. The principal at a Beginner 
high school in West Harlem states,  
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When you think about the school to prison pipeline, feeding that just by merely speaking 
the language, just by merely knowing the constructs of discipline. If they’re the same, 
then it’s just the same as a jail cell. You know what I mean, really changing the language 
of how we frame things, the conversations, and giving not only students but adults 
options of how to deal with stress and when they hurt the community and reentering the 
community. 
Another principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx shares, “We got to a point where we 
needed to take a really hard look at what was the current state of our culture”. The lead 
administrator in the Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of Education 
observes,  
We have to understand that this society is built on that foundation of a punitive response. 
Not only society but a lot of our religions are based on that, on a punitive response where 
they say, ‘an eye for an eye’. That’s part of the whole struggle. We have to undo so much 
of what people have been taught. So many of the structures of this society are all about 
punishment and ask, ‘does the punishment fit the crime?’. These are all sayings from our 
society so when I say, we have a long way to go, there’s a lot to undo and to build. But 
we’ve made a lot of great strides to show people if we commit to change and with 
support, we can actually change schools. We can change how we respond to misbehavior 
and change how we build community with our young people. 
 These participants expressed a critical awareness that disproportionality, criminalization of 
young people, and punishment are not conducive to a positive school experience. Additionally, 
participants understood that students and educators need to develop new skills and supports in 
order to change.  
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School safety agents have been involved in enforcing zero tolerance through the harsh 
treatment of children in schools. While corporal punishment is no longer legal in New York City, 
it is important to note that school safety agents can use physical force to maintain order and 
control on school grounds. The work of school safety was managed by the New York City Board 
of Education until 1998 when Mayor Rudolph Giuliani moved it to direct supervision by the 
New York City Police Department (NYPD) who provides training and oversight of school safety 
agents. The school safety division in New York City is one of the largest school-based law 
enforcement agencies in the country employing over 5,000 officers throughout the five boroughs. 
Safety agents are trained in law enforcement tactics and are involved in school discipline in 
several ways, including the ability to arrest students on school premises as well as give students 
summonses for minor offenses such as disorderly conduct. One of the goals of this project was to 
assess the knowledge and perceptions school safety agents have about the restorative justice 
initiatives at their respective schools. I reached out to the NYPD and asked for permission to 
interview school safety agents working in schools involved in the pilot project but was not 
granted permission. I later learned from one of my participants that there is another pilot project 
specifically working with school safety agents throughout the city. The Warning Card Pilot 
Program tries to prevent students from being involved in the criminal justice system by reducing 
the number of court summonses given to them at school. Perhaps that pilot will also be evaluated 
to discern the effectiveness of the initiative.  
Although I was not able to interview school safety agents about their knowledge and 
perceptions of restorative justice, some of my participants shared their experiences with the 
school safety agents at their schools. School safety agents are a part of the school community and 
interact with students, teachers, administrators, parents, and visitors. I encountered school safety 
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agents during every visit I made to schools involved in the pilot. Every visitor must sign in and 
present a valid identification to school safety agents. Visitors must announce who they are there 
to see and the school safety agent calls to let the person know you have arrived. I observed that 
safety agents operate differently in schools depending on the physical setting, the safety 
equipment used at the school, and the safety protocol at the school. Some schools have many 
school safety agents while others only have a few. At an Experienced high school in a shared 
campus in Brooklyn, I observed over 20 safety agents upon entering the building. I later asked 
the principal why the school had so many and she explained that the school was a training site 
for school safety agents. Some school safety agents were friendly and welcomed students and 
visitors as they entered the building while others carried out their responsibilities with a serious 
disposition. Many of the schools had metal detectors and scanning equipment.  
Some participants shared their discomfort with school safety agents while recognizing 
they are an important part of the school community. A Black female social worker in a Beginner 
high school in Brooklyn made some important observations about school safety and asked, 
“School safety could look different and it doesn’t have to involve slamming a student or 
grabbing a student or yelling at a student or cursing or whatever they’re doing. Also, how are 
they developing relationships with students when harm isn’t necessarily being caused? How are 
they being connected in the school community in general?”. A restorative justice coordinator/ 
trainer states, “Restorative justice fits with school safety if we think of school safety as human 
beings, as stakeholders in our community who have expertise that we don’t rely on”. Another 
restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in West Harlem shared, “Sometimes 
there’s a situation and school safety have to respond, and they want to tell us what to do. They’ll 
say, ‘these kids have to go. These kids need to get suspended’. That’s not how we do things.”. 
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The organization she works for is providing restorative justice training for school safety agents 
which she believes is promising. She shares, “We even got one of our school safety agents to 
mediation training which was amazing. She was definitely instrumental and helpful in a lot of the 
mediations. That was a big accomplishment but unfortunately our school safety agents got 
switched and we got all new safety agents as of January”. Given that school safety agents are 
working in the schools they should have a basic understanding of what restorative practices are, 
how schools are using restorative practices, and why they are choosing restorative practices 
instead of punitive discipline.  
 It was clear to me that school safety agents are an important part of the school 
community. I witnessed firsthand how they impact anyone coming into the school building as 
they are the first people you encounter when arriving. It was my intention to hear the 
perspectives of school safety agents about school discipline, particularly their thoughts about 
suspensions, expulsions, and the use of restorative justice as an alternative. Without the consent 
of the NYPD these ideas could not be explored. However, from my experience working closely 
with recent high school graduates, school safety agents influence the educational experience of 
students in both positive and negative ways and thus their role in school discipline and shifting 
school climate away from punitiveness merits further examination. 
Mobilization of advocacy groups and coalitions 
The accounts shared by my participants included some of the social and political 
conditions that upheld punitive discipline as common practice. Principals from Mentor and 
Experienced high schools and the project manager were keenly aware of the need to implement 
alternative discipline practices in schools. Given their years of experience working in 
underfunded and understaffed schools, they understood that punitive practices were not effective 
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and led to harmful outcomes for students such as academic disengagement, dropping out of 
school entirely, and possible involvement in criminal activity. Some mentioned their 
involvement in Dignity in Schools and Teachers Unite, coalitions that were a catalyst for change 
in New York City public schools. Involvement in these organizations entails attending meetings, 
learning about racial bias and disproportionality in school discipline, and engaging in 
professional development activities to learn about restorative justice. Consequently, their 
involvement in these coalitions led to creating awareness about the harmful effects of zero 
tolerance, advancing restorative practices at their schools, and widely disseminating information 
about restorative justice to other educators and school leaders throughout New York City.  
The Dignity in Schools Campaign (DSC) is a national coalition dedicated to addressing 
systemic pushout of young people from schools contributing to the school-to-prison pipeline. 
DSC began mobilizing around school pushout in 2006. Working from a framework that ensures 
dignity and human rights in schools, DSC has engaged in advocacy and collective action to 
facilitate transformative change resulting in greater awareness of the pushout problem and 
subsequent negative impact it has on life outcomes for young people. Some of their work 
includes creating a National Resolution for Ending School Push Out, publishing a Model Code 
on Education and Dignity, and hosting an annual National Week of Action to continuously raise 
awareness about this problem. DSC seeks to positively impact schools by working closely with 
those directly impacted by pushout, educators, and policy makers to create safe, healthy, and 
equitable schools that are free from racism, oppression, and youth criminalization. Through 
organizing efforts that encourage implementation of culturally relevant practices, DSC hopes to 
improve school climate and academic outcomes particularly for students who have historically 
experienced marginalization and exclusion from quality public education. New York City has a 
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local chapter which is made up of 23 organizations and includes students, parents, educators, and 
advocates interested in ending school pushout and shifting school discipline practices. 
Teachers Unite is an organization of New York City public school educators working 
together with young people and their families to address the criminalization of students in 
schools and interrupt the school-to-prison pipeline. By engaging in campaigns, developing and 
sharing resources, and conducting research, Teachers Unite seeks to achieve justice for young 
people and their families. More recently, Teachers Unite partnered with the Restorative Justice 
Initiative and the Public Service Project at the City University of New York to carry out a 
participatory action research project exploring safety, accountability, and restorative justice in 
New York City public schools. Additionally, Teachers Unite hosts events where educators can 
come together to discuss their experiences working in schools and share best practices. This 
work is done in an effort to transform schools and improve educational outcomes for young 
people attending New York City public schools.   
As part of my information gathering efforts, I attended events hosted by Dignity in 
Schools during their annual National Week of Action in 2017. The first was a kickoff event 
where DSC shared information about their progress thus far and plans for moving forward. 
Young people presented some of the advocacy work they were engaged in using social media 
platforms to promote their Counselors Not Cops campaign. DSC has created a set of policy 
recommendations which essentially call for the removal of school-based law enforcement 
officers working in New York City public schools and replacing them with professionals trained 
in trauma-informed practices. They request funding for more restorative justice coordinators, 
behavior interventionists, and counselors to improve school climate through positive safety and 
discipline initiatives.  
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Another event was hosted in collaboration with Teachers Unite where educators gathered 
to discuss the use of restorative practices to replace punitive discipline in their respective 
communities as well as some of the challenges they have encountered while doing this work. 
One of the major challenges faced by advocates of this work was resistance from teachers who 
did not think restorative justice implementation was their responsibility. This led to an 
investigation by the teachers’ union to determine whether schools were asking teachers to do 
something that was outside of their job responsibility. There was an expert on union matters 
present who spoke about this issue. I followed up with an internet search to assess the union’s 
position and found that while the president of the United Federation of Teachers was initially 
reluctant, he has now come to speak favorably about the use of restorative practices in New York 
City public schools. In a recent publication entitled, “A Better Approach to Discipline”, Michael 
Mulgrew, the president of the teachers’ union, writes extensively about the disproportionate 
impact suspensions have had on African-American and Latino students and calls for techniques 
that can result in more positive learning environments. At a City Council budget meeting held on 
March 20, 2019, Mulgrew said, “Our goal is to move away from punitive, after-the-fact 
discipline still in effect in many schools, and replace it with proactive, problem solving 
techniques that support positive school climates and address challenging student behavior with 
supportive interventions”. He ended his testimony by asking the Council to invest $1.5 million to 
expand supportive programming in schools. His testimony regarding the New York City budget 
suggests that he would like to see the City Council continue investment in training that will 
prepare educators to engage in supportive programming including restorative practices with the 




Envisioning a restorative culture in NYC public schools 
Nationwide, advocacy groups and educators began mobilizing around creating safe and 
caring schools that use restorative practices to build community and address harm. Scholars 
interested in the impact of exclusionary discipline also took on the subject matter and began 
exploring evidence based discipline models as alternatives. This evolution led to increased 
curiosity about restorative practices and willingness to engage in them by school leaders. Early 
in the development of my research proposal when I first learned about restorative practices, I met 
with Anna Bean, a member of Teachers Unite and the director of Growing Fairness, a 
documentary produced in 2013 about the use of restorative practices as an alternative to punitive 
forms of discipline. The documentary explains what the school-to-prison pipeline is and how it 
disproportionately impacts students of color. Bean documents some of the restorative justice 
work being done by Teachers Unite members in New York City public schools as well as work 
done by advocates and educators in Oakland implementing restorative practices in schools there. 
The principal from a Mentor high school in Brooklyn recalls being asked to participate in the 
documentary and says,  
 We opened eleven years ago. We started doing circles and mediations pretty immediately 
and a couple of years later Anna showed up at our school and was like, ‘we want to film 
your RJ (restorative justice) program’. We were like, ‘we don’t know what restorative 
justice is. I have no idea what you’re talking about’. She said, ‘you do it all over your 
school’. Then we were like, ‘yeah, that sounds like what we do’ and so, we let them come 
in and film Growing Fairness and we became this well-known RJ school. 
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Not having a common language for the work they were doing was a shared experience among 
participants that have been doing this work for years. The principal from another Mentor high 
school in Manhattan shares,  
I’m like one of those exceptional members of Teachers Unite because I’m an 
administrator who’s a member of what’s designed to be a teacher group but being 
involved in advocating for funding for these practices has been something that I’ve been 
involved in very specifically in the last seven years. I started a school in the Bronx in 
2005 and we implemented restorative practices there before they really had a name so it’s 
something that just feels instinctually right. 
He adds, “The research has given me the language, has given us a common language. It’s really 
influential and compelling for some people as a point of entry”. A district trainer at the 
Department of Education comments, “I’ve always done this work. It wasn’t called this, but I’ve 
always done this work. I helped start an alternative school in Brooklyn and we were trained by 
Educators for Social Responsibility back then”. The absence of a common language for this 
work has been challenging but has resulted in the development of a fruitful area of study about 
healthier discipline practices in schools.  
 A paradigm shift requires openness to interrogate school discipline practices, 
understanding that these practices are not effective, and willingness to rethink these practices and 
find more effective discipline strategies. Questioning the punitive discipline paradigm, social 
construction of discipline, and attitudes and behaviors of educators happened over time. This 
questioning led to deep introspection and reflection about the harmful effects of punitive 
discipline. The project manager reflects saying,  
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Did you like being beat by your parents or punished and isolated and ostracized and made 
to feel like crap because you did something stupid? Rather than hear, ‘Let’s talk about it’ 
and ‘Why did you do it?’. We need to teach those sorts of things, to take responsibility 
rather than just say, ‘you’re bad’. 
He adds, “Come on, everyone deserves to be loved and nurtured. We have to fight against our 
society’s values to criminalize people, ostracize people, and put people down. That’s the wrong 
way of life as far as I’m concerned”. The district trainer also engaged in deep reflection about her 
childhood as well as her experience of being the mother of a young Black male. She shares, “I 
remember I was a kid. I remember not feeling that I could speak up and that if I did speak up, I 
wouldn’t be protected. I have a child. I have a son and I know what it is like to worry about when 
he walks out the door. Is going to make it home?”. Interrogating punitive discipline led to critical 
awareness about the negative impact punitiveness has had on people. Participants were able to 
critically think about discipline, recall their personal experiences and express their beliefs about 
punitive discipline and the need for a different model. A restorative justice coach/ supervisor 
states, “We really wanted people to have a more human experience in schools”. Another 
restorative justice supervisor asks, “How do you become restorative? Are you willing to be a 
restorative person? Are you willing to be this way at work and outside of work?”. Experienced 
restorative justice practitioners understood the roots of punitive beliefs and practices and sought 
new ways to address behavior that would result in a more positive school experience for students 
and educators. They understood the need to share these new practices with others. Providing an 





Political actors involved in moving the restorative justice agenda 
Judge Judith Kaye’s report on the negative impact of suspensions, summonses, and 
arrests at schools was instrumental in drawing attention to the problem in New York City. While 
speaking to an advocate involved in education reform in New York State, I learned about the 
Judge Judith S. Kaye Safe and Supportive Schools Act which has not been passed yet. This act is 
designed to protect students’ right to an education by limiting the number of days a student can 
be suspended to no more than 20, offer students who are suspended access to instruction and the 
opportunity to take exams while out of school, and provide support to students who are 
repeatedly suspended by developing an action plan for their success. Advocates throughout New 
York State have been mobilizing around this act to no avail. The New York Civil Liberties 
Union, educators, and children’s advocates are in favor of passing this bill. However, advocates 
for hash exclusionary punishment including extended suspensions and law enforcement presence 
in schools are against its passage.  
The pilot project manager shared that he and other Teachers Unite members would 
regularly give their testimonies at monthly meetings held by city officials where they would 
vigorously advocate for changes in the punitive discipline approaches that were resulting in 
negative outcomes for the most vulnerable students in New York City public schools. These 
efforts resulted in very little movement toward reform. He says,  
I remember when I joined Dignity in Schools and Teachers Unite in a concerted way in 
2012, we would go and meet with the Office of Safety and Youth Development and tell 
them all the reasons why we should do restorative justice and that their suspension rates 
were too high and this was going to help improve the culture and academics in schools. 
They would shine us on. That was under the Bloomberg administration when Dennis 
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Walcott was the chancellor. We’d get nowhere. We had the kids talk. We had the parents 
there. They’d say, ‘yes, this all very interesting. These are good suggestions. We’re going 
to take them under advisement, but you know, you’re not the only people we have to 
listen to and make happy. There are other parties involved’. I guess they meant the 
NYPD, I’m not sure. 
Clearly there was an investment in maintaining the zero tolerance approach despite the negative 
impact on children and schools. Neither Mayor Bloomberg nor former Chancellor Dennis 
Walcott were interested in shifting discipline practices in schools. Perhaps this was because of 
Mayor Bloomberg’s support of zero tolerance and police presence in schools. During his 
administration he worked closely with the NYPD to increase the number of school safety agents 
and implement harsh punishment for student misbehavior.  
Changes in city governance beginning with the election of Mayor de Blasio led to 
momentum around shifting punitive practices in schools. The project manager shared that in 
December of 2013 he and Anna Bean drafted a communication to the new mayor highlighting 
findings from Judge Kaye’s report and proposed restorative justice as an alternative that could 
result in a more positive school climate, particularly in schools with high suspension rates. He 
states,  
Dignity in Schools got together to write a memo to him. We called it the transition memo 
because it was in that transition time from when he won the election in November until 
January so we had a couple of months to write it and we tried to summarize Judge Judith 
Kaye’s report, saying that the Bronx courts were clogged up with juvenile justice cases of 
kids fighting in schools. What are you arresting them for? What are you suspending them 
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for? Deal with it. Figure it out. Keep them out of the courts, out of the streets, and in 
school. 
According to the project manager their statement drew so much interest that Mayor de Blasio 
appointed a task force to investigate safety in schools and come up with recommendations for his 
consideration. The New York City Council released a memorandum which included many of 
these recommendations and allotted substantial funding to implement restorative justice in public 
schools throughout New York City. The City Council in collaboration with the Office of Safety 
and Youth Development at the New York City Department of Education initiated the first pilot 
to implement restorative practices in high priority schools. Another strong indicator of support 
for restorative practices was a change in the discipline code. Normally, the discipline code is 
amended by the Chancellor at the New York City Department of Education. Prior to de Blasio’s 
administration the discipline code had not been amended in several years and reflected the 
punitive approaches of the previous administration. It has been amended three times since de 
Blasio came into office and the new language includes progressive discipline and restorative 
options to address student misbehavior. A notable change was required approval from the Office 
of Safety and Youth Development for suspensions issued to students for defying authority. 
Because defying authority can be loosely interpreted, this oversight holds schools accountable 
and prevents schools from issuing suspensions inappropriately.  
While a few early adopters were already using restorative practices to address conflict 
and build positive relationships in schools, high priority schools were still entrenched in the 
punitive paradigm. Early restorative justice adopters were sought out by administrators at the 
Department of Education for guidance on how this work should begin in high priority schools 
and were included in the pilot to act as mentors for Beginner schools. In addition to consulting 
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with school leaders practicing restorative approaches in New York City, the lead administrator 
looked at the research about restorative practices. He states,  
The research informed us a lot. We had to look into other cities that have tried to do this 
work. Specifically, we looked at Oakland and San Francisco. We also looked at research 
as far as the use restorative practices in other countries and different community 
organizations that have done this work locally and also nationally. 
He traveled to Oakland, California to see firsthand how this work was being done in schools 
there and comments,  
I actually went out to Oakland to look at some of the schools and some of the things they 
were doing there. You don’t have to reinvent something. You have to learn from people 
doing the work and you can learn from their mistakes. You see what worked well. You 
see why they did certain things. I think ultimately that helped propel New York City 
ahead of other cities because we did research from them. I’m quite proud of the RJ 
(restorative justice) work that we’ve done. 
Moving beyond just interrogating current practices and developing a keen awareness of the 
negative impact of punitive discipline, decision makers explored other viable options and 
restorative justice fit the needs of high priority schools in New York City. Figure 4 illustrates 
how individuals move from interrogation of existing punitive practices toward an awareness of 
the negative impact these practices have had and exploration of more effective discipline options 
such as restorative justice. Moreover, dissemination of information about these practices can 




Figure 4. Questioning the Punitive Paradigm and Advocacy for Alternative Models  
Determining organizational readiness for shifting school culture 
The Office of Safety and Youth Development at the New York City Department of 
Education created an application to assess schools’ readiness to participate in the restorative 
justice pilot project. Questions asked school leaders to describe how they measure school climate 
and what practices were in place to cultivate positive school culture. School leaders were asked 
to describe community building structures that exist in the school such as advisory, town halls, 
student groups or afterschool activities. They were also asked why they were interested in 
transforming school culture and how they would get buy-in from their staff to move away from 
punitive forms of discipline and transition to restorative practices. School leaders were asked 
how they would engage various stakeholders including administrators, the school community, 
families, and outside partners in the shift. If their school was located on a shared campus, they 
were asked to describe their relationship with other schools on their campus and how conflict 
between schools was resolved when it came up. Finally, school leaders were asked to describe 
the transformation they envisioned once restorative practices were implemented.    
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Through their answers school leaders had to demonstrate a desire to engage in shifting 
current practices, a high level of organizational readiness, and optimism about their ability to 
change. Using a blind application process, a rubric was used to rank applicants based on 
predetermined criteria and applications were rated by administrators from the Office of Safety 
and Youth Development and the pilot project manager. This reduced bias in the decision making 
and prevented schools from having an unfair advantage in the selection process. The schools 
rated as having a high level of organizational readiness to engage in school improvement efforts 
using restorative practices were selected to participate in the pilot project. Table 2 outlines 
characteristics of school leaders and their level of organizational readiness.  
High Level of Organizational Readiness  Low Level of Organizational Readiness 
• School leader clearly understands 
school climate/ culture and has made 
efforts to improve school climate and 
promote positive school culture   
• School leader communicates a strong 
desire to change  
• School leader has sought outside 
expertise to improve school climate 
and culture 
• School leader demonstrates an 
understanding of Restorative Justice 
and commitment to bringing these 
practices to their school 
• School leader has a clear plan for 
mobilizing their community  
• School leader is solely interested in 
improving suspension data with little 
attention to school climate or culture 
• School leaders are not involved in any 
supportive relationships with outside 
partners with expertise on improving 
school climate and culture 
• School leader is unclear about their 
intentions to change or how to engage 
their school community in changing 
• School leader lacks a clear 
understanding of what Restorative 
Justice is and is skeptical about the 
practices 
Table 2. Organizational Readiness to Implement Restorative Justice 
Invitation to participate in the restorative justice pilot program 
High priority schools (n=125) were invited to apply to be a part of the restorative justice 
pilot initiative. High priority is a designation given to schools with high suspension rates. The 
principal of a Beginner high school in the Bronx shares “Our suspension rates were too high and 
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it was strange because we were coming up on the persistently dangerous list and so the DOE had 
this partnership for restorative justice, and we applied”. The “persistently dangerous” designation 
means that the school has had incident data with a School Violence Index of 1.5 or greater for 
two consecutive years as defined by the New York State Education Department. A Beginner 
middle school principal, also from the Bronx, describes what being labeled a persistently 
dangerous school is like: 
It affected us because you have this label of being persistently dangerous and most 
parents are like ‘I don’t want my kid to go to that school’. We worked really hard on 
creating an environment that was orderly but at that time it was more on the punitive end 
and that’s why we ended up getting on the list because we pretty much documented every 
single thing that was happening to make sure that we were following the rule by the law.  
The principals were strictly following the discipline protocol by documenting every incident that 
occurred in OORS (Online Occurrence Reporting System) and suspending students accordingly. 
However, this resulted in their designation and the perception that these schools were unsafe. 
This label also creates a stigma of perceived dangerousness resulting in parents not wanting their 
children to attend a school they believe is unsafe. Interestingly, both of these principals were 
uncomfortable and even confused by the designation given their schools always felt like a close-
knit community despite the high number of suspensions. The principal at the Beginner middle 
school says, 
Regardless of the fact that there was a widening gap between the teachers and students 
for some reason, somehow, some way, there was something about the culture that still 
developed a sense of family. So, even though the relationships weren’t as intertwined as I 
would’ve liked, there was still always a sense of family. There was always a sense of 
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caring so I said to myself, imagine how it could be if we were to implement restorative 
justice with fidelity. 
These principals were open to the idea of implementing restorative justice at their schools 
because they believed their schools would benefit from working on the relationships that had 
been negatively impacted by punitive discipline.   
The administrators at the Department of Education asked schools leaders to describe their 
plans to shift school culture to see if they had a clearly defined vision. Schools had to 
demonstrate motivation to change existing practices and organizational readiness to engage in 
the shift. School leaders described how they would include their communities in discussions 
about shifting punitive practices as they moved toward improving school culture. Application 
questions also asked about the school leaders’ strategy for staff training and ongoing professional 
development. Having some familiarity with restorative justice was highly desirable and made 
schools a good fit for the pilot. However, schools that had no experience using restorative 
practices but expressed optimism about change, curiosity about these practices, and willingness 
to implement them were also considered.  
According to the project manager, of the 125 high priority schools invited to apply for the 
pilot project, 54 submitted applications. and 15 were selected to begin implementing restorative 
justice at their schools. In addition to the 15 Beginner schools, early adopters were invited to 
participate in the pilot including 5 Experienced schools selected to continue developing their 
existing restorative justice initiatives and 5 Mentor schools recruited to serve as models to 
replicate. Mentor and Experienced schools practice restorative justice as an alternative to 
suspensions and other forms of punitive discipline. While they may experience some level of 
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violence at their schools, they are not on the persistently dangerous list. A principal at an 
Experienced high school in Brooklyn states,  
Our greatest concern still remains that we don’t want young people to resort to violence. 
If they’re going to be in conflict, that’s natural to a certain extent as human beings, that 
there’s going to be conflict, that they know what resources are available and they’re able 
to approach it and come to a rational and reasonable next step with the supports that are 
in place. 
Both Experienced and Mentor schools have used funds from their own budgets or have sought 
out small grants to fund their restorative justice initiatives. Involvement in the pilot would 
provide these schools with some additional funding to continue the restorative work they were 
already doing. However, Mentor schools were not partnered with community based 
organizations and would continue this work on their own for the most part. Table 3 outlines the 
schools’ level of experience with restorative justice and their roles and responsibilities as pilot 
participants. A logic model is included in the Appendix section that outlines the inputs, outputs, 
and short-term, midterm, and long-term outcomes desired from the implementation of restorative 








Mentor School (n=5) Experienced School (n=5) Beginner School (n=15) 
• Schools that have an 
established restorative 
practice  
• Coach and Mentor 
both Experienced 
Schools and Beginner 
Schools 
• Host Visits and 
Workshops  
• Share Protocols  
• Engage in Continuous 
Improvement and 
Build capacity to 
mentor others 
• Foster Best Practices 
• Funds allocated for 










• Schools that have 
been implementing 
Restorative Practices 
for two or more years 
• Paired with 
Community Based 
Organization for 
Coaching and Support 
• Engage in Continuous 
Improvement to 
advance their efforts 
• Host Visits for 
Beginner Schools 
• Funds allocated for 
this work 
  




• Create a Restorative 
Justice Action Team 




• Develop a Strategic 
Plan to Improve 
School Climate  
• Engage in 
Professional 
Development and 
Turnkey Training   
• Visit Mentor Schools 
to observe restorative 
practices 
• Attend meetings to 
Learn and Share with 
other Pilot Schools 
• Collaborate with 
Parents and Students 
• Funds allocated for 
this work 
Table 3. Restorative Justice Pilot Schools 
Motivation to engage in organizational change 
The primary goal of the pilot was the implementation of restorative justice in high 
priority schools to improve school climate, reduce violent incidents, and decrease suspensions. 
Because restorative justice is designed to encourage positive relationships among community 
members and address conflict in healthy, productive ways, using restorative practices can reduce 
the likelihood of violent offenses. An administrator from the Office of Safety and Youth 
Development overseeing the pilot project states,  
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What we wanted to do was to overall improve school culture. School culture is pretty 
vague but in a really simplistic form it’s how students relate to each other, how students 
relate to the adults in the building, and how adults relate to each other, those three 
categories. One of the indicators of that is the reliance that schools have on suspensions 
as a response to discipline. So, that is one of the many indicators that are very obvious. 
There’s a lot of data on that that we use, so we wanted to also track the reliance on 
suspension. We wanted to see a reduced reliance on suspension. Ultimately, we also 
wanted to see a reduced number of negative occurrences, negative behaviors in the 
schools. 
The comments made by this administrator indicate that restorative justice is an approach that 
focuses on improving relationships between educators and the students they serve. School 
leaders were motivated to participate in the pilot project for many reasons including an 
understanding that what they were doing was not working and a desire to learn better ways to 
build trusting relationships, deal with conflict more effectively, and heal harms done. A Beginner 
high school principal in East Harlem shares:  
With the RJ (restorative justice) program, one of the things that I thought would be 
helpful is just giving students a way to address issues. Giving students a mechanism to 
identify things that are bothering them and how they can figure it out and the adult they 
can go to address those issues. But it’s also about empowering students. The other piece 
was, how do we establish relationships in the building and how do we ground those 
relationships in trust? 
A restorative justice coordinator/ trainer suggests, “I would say there’s a deep need for 
community and belonging that are healthy and to see everyone in the community as a whole 
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person. I think restorative justice, it’s not the only way to do that but I think it’s a way to do that. 
Relationships matter in education”. The principal at a Beginner high school in West Harlem 
states, “We felt that kids needed options like adults need options, to build their stamina, build 
their understanding of how to resolve issues, know how to go back to the community and deal 
with what they've done to the community”. Most of the Beginner schools believed that 
restorative justice could provide community members with the knowledge and skills to resolve 
conflict in a more effective manner. They believed that students could learn to be more reflective 
about their educational experience. A principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx shares,  
I wanted to get kids to be reflective about everything that they do in our school. If it’s a 
class, ‘what did you do? What did you learn? Where can you grow?’. If it’s in behavior, 
‘what would you do differently? What went well? Where have you improved? What are 
still challenges in your behavior that you need to work on?’ I would like my kids to be 
reflective because if you’re reflective then you can take responsibility. 
The decision to implement restorative justice was not just about doing discipline differently but 
also about acknowledging the experience of students both in and out of school. Some principals 
expressed their concerns with the daily struggles their students face outside of school and how 
those could impact their learning. The principal from a Beginner high school in East Harlem 
wonders, “When students are coming to us, a lot of them are transferred in, a lot of them are 
living in temporary housing, doubled up with families, domestic violence, shelters. How do they 
trust the adults in the building?”. Another principal at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx 
states, “When you have really challenging neighborhoods like this, oftentimes they have tough 
skin that’s hard to crack. They put up a wall and I think that through this work, we’re knocking 
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through those walls and it’s great to see them be kids without all the stressors that they face in 
their life”. A principal at a Beginner high school in Staten Island says,  
What we’re really trying to accomplish is to support students in terms of decision 
making, in terms of appropriate behavior, in terms of being their own person and building 
self-esteem, and trying to tear away at the layers of baggage that they carry to school. 
That if nothing else, RJ (restorative justice) practices allow us to see those layers. It 
allows us to see the pain, the hurt, the problems students are facing, and it gives us 
license to employ support and guidance services where needed so we can address these. 
The restorative justice coordinator at that school observes, “I think the biggest need is to have a 
process in place and people in place who can set aside time to build relationships with the kids to 
help them reflect on the decisions they’re making and the impact their decisions are having on 
others”. Participants could clearly articulate their beliefs that restorative justice practices would 
impact the quality of relationships between students and the adults in their school which could 
lead to an improvement in school culture. A restorative justice coach/ supervisor shares, “One of 
the outcomes would be increased level of relationship between teachers and students where 
teachers are being more patient with students, able see them as people and individuals as 
opposed to their demographics. We wanted students not to feel isolated or excluded”. 
Principals were aware that students faced hardships outside of school that could interfere 
with their ability to be successful in school and they wanted to provide students with the 
opportunity to develop skills such as reflection, conflict resolution, help seeking, and healthy 
decision making. Participants expressed optimism about the positive impact restorative justice 
could have. The principal at an Experienced high school in Brooklyn shares,  
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We were mainly hoping that some of the RJ (restorative justice) practices in terms of the 
community building, the foundational level, that we would be able to have more adults 
interacting with young people in a positive context and for young people to feel as though 
they are valued and that they’re a part of the community. 
Participants shared the belief that implementing restorative justice could result in a more positive 
school environment and improved relationships between students and educators. A principal at a 
Beginner middle school in the Bronx states,  
Our goals were to improve the quality of our school culture, improve the quality of the 
student’s experience, for students to know they have a trusted adult they can talk to, for 
students to know their voice is appreciated and acknowledged and valued. 
Participants recognized that restorative justice is a way to build healthy, caring relationships and 
an opportunity to develop useful skills to deal with conflict when it occurs. More importantly, 
participants understood that restorative justice recognizes and values the whole person and their 
unique life experiences. Figure 5 illustrates the shift as participants developed an interest in 
moving away from punitive responses. They became motivated to engage in a different way of 
doing discipline, expressed their readiness to change existing discipline practices, and conveyed 




Figure 5. Elements of a Paradigm Shift 
Mentors have the desire to share what they know with others while being realistic about 
the challenges involved in doing this work. They share the reasons they are involved in the pilot 
project. A Mentor high school principal from Manhattan states, “What I’ve done personally is 
seek out opportunities to work as a mentor with other school leaders who are trying to grow 
these practices at their schools”. Another Mentor high school principal in Brooklyn adds,  
We are open to supporting people who are doing this work. Not that we have answers, 
but we believe that people learn from having conversations and we’re willing to be 
thought partners in that. People should see a realistic version of what this work is not an 
idealized version of what the work is.  
There are challenges involved in shifting discipline practices and Mentor schools have a clear 
understanding that the process of changing school culture is difficult and uncomfortable. Both 
mentors have been longstanding members of Teachers Unite and Dignity in Schools and 
therefore know that shifting school culture takes time and those involved in the shift need 
support and guidance which they are willing to provide. The lead administrator at the Office of 
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Safety and Youth Development also recognizes the challenges involved in shifting school culture 
and changing discipline practices by saying,  
Leading change is hard so you might be motivated to do it but to change a practice that’s 
been embedded for decades that’s hard to do. Some schools are just trying to survive and 
although they may be motivated to do it, they find it difficult to take on such a difficult 
process of changing habits and taking on new habits that are not so clean and neat. 
Suspensions, for lack of a better term, are cut and dry. Restorative process is teaching so 
just like I could teach math and it could go really well one day, it might not go well the 
next but I’m going to keep teaching math. 
The lead administrator and principals from Mentor schools understand that accomplishing a shift 
in school culture is difficult and requires commitment to changing existing practices and support 
through the process of learning new ways of doing discipline. 
Using empowerment evaluation to understand restorative justice implementation 
Empowerment evaluation emphasizes improvement, community ownership, inclusion, 
democratic participation, social justice, community knowledge, evidence based strategies, 
capacity building, organizational learning, and accountability (Fetterman & Wandersman, 2005). 
Table 4 includes the reflection questions I developed from the principles of empowerment 






Principles of Empowerment Evaluation Reflection Questions  
Improvement Is data about discipline and restorative justice 
implementation used to improve people, 
programs, organizations, or communities?  
Community Ownership Is the entire community involved in 
developing and carrying out restorative work?  
Inclusion Are all stakeholders involved in the 
implementation of restorative practices? 
Democratic Participation Is there authentic collaboration among 
stakeholders during restorative justice 
implementation? Is there transparency and 
shared decision making about restorative 
justice implementation? 
Social Justice Is there a recognition that social inequities 
exist in school discipline? Is there a 
commitment to empower others and help 
them to develop the tools they need to 
improve discipline practices and school 
climate? 
Community Knowledge Is community knowledge valued and included 
during the process of implementing 
restorative justice? 
Evidence Based Strategies Are evidence based restorative practices 
implemented while acknowledging context 
and community wisdom? 
Capacity Building Is ongoing capacity building emerging from 
information derived from evaluating the 
process of restorative justice implementation? 
Organization Learning Does the organization reflect on the 
restorative work they do? Is this a culture that 
values continuous learning? 
Accountability Are all stakeholders held accountable for the 
success of restorative justice implementation? 
Is restorative justice implementation an 
interdependent process between funders, 
practitioners, and researchers? 
Table 4. Empowerment Evaluation Reflection Questions  
From my observations, I noticed the project manager consistently focused on improving 
school climate to create safe, caring communities where students and educators could experience 
a strong sense of belonging. I was able to witness his diligent use of data as evidence for the need 
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to implement restorative practices as a means of establishing a more positive school culture and 
climate. He used current research and evidence based practices about restorative justice, racial 
justice, and equity in all the professional development activities he led. He encouraged 
community ownership of these practices, acknowledging that they would only work if schools 
embraced restorative principles and created structures where these values could live. Inclusion 
was a priority for the project manager, and he would ask that all community members be 
involved in the process of implementation. On visits to the schools, the project manager met with 
representatives from the entire school community including administrators, deans, guidance 
staff, teachers, and students. He would go to the cafeteria during lunch, walk the halls between 
periods, and be outside during dismissal. He spoke with hallway monitors, cafeteria workers, and 
office staff as well. This inclusive approach allowed me to hear their diverse perspectives about 
restorative justice implementation and see the impact these practices were having on them 
professionally, academically, and personally. It also helped me to witness the process of 
democratic participation community members engaged in as they discussed decision making, 
planning, and execution of restorative initiatives and projects. The principal at an Experienced 
middle school states,  
With a strong collaboration with the project manager and the deans, we started talking 
about the 100% Respect Campaign and started moving a great deal of our decisions 
around discipline to a more collaborative base rather than a top down approach from 
administration, moving it to a collaborative decision between the staff, and the 
administration, and students, and their parents. 
During visits I was able to participate in conversations where community members demonstrated 
awareness that restorative practices were more than an approach to discipline but a social justice 
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practice that could result in equity and fairness for students who experience poverty, violence, 
trauma, and injustice. The project manager was interested in community knowledge given that 
each school had a unique set of circumstances they were dealing with. Each interaction with pilot 
participants whether it was a formal training, a school visit or an informal conversation was an 
opportunity for the project manager to impart his knowledge of evidence based strategies and 
build capacity around restorative justice encouraging organizational learning along the way. He 
had very high expectations of pilot participants and held them accountable by asking for 
evidence of their progress and providing assistance with any challenges that schools faced during 
the implementation process.  
The importance of having a program champion  
In the case of restorative justice implementation, characteristics of a good program 
champion include a desire to shift punitive practices, deep knowledge of restorative justice 
practices, and a commitment to growing restorative practices as an alternative to harsh punitive 
discipline. The project manager was obviously committed to restorative practices and said, “My 
mission and priorities and values are to transform this system so that everybody will be doing 
restorative practices and changing their culture from a punitive paradigm to a restorative 
paradigm because every child deserves to be treated with love even when they make mistakes”. 
The project manager frequently shared throughout our interactions that effective schools engage 
in social emotional learning in addition to academic pursuits. He advanced the use of restorative 
practices which offer students and teachers an opportunity to learn and use social emotional 
skills.  
From my observations of the project manager, I was able to assess his ability to 
effectively lead the pilot project. Cheng, Dainty, and Moore (2005) propose that a good project 
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manager should possess the following behavioral competencies: achievement orientation, 
initiative, information seeking skills, ability to focus on client’s needs, impact and influence, 
directiveness and assertiveness, teamwork and cooperation, team leadership, analytical thinking, 
conceptual thinking, self-control, and flexibility. During the time I interacted with the project 
manager and witnessed his interactions with others, I observed many of these competencies. He 
would include me in the email communications sent to principals and restorative justice 
coordinators and I was able to see his constant involvement with them. His tenacity in ensuring 
that Beginner schools were implementing restorative practices with fidelity was ever present.  
The project manager organized and facilitated trainings with experienced restorative 
justice practitioners who had a racial justice background. Prior to all trainings, the project 
manager would send participants an email with reading materials to prepare them for the work 
they would engage in. Some were unpublished papers written by him produced specifically to 
assist schools interested in transforming school culture by using a whole school model of 
implementing restorative theory and practice. His writings created the basis for most of the 
professional development he offered. The project manager emphasized educating the whole child 
through social emotional learning which advances self-awareness, responsible decision making, 
relationship skills, social awareness, and self-management, concepts that anchor restorative 
justice implementation in schools. Furthermore, his writings clearly outlined the importance of 
school leaders creating and sharing their vision of cultural change with the entire school 
community, mobilizing their community around a restorative philosophy, modeling restorative 
practices, and infusing restorative justice into daily school life. Included in these writings were 
his expectations that schools create a restorative justice action team (RJAT), train all advisory 
teachers in circle process, use curriculum that emphasize social emotional learning in advisory, 
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set up clear response protocols to address violation of school norms, collect data about 
restorative practices being implemented, widely share information about restorative justice 
throughout the community, and include students in the process of implementing restorative 
practices. Prior to each school visit, the project manager sent an outline to guide his 
conversations with school leaders and their teams as well as to direct his observations of 
restorative justice practices at the schools.   
Prior to the first training I attended, the project manager sent an email to all participants 
which included his personal writings about restorative practices and other published materials 
about unconscious bias, disproportionality in school discipline, racism in schools, and protecting 
Black girls. The two day workshop was held in early August of 2017. It was designed 
specifically for school leaders including principals and assistant principals. At the start of the 
training, participants were introduced to the following core assumptions of restorative justice 
developed by Boyes-Watson and Pranis (2010) based on indigenous teachings: 
1. The true self in everyone is good, wise and powerful 
2. The world is profoundly interconnected 
3. All human beings have a deep desire to be in good relationship 
4. All human beings have gifts and everyone is needed for what they bring 
5. Everything we need to make a positive change is already here 
6. Human beings are holistic  
7. We need practices to build habits of living from the core self  
At this training facilitators from the Perception Institute referenced research findings about 
implicit bias and the negative impact stereotypes can have particularly in the field of education 
(Godsil, Tropp, Goff, & Powell, 2014) but also in law enforcement (Hall, Hall, & Perry, 2016) 
and medical practice (Chapman, Kaatz, & Carnes, 2013). According to their website, the 
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“Perception Institute is a consortium of researchers, advocates, and strategists who translate 
cutting edge mind science research on race, gender, ethnic, and other identities into solutions that 
reduce bias and discrimination and promote belonging”.  Throughout the two days, school 
leaders engaged in challenging conversations about race, racism, and how to address 
disproportionality and punitive school discipline at their respective schools. School 
administrators were able to create a vision for shifting school culture and identify members of 
their school community who would be a good fit for the RJAT (restorative justice action team) 
tasked to lead this work. The entire two day training was held in circle process advanced by 
Pranis (2005) and included a centerpiece, an opening, a talking piece, community values and 
agreements, prompts to facilitate discussion, and a closing. The trainings were well attended by 
school principals, assistant principals, and deans from the pilot schools. Participants were active 
and engaged during both days. Hunter and her colleagues (2009) suggest that trainings that 
include experiential learning followed by technical assistance in the form of ongoing 
consultation and coaching result in improved program implementation. The authors propose that 
conveniently scheduled trainings provided by a respectful, trustworthy, and helpful facilitator 
who is approachable and knowledgeable result in a satisfying experience for participants.    
In addition to professional development, the project manager offered additional guidance, 
encouragement, and support to those involved in the pilot schools. During one of our meetings, 
he shared that one of the Experienced high schools was having a serious gang problem on their 
campus and that he was actively seeking a gang expert to do some prevention work at the school. 
When I visited the school, the principal openly shared her concerns about this problem, 
particularly around gang activity and recruitment happening at the school. In their research, 
Lurigio, Flexon and Greenleaf (2008) advance that gang members socialize with other gang 
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members at school, engage in criminal activity at school, and see schools as a place to exert 
influence and increase membership. The authors suggest that students who are gang affiliated 
care less about teachers’ opinion of them than non-gang members and that non-gang members 
are fearful of gangs. The authors make recommendations to work with credible experts involved 
in anti-gang initiatives to counter gang joining in schools. The project manager focused on the 
needs of the school and was able to connect the school leader with a credible expert to address 
the gang issues the school was facing.  
Pilot participants spoke highly of the project manager during site visits. They mentioned 
his years of experience as well as his knowledge and level of commitment to restorative justice. 
They expressed respect for him and confidence in his abilities. A restorative justice coach/ 
supervisor at one of the community based organizations involved states, “The project manager 
and other people running the different initiatives set up some good goals in terms of creating a 
restorative justice action team in each school and having them come up with action plans. Those 
are good concrete things to do”. Throughout the pilot, he communicated his expectations clearly 
and shared information with pilot participants often. The project manager organized cohort 
meetings so that school leaders and restorative justice practitioners could share their experiences 
and strategize collaboratively to improve their practices. He often mentioned his desire to 
promote a professional learning community where information could be shared with the purpose 
of quality improvement.  
During the fall and winter of 2017, I accompanied the project manager on full day site 
visits to schools that agreed to participate in my research project and learned about his 
involvement in each school we visited. Given that my visits started in the second year of the 
pilot, school administrators, staff, and restorative justice coordinators were already familiar with 
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the project manager’s expectations. During interviews participants spoke about the role he 
played in the development of restorative practices at their schools. One principal from an 
Experienced middle school who sent his deans to be trained by the project manager states, “They 
thought it was amazing. They were blown away by the opportunity and felt like this was 
something we might want to start looking at”. Many described year one as the planning phase 
where the project manager came to learn about the school setting and become familiar with the 
community where restorative justice would exist. During the initial stages of implementation, the 
project manager gathered information about the community’s needs and resources available at 
the school. He also assessed the community’s capacity and readiness to implement restorative 
practices. This helped him to establish a baseline assessment and begin developing a plan for 
capacity building. On my visits it was apparent that the project manager had established working 
relationships characterized by trust, respect, and a shared commitment to student success. The 
project manager made great efforts to create a learning community for pilot participants, but his 
goal was greatly compromised by lack of time, resources, and support. Figure 6 outlines a 
framework for building organizational capacity for those serving as project managers during 
restorative justice implementation.  
 
Figure 6. Framework for Building Organizational Capacity  
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Restorative justice as an alternative model 
High priority schools wanted to improve school climate by implementing restorative 
justice and applied to the pilot with this goal in mind. All Beginner schools involved in the pilot 
wanted to reduce suspensions at their schools and understood that what they were doing was not 
working. A principal at a Beginner high school in Manhattan states, “What we know is that the 
traditional way of doing things has not worked”. He adds,  
One of the things that I know from my experience, if you discipline a kid it doesn’t 
change the behavior and you get into this situation where you discipline the kid, maybe 
suspend the kid, or call the parent. It becomes a revolving door. In two weeks, they’ll do 
it again. The student is not learning or progressing and with RJ (restorative justice) it was 
more a reflective thing not just for the kid but for the adults as well. 
The restorative justice pilot offered participants an opportunity to rethink how discipline operates 
within school structures and to consider a different way to address student misbehavior. 
Participants could reflect on why they think students misbehave and what role they play in 
responding to misbehavior. The district trainer from the Department of Education suggests, 
“maladaptive behavior, is an expression of something else that’s going on in that child’s life and 
when a child acts up, they’re trying to tell you something”. The restorative justice coordinator at 
a Beginner high school in Staten Island comments,  
Instead of traditional reflexive student removal, I get to be creative with how we respond 
when students do something they’re not supposed to do or when students harm other 
individuals or harm communities such as classrooms. I think that’s been the focus of my 
role since being here, of being a reminder to the dean staff, a reminder to the counseling 
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staff, to realize we could do things a little differently. We could be a little bit more 
creative with our kids in response to their decision making. 
He adds, “Restorative justice is a perfect opportunity to wed together the nurturance and the 
accountability. That’s probably the biggest reason why I felt comfortable doing this job and 
excited to be creative in responding to kids”. Restorative justice gave participants a framework to 
understand and address student misbehavior.  
Restorative justice led school leaders to reflect on the students they serve as well as the 
reasons they entered the field of education. The district trainer comments,  
Most people got into education because it’s honorable or because they had a teacher who 
made an impact in their lives or because they’re passionate about a subject that they want 
to share with others. I think it’s important that we get back to the value of the human life 
and that we’re able to communicate that to the kids because a lot of the ideas and values 
we were raised with, they’re not working anymore. 
 Connecting their decision to enter the field of education with core values and purpose reminds 
people of the impact education can have on the lives of others, particularly young people. 
Reflecting on personal experiences also allowed participants to think about what it was like to be 
a student and what they needed as students. A principal from a Beginner middle schools shares,   
Innately, just being a young girl who was raised in the South Bronx, knowing how 
important it was to feel that I was being listened to regardless of what the situation was. 
Whether I was in trouble, whether I was being acknowledged for something great, having 
any adult that served as an informal mentor in my livelihood. I remember that intrinsic 
reward of being young and feeling validated.  
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A teacher at a Beginner high school in the Bronx says, 
I really like the idea of students feeling like somebody has their back and that we have 
their best interest in mind. That’s something I don’t think I felt when I was in high 
school. Our advisory is such a great opportunity to do that with circles which is 
something I really took to. That has really helped formalize a way that we can bond, and 
we can communicate and build trust. On top of that, teaching students the skills that they 
need to get through high school like how to communicate with each other and what to do 
when there’s conflict. 
Beyond lowering suspensions, participants wanted to improve relationships in their community 
and increase student engagement. A principal at an Experienced high school in Brooklyn shares,  
We hoped to increase the level and quality of relationship building in the school through 
RJ (restorative justice) practices and have a little more coherence across the school in 
what relationship building looks like. So, in particular, the use of circles in advisory. 
Also, to norm with adults in the building about what the expectations are for building 
relationships of mutuality and mutual respect with young people as opposed to relying on 
traditional power dynamics or hierarchies to have management in the classroom or to get 
students to comply with school rules. 
The dean at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx comments on the ability to truly connect with 
students in circle practice and says, “RJ (restorative justice) allows us to sit in circle where 
everyone is equal. There’s nobody better than the other or anything like that. It allows people to 
find similarities and talk out their issues that in any other situation, it wouldn’t be addressed. It 
wouldn’t be voiced in the proper manner. It gives people a safe space to have that conversation”. 
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The notion of creating safety also informed the decision to engage in restorative practices. The 
district trainer shares, “I think school should be safe for kids. It should be a place where kids can 
be who they are, and they can show us what the world is going to look like instead of us telling 
them what the world is going to look like. You can’t do that if you’re constantly using your life 
to define someone else’s life. That won’t work”. She adds, “Restorative practices are really about 
changing the climate in the school and although most people think it just looks at suspension 
rates, and inequity, and disproportionality, the biggest thing is really looking at schools as places 
of liberation and education”. Clearly, these participants see the value of restorative justice 
beyond just as an approach to discipline. Restorative justice offers participants the opportunity to 
consider an alternative to the punitive approach traditionally used in schools and how their core 
values and beliefs about education informed the choice to engage in restorative practices. The 
principal at a Mentor high school in Manhattan shares, 
We’re a transfer high school and students have come to us because they’ve chosen to 
transfer to us from at least one other school, in many cases multiple other schools. Most 
of them have had experiences around discipline in their previous school which is part of 
the reason why they choose to leave. It could be subtle. We’ve talked about the 
perception that teachers don’t care, that there’s not a caring adult on staff. That’s a 
component of what I would say a healthy community is. Students would say that they feel 
respected and cared for by adults on staff. Students choose to transfer to us for those 
reasons. We’ve had students that have been perpetually suspended and are seeking an 
alternative environment. As a transfer high school, we are very much committed to being 
an intentional alternative to the traditional approach and the traditional approach includes 
punitive discipline. We are an intentional alternative to punitive discipline. 
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This principal compares the punitive approach used at other schools and the intentional approach 
to discipline present at his school. Realizing that their needs are not being met, students have 
chosen to leave other schools and transfer to a school where there are caring adults that respect 
them and are interested in their success.  
Developing a restorative justice action team  
Implementation happens in stages and building trust during the initial stages is both 
crucial and foundational. Most of the restorative justice coordinators shared that upon arriving at 
the schools, they had no intention of implementing anything until they learned more about the 
community and its members through observation, dialogue, building trust, and forming 
relationships. A restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in West Harlem states, 
“A program manager from my organization was put in place before I was here. She was here for 
a year just gathering information on the school before implementing anything. That whole first 
year was really just about gathering information and just observing”. She adds, “The work takes 
time but definitely one goal was to have more restorative responses that didn’t involve 
suspending kids for lower level infractions”. With a clear understanding that change is not linear, 
restorative justice coordinators approached the work with both diligence and patience.  
Implementing restorative justice without knowing about existing structures, people, and 
procedures is impractical given that restorative practices should be sensitive to the context where 
they are being implemented. A restorative justice supervisor states, “You have to meet the staff 
where they’re at. That’s part of it. It’s trying to assess where they are and meet them where they 
are and bring them into the experience. It’s so experiential. I joke about it all the time. It’s like 
falling in love. You can talk about it all you want but if you don’t experience it, you’re not going 
to understand”. From a blog kept by one of the community based organizations, I learned what 
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“meeting people where they are” meant. It is a client centered approach where the facilitator 
values and empowers individuals as they gain knowledge and skills through the professional 
development experience. This approach gives clients the opportunity to express their concerns 
and fears about the process of change and begins with establishing a trusting foundation to build 
from. In addition to meeting people where they are, it is important to acknowledge the structures 
that are in place and whether these will accommodate this new way of doing discipline. A district 
trainer from the Department of Education comments, 
It’s asking, ‘are we structurally designed to implement change?’ and then once we figure 
that out, ‘do we have to change something organizationally?’. An organizational structure 
is a tool so if we have to change what a house looks like, sometimes you have to change 
the tools that you use to build the house. We need to look at organizations a little bit 
deeper. We need to look at time and how we’re managing time. Are we getting the most 
bang for our buck? If we’re doing Socratic seminars, are we doing it with fidelity? If it’s 
done with fidelity, that’s a pedagogical tool that’s restorative. Do we have a broad view 
of what restorative practices look like and are we allowing them the time to do it in a way 
that fits organically? 
Restorative justice coordinators talked about respect for and curiosity about the wisdom already 
present in the community. Their intention from the start was to get community members ready to 
implement restorative practices by assessing organizational capacity to engage in change while 
building trusting relationships with community members. The restorative justice coordinator at a 
Beginner high school in the Bronx says,  
I think one of the biggest accomplishments is that there is a really active RJAT 
(restorative justice action team) that is functioning on their own at this point. I think 
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that’s really exciting and it’s something and I know my colleagues in other schools have 
really struggled to get going and establish with consistency. I think that speaks to the 
community buy-in that you have a team of 11 people who are actively engaging in this 
work and taking an hour twice a month to sit down and reflect and set goals and play the 
leadership role outside of that meeting time. 
A teacher at the school says, “The RJ (restorative justice) coordinator has been super helpful and 
he’s helping us really tighten up our RJAT (restorative justice action team) to a point where 
we’re having meetings without him and they’re productive. This is exactly what he’s been 
wanting us to do”. Given that restorative justice coordinators were assigned to sites for the 
duration of the pilot, they planned to be at the school for three years during the initial stages of 
implementation of the restorative justice initiative. This gave them time to establish a team of 
program champions who would continue the work after their departure. 
Many of the pilot school administrators sent their teachers and staff members to 
Morningside for training to learn about restorative practices and develop basic skills to engage in 
these practices at their schools. However, developing proficiency requires ongoing professional 
development and restorative justice coordinators were able to provide in house training for staff 
members as they developed knowledge and practiced new skills. A restorative justice 
coordinator at a Beginner high school in West Harlem shared that in house training was more 
convenient for the school because it was challenging to find coverage while community 
members were out being trained. She states, “There’s been a push every year to train staff in 
different aspects of restorative justice, circle practice, mediation practice, implicit bias. It’s 
difficult because they’re either on the weekend and since it’s a small school it’s hard to get 
teachers out of the building but the teachers that do go find it beneficial”. Scheduling ongoing 
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professional development at the school was helpful in that respect. Other schools faced similar 
scheduling issues which had to be addressed by school administrators in creative ways. A 
restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in the Bronx shares,  
We put into the action plan at the end of last year, as one of our goals, to really strengthen 
the RJAT (restorative justice action plan) and find a way to hold meetings when folks 
were more easily available. This year what we did is the school leadership has supported 
the RJAT in finding a period every other week for them to meet and we’re meeting twice 
a month during school time. 
Scheduling time to plan and do this work is challenging and school leaders that want restorative 
justice implementation to work must figure out how to fit it into their school day.  
Professional development included providing community members with basic knowledge 
about restorative practices particularly for those who were not yet familiar with these practices, 
training them on how to facilitate talking circles, helping them to develop conflict mediation 
skills, teaching them techniques and strategies to heal harm and restore balance to the 
community when harm occurs. As community members began facilitating restorative practices, 
the coordinators were available on site to provide the technical assistance, ongoing support, and 
coaching they needed. The principal at a Beginner school serving grades 6 through 12 in 
Brooklyn states, “We spent the last year and a half really doing a lot of direct professional 
development around community building circles and trying to push people’s mindset, trying to 
give people some facilitation tools”. This comment indicates that professional development is a 
way to provide staff members with the knowledge and skills they need to implement restorative 
justice, but it is also a way to shift people’s mindset about discipline practices.  
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The original plan called for students and parents to be included as members of the 
restorative justice action team but in most schools that is not the case. Recognizing the need for 
student representation, a restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn 
says, “I really need to reform the restorative justice action team so that students are part of it and 
so it’s not just about discipline and more about how we make RJ (restorative justice) happen here 
in terms of activities and some systems we can impact”. In some pilot schools, all the restorative 
programming is being done exclusively by the restorative justice coordinator. This puts an 
enormous burden on a single person and makes it extremely difficult to carry out the work with 
fidelity. This restorative justice coordinator adds, “We’re still dealing with the fact that if 
something happens, I’m the one doing the mediations. I’m the one doing the bigger circles. So, 
that’s on me. I have to figure that out”. Clearly, this work should not be done by one person. 
Restorative justice is intended to be carried out by the entire community. This restorative justice 
coordinator highlights one of the biggest challenges schools face which is dumping all discipline 
related matters onto one person. Restorative justice should be an opportunity to engage the entire 
community in efforts to do discipline differently.  
An implementation plan was developed collaboratively by school leadership, the 
restorative justice action team, and the restorative justice coordinator at each site. The overall 
goal was to improve school climate by engaging in an intentional community building process 
that was based on restorative values. It was crucial to get the right people on board, thoroughly 
train them in restorative practices, and then share these practices with the entire school 
community. Each school engaged in the planning process in a way that made sense for their 
community. A supervisor from a community based organization states, 
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Taking the cue from the project manager and the DOE (Department of Education) and 
their directives, to have some action plan steps in place each year so it’s not this 
amorphous goal that we want to do more of this. For example, this year we want to create 
values so that everybody knows the values that are going on and next year we want to 
create a system for who’s going to be the person to respond and so on. But that looks 
different at every school and that’s one of the difficult things. Every school is at a 
different place when we start, and every school goes at its own pace. 
The planning process was unique at each school setting. While some schools planned year-by-
year, others developed a three-year plan and modified it along the way. The principal at a 
Beginner high school in the Bronx states, “We created with our RJ (restorative justice) 
coordinator, a three year action plan focused on tier one, tier two, and tier three. We go over that 
at the beginning of each year and we update mid-year depending on where we’re at so that the 
staff is aware of what the goal is this year for RJ and that has been helpful”. Most schools would 
review their progress at the end of the year noticing accomplishments and challenges 
experienced along the way. They also discussed what worked, what did not work and how they 
wanted to move forward in the following year.  The district trainer at the Department of 
Education states, “One of the things that I’m doing in June is that I’m going to look at the action 
plans and I’m going to go back to the schools and say, ‘this is what you wrote in September. This 
was your plan. This is what you wanted to do. Just thinking forward, what are you going to do 
for next year?’. The opportunity to look at what they planned, what worked and what did not 
work allows schools to focus on improvement efforts. Figure 7 outlines the stages of restorative 
justice implementation beginning with building trusting relationships with the school community 
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through planning, professional development, implementation, and quality improvement efforts of 
restorative justice programming.  
 
Figure 7. Stages of Restorative Justice Implementation 
In terms of oversight, this task was performed by several people in different ways. The 
process of implementation was monitored on site by the RJAT in collaboration with the 
restorative justice coordinator with the purpose of ensuring fidelity to restorative practices and 
quality improvement efforts. The teams regularly reported their progress to the administrators at 
the school. All school based efforts to implement restorative justice including the work of the 
RJAT was directed and monitored by the project manager who reports directly to the 
administration in the Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of Education. 
In addition to reporting to the project manager, restorative justice coordinators were also 
supervised by the community-based organizations they worked for. The principal at a Beginner 
high school in the Bronx describes the oversight of supervisors from the community based 
organizations by saying, “They kind of take the temperature to see where we’re at with the 
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circles and where we’re at with the reintegration and they really create the documents that need 
to be created, revise them. They’re the frontrunners of this and that trickles down to the rest of 
the staff”.  School administrators, the project manager, and supervisors from the community 
based organizations were directly involved in ensuring that restorative justice initiatives were 
following the overall goals and objectives of the pilot. Figure 8 identifies all those involved in 
the oversight and monitoring efforts.  
Oversight was instrumental in noticing areas where further improvement was needed and 
offered pilot participants an opportunity to address areas of concern.  Accountability is an 
essential part of this restorative work given that educational institutions historically have 
contributed to harms done to children and their families. Restorative justice is an opportunity to 
redress some of those harms by providing a structure that acknowledges harms done and an 
approach to heal in community. In order for healing to happen, restorative justice must be 
implemented with fidelity, and oversight makes that possible.  
 















Tiered model of restorative practices 
All schools involved in the pilot subscribe to the tiered model of restorative practices 
which start with community building practices that promote trusting relationships within the 
community. Participants spoke of the importance of tier one, community building and its role in 
creating a restorative culture. A restorative justice supervisor shares a sentiment that was 
common among most participants, “Primarily it’s always about community building. Community 
building is it. There’s nothing to restore if you don’t have a foundation of community and good 
relationships”. She adds,  
That’s the key thing and that comes all the way from the origins, from my understanding 
of restorative justice, all the way back to Native people, the Maori people, the First 
Nations people in Canada. It was all about community, making sure the health of the 
community is vibrant and stays vibrant and we repair any damage to the community. 
Community building happens in different ways: advisory classes, school assemblies, town halls, 
staff meetings, celebrations, award ceremonies and other school events. Community building 
impacts how students feel about school and how they behave in schools. A restorative justice 
coach in a Beginner high school in the Bronx states,  
We’ve seen an increase in advisory attendance and I think that started building a stronger 
community because kids started feeling more connected to this group of peers and feeling 
like they were doing something valuable in that time. It wasn’t just a hang out. We were 
having more meaningful topics to communicate around in circle. We would get to know 




Similarly, another restorative justice coach working at a Beginner high school in East Harlem, 
shares,  
This is an opportunity where students get to hear each other, hear diverse opinions about 
topics and ultimately, I think the goal is to build a sense of community. In some sense, to 
realize that maybe just because we have these differences, maybe an opinion regarding 
gun control or whatever, we’re still in the same community. We can respect each other’s 
opinion. We can listen to each other and who knows, these differences can actually make 
us stronger. 
Building community in circle gives students an opportunity to connect with their peers and 
appreciate the diversity that exist in the classroom. Giving young people the space to openly 
express their thoughts, feelings and concerns and listen to others as they express theirs can help 
students develop strong communication skills. The restorative justice coach in East Harlem adds,  
I think we focus a lot on the students and what the students get out of it but I think the 
teachers get a lot out of it too. Realizing that when they’re doing the circle that these 
young people have their own opinions and that they’re not just a student. They’re 
complex as well. I think for teachers, it perhaps makes it easier to manage their 
classrooms and outside of circle. You’ve been in circle discussing things, listening to the 
students for a period in advisory, you get to know the students a little better. You get a 
little bit more about them. Once again, building trust and community and that will 
translate hopefully to easier classroom management. 
Community building also impacts how well teachers engage with students. Providing students 
with the opportunity to engage in dialogue makes it possible for teachers to learn about their 
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students in deep and meaningful ways. This can improve the classroom experience for both 
teachers and students.  
Building community extends beyond the classroom and even the school building. At a 
Beginner high school in the Bronx, the entire school engages in several community service 
projects throughout the academic year. School leaders, teachers, students, and staff members 
plan, prepare, and execute the projects together. These activities are meant to promote positive 
bonds among community members. The principal says, “It’s all about having the kids building 
bonds with each other and with the staff and if we can give back to the community it’s a bonus”. 
Community service is a mechanism to build strong relationships while helping others. It is also a 
way to engage students in activities that can positively impact the neighborhood where many of 
them live.  
Creating values collaboratively establishes a shared vision of what community members 
believe is important. They inform school priorities and are used as a compass to determine 
whether the school is a restorative space. Community agreements have a similar purpose as they 
clearly lay out behavioral expectations. At an Experienced high school in Brooklyn, the 
following community agreements were established for students in advisory: 
• I can show courage by actively participating. 
• I can show respect and compassion in my interactions within my community. 
• I can show stewardship by demonstrating responsibility and care for my community. 
• I can show perseverance by working through challenges. 
These agreements help community members in several ways. They guide community members 
who may not know what is expected of them. They encourage students to engage in positive 
social behaviors such as showing courage, compassion, and care. They also indicate academic 
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behaviors that will result in a positive learning environment such as active participation, 
responsibility, and perseverance in the face of challenges.  
Pilot schools engaged in a process of developing clear expectations of respectful behavior 
to promote accountability among community members. These expectations served to remind 
community members of their shared values and the behaviors associated with those values. Many 
of the pilot schools used the 100% Respect Campaign, a curriculum developed by the project 
manager to clearly outline acceptable behaviors between peers, between students and their 
teachers, and in some cases how teachers should relate with each other as well as other staff 
members in the school community (Table 5). Members of the school community worked 
collaboratively to create these expectations. The project manager developed this approach 
through years of experience working with schools to create positive learning environments with 
respectful relationships. He comments,  
The 100% Respect Campaign focuses on how everyone participates in defining what 
respectful behavior should be student to student, student to adult, adult to student. That’s 
the important piece. Lots of times teachers or schools say, ‘let’s make the rules for our 
classroom and how we should treat each other, meaning how the students should treat 
each other and how students should treat the adults. They never or rarely ask students 
what they need from adults. Never ask, ‘what do you need from us. what should we, the 
adults, your teachers, the paraprofessionals, your principals, even your office workers, 
what do the adults need to give for you to feel comfortable and respected here? What do 
you need us to do?’ That empowers the student body to a great extent and then you hold 
people accountable if someone violates the respect guidelines made by everyone. 
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Through professional development educators learn what role they play in marginalizing students 
and ways they can begin to practice more compassion and inclusiveness. A restorative justice 
supervisor suggests,  
The adults need to be well trained in the practices and they need to understand the value 
of community building circles. That’s one of the key things. Really finding the value and 
embracing this. You could do academic type of circles. There are all sorts of things you 
can do in circle and talk about things to build community. That’s one of the first steps, 
the buy in. But the skills, per se, would be understanding how to be a circle keeper, 
understanding how to develop student leaders into circle keepers so that they have the 
opportunity to grow. Circles are great.  
Beyond the positive impact restorative practice can have on student-adult relationships and the 
academic experience in general, it can lead to improved relationships among adults as well. A 
principal at a Beginner high school had his staff engage in developing respect guidelines to 
address conflict the adults were having with each other prior to implementing restorative justice 
schoolwide. The project manager shares, “I was at a school in the Bronx and I was introducing 
the 100% Respect Campaign to them because they wanted to do it. We were in circle and one of 
the teachers said, “well, this is great that everyone defines respectful behavior but has any school 
ever done staff to staff or adult to adult respect?’”. He adds,  
The teacher said, ‘We have a lot of static here. Sometimes administration is mad at the 
teachers and the teachers are mad at the administration’. We went around and a lot of 
people said they like the idea of doing staff to staff respect. The school decided to have a 
whole professional development day of staff healing in order to get passed that and they 
came up with staff to staff guidelines. 
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Conflict is unavoidable and adults in schools are not exempt from it. The adults at this school 
understood that they could not honestly engage students in conversations about respect if they 
were struggling with respect themselves. The teacher’s comment also highlights conflict that 
emerges from hierarchical relationships. On a visit to this school the principal mentioned that 
this professional development experience was one of the greatest accomplishments he had while 
implementing restorative justice at his school.  
Staff to Students Respect Student to Student Respect Student to Staff Respect 
• Appreciate and 
support students 
• Encourage students 
daily 
• Be sensitive to student 
needs 
• Use patient, kind, and 
appropriate language, 
and tone of voice 
• Listen to students and 
value what they say 
• Treat students fairly 
• Maintain professional 
boundaries 
• Respect everyone’s 
boundaries 
• Be kind to self and 
others 
• Model respectful 
interactions 
• Speak kindly about 
others and discourage 
gossip 
• Assume good 
intentions 
• Encourage each other 
• Treat everyone 
equally 
• Arrive on time and be 
prepared to work 
• Do your best 
• Have a positive 
attitude 
• Give teachers the 
benefit of the doubt/ 
assume good 
intentions 
• Reflect and take 
responsibility for 
actions 
• Understand that 
teachers have feelings  
Table 5. Guidelines Adapted from 100% Respect Campaign at Beginner High School  
According to many of my participants building strong relationships among community 
members makes violent incidents less likely because students value their community and do not 
want to harm the community. The restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in the 
Bronx suggests,  
The idea is that the stronger the community we build, the more kids will want to be here, 
the more valuable the experience will feel. That touches on our primary goals: reducing 
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suspensions, setting clear expectations, structures, and restorative responses, improving 
communication among school community, and increasing attendance.  
The principal at a Beginner school serving grades 6 – 12 in Brooklyn says, “I think that strong 
community building practices are the thing that will either make or break a program. I think in 
grades where we have strong advisors and strong advisory culture, kids will be more invested 
and will feel more accountable”. While incidents do happen in restorative schools, the number of 
violent incidents can significantly decrease in schools implementing restorative justice. A 
principal in an Experienced high school in Brooklyn comments, “We’re trying to reduce 
incidents and part of the way that we do that is by having young people feel as though they’re 
valued and part of the community”. These statements suggest that students who feel valued will 
be more present and less likely to harm their community.  
Involving families in this process is challenging but creatively engaging families in 
positive interactions extends community building efforts in ways that can improve the 
relationships between schools and families. A principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx 
shared that his school has started calling home to report positive information about students who 
have struggled in the past. He shared that calling to report something positive as opposed to the 
usual negative reports about misbehavior has impacted the school’s relationship with family 
members. He shared that at first families were anticipating a negative report and were pleasantly 
surprised to hear that this was a different type of call. This principal went on to explain that 
many families have had their own negative experiences with schools and educators. He states, 
“Some of the parents are taken aback by the positive phone call because they’re not used to it. 
That’s been nice. I’m trying to make the experience between the parents and the school more 
positive. That’s tough because it’s been years of bad relationship”. The practice of calling home 
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to have a conversation about positive aspects of their children’s educational experience could 
have a healing effect for family members who rarely have constructive interactions with schools. 
Family engagement, particularly parental involvement positively impacts academic outcomes for 
students and schools involved in restorative work creatively engage families in an effort to 
facilitate student success. Creative engagement can include acknowledging some of the basic 
needs families have such as information available in their native language. This particular school 
is sensitive to the language needs of the families in their community. Given families are 
predominantly Spanish speaking, the school provides information on the school website in both 
English and Spanish. They also have staff members that can communicate with parents in 
Spanish. These practices are considerate of the community needs and may foster greater trust and 
improved sense of belonging for students and their families.  
Community building sets the stage for strong relationships that can withstand conflict. 
Tier two restorative practices are only effective if schools have taken the time to build a resilient 
and caring community. The district trainer at the Department of Education states,  
It took me a while to understand this through my own training that if you just do de-
escalation, tier two and don’t do tier one, community building, it’s ineffective because the 
whole idea is that kids want to be a part of a community. If you don’t do that initial 
community building and embrace everyone in the community no matter what they look 
like, no matter what they do, you don’t understand it. 
Tier two restorative practices focus on conflict resolution which can be either formal or informal 
depending on the level of harm caused. For example, a student cursing or being disrespectful in 
class could be addressed with a restorative chat. A restorative chat is a brief conversation where 
a teacher or staff member talks with the student about how their behavior is disruptive to the 
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learning process with the hopes of seeing a change in the student’s behavior. It gives the student 
an opportunity to say why they were behaving in that manner or to apologize for disrupting class. 
The goal of a restorative chat is to have positive conversations that could potentially redirect 
students. It is proactive on the part of the teacher or staff member because the student is not sent 
out of class or school. Teachers do not involve a dean or administrator which can be considered 
reactionary for low level misbehavior. A dean at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx believes 
that these conversations can actually help build trusting relationships between teachers and 
students because the teacher is taking ownership of classroom management in a positive, caring 
manner and is not handing the problem over to someone else to solve. There are conflicts that are 
more serious and may need an intervention by the dean or an administrator. These cases are 
handled as restoratively as possible but can result in a suspension.  
Participants shared that restorative discipline does not mean that they never suspend 
students. There are serious incidents that merit a suspension but there will always be a 
conversation about how the school can support students involved. Tier three restorative practices 
address incidents where serious harm has occurred, and the community needs healing and 
restoration. These incidents range in severity and can include violence perpetuated against 
another community member or destruction of school property. I was able to witness a circle 
facilitated by the dean of students at the Beginner middle school in the Bronx where two groups 
of sixth grade girls were discussing an ongoing fight they were having that was extremely 
disruptive to the entire school community. They were able to honestly discuss what caused the 
conflict and at the end of the circle process, the dean proposed that they continue meeting with 
him to discuss ways they could repair some of the harm done and perhaps try to restore some of 
the relationships that were broken. The dean was able to connect with the students by sharing a 
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personal story and by asking them to help him to solve this problem. Including them in repairing 
the community after having caused harm holds those students accountable for their actions while 
giving them an opportunity to positively impact the community moving forward.  
Participants shared stories about using restorative practices to heal harms done and 
expressed great satisfaction with the outcomes that followed. These practices do not always solve 
the conflict, but they offer community members a forum to discuss what happened, why it 
happened, and what could be done moving forward to prevent incidents of harm. The most 
satisfying outcome is when the community member that caused the harm can take ownership of 
what they did and can apologize for the harm they caused. On a visit to a Beginner school 
serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn, the dean spoke about an incident of vandalism where 
students covered a freshly painted wall with graffiti. The students were assigned a project where 
they had to conduct research about vandalism and present it at a school assembly. This dean 
shared that he had no expectation that these students would make a public apology for what they 
had done but at the end of their presentation, they read a letter they wrote to the school 
community apologizing for their actions. Participants suggest that some of the concerns people 
have with restorative justice is that it is a soft approach to discipline and that students are 
allowed to get away with misbehaving. The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high 
school in Brooklyn suggests, “Some people will ask, ‘where’s the accountability?’ and ‘how do 
we hold young people accountable?’. It’s very difficult because it’s a real mindset shift for White 
administrators and White teachers to really look at their own whiteness and where they fit into 
this. How do they contribute and how can they work against punitiveness in a fundamental 
way?”. The social worker at the school states, “RJ (restorative justice) is also developing a 
radical new idea of what accountability looks like and that accountability doesn’t have to be 
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punishment”. From my observations and interviews I found that by using restorative justice, 
schools hold students accountable for their actions in a way that also heals those most impacted 
by the harmful behavior. It is a learning experience for students, their families, and educators 
engaged in restorative justice implementation. Figure 9 illustrates the tiered model of restorative 
justice used in the pilot schools.       
 
Figure 9. Tiered Model of Restorative Justice in Schools 
Building community and addressing harm in circle 
Restorative schools use the circle process to build community and address harm. In 
advisory, circles are a strategy to cover social emotional learning curriculum which can include 
lessons on respect, tolerance, ambiguity, uncertainty, accepting diversity, and celebrating 
differences. Once teachers see the benefits of restorative circles, they become more invested in 
the process of restorative justice implementation. A teacher at a Beginner high school in the 
Bronx states, “When I started doing lots of circles and saw the difference between my advisory 
now and my advisory before we were doing circles, I saw that it was such a clear difference. 




Last year when my students were ninth graders, I did circles every single day and it was 
kind of overkill but I think it really paid off for me because they knew exactly what to do 
and they would, some of them not all of them, would be really excited about it and would 
ask, “what’s the question for today? What’s the theme for today?’. Now, I don’t have to 
fight them about opening up or fight them about sitting in circle.  
This same teacher shared that circles have been helpful as students transition from middle school 
to high school which can be quite difficult for ninth graders. She adds that it can also support 
students who transfer into the school. A restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in 
East Harlem comments, “It can be a big culture shift for ninth graders who come into the school 
and have never seen anything like this, so it becomes difficult”. Attending a new school can 
cause an enormous amount of internal conflict for young people. Transitions like changing 
schools or starting high school are accompanied by conflicting emotions such as fear and 
excitement, joy and sadness, and confusion about feeling like a child and an adolescent at the 
same time. There can be many questions such as: will I fit in? will I like my new school and new 
teachers? will I make new friends? will it be hard? will I be successful? The principal in a 
Beginner high school in East Harlem says,  
Having ninth graders walk into a high school in that difficult transition year, our RJ 
(restorative justice) program has really helped to address a lot of the concerns those 
students have. When ninth graders come into my building and they’re receiving one day a 
week of advisory in RJ circle, it’s helped them to have this conversation. It’s helped them 
to understand that other people have the same anxiety as they do and the same questions 
as they do. 
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Through dialogue circle participants are able to engage in powerful discussions that can result in 
transformative learning. Participants learn how to listen to each other with respect, they learn 
patience and empathy, and they build a sense of connection with others. As students learn more 
about each other through dialogue, they can respect and appreciate differences that exist among 
community members.  The circle process also allows teachers to learn more about students and 
their lived experiences. Consequently, circles can address internal conflicts as well as 
interpersonal conflicts.  
Circle practice derives from indigenous traditions used to bring community members 
together to discuss important matters affecting the community including harm that has occurred. 
According to Pranis (2005) the four stages of circle process are: getting acquainted, building 
understanding and trust, addressing issues, and taking action (Figure 10). These stages result in a 
sense of unity among circle participants as they engage in honest and respectful dialogue while 
working toward a common goal. There are many types of circles being used in schools: healing 
circles, reintegration circles, and content circles used for social emotional learning in advisory or 
in academic classes such as science, math, history, and English. The district trainer at the 
Department of Education suggests,  
Restorative practices are very much aligned to higher order thinking. They’re aligned to 
those questions that ask you to think for yourself and apply what you’re learning. They’re 
very much aligned to those pedagogical practices that leave space for student voice. 
Restorative practice is sitting in circle and learning how to listen deeply but it’s also 
learning how to listen deeply to yourself so you can navigate the world more skillfully. 
In some healing circles, the common goal is to address a conflict that has occurred and to 
develop a plan to prevent the conflict from escalating to violence. Pilot schools received training 
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in the circle process. Both adults and students were trained in how to be effective circle keepers. 
The circle process is facilitated by a circle keeper who is both leading the circle and a part of the 
circle. A restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in East Harlem says, 
The way that I like to run circles is we all own this process. You really have to be open to 
that. When you do that, the conversation may be messy. The conversation may go in 
directions you didn’t plan. There may be times when the conversation is dropped, and we 
may sit there for a while just to think about things. If you are really going to dig deep and 
do this work, you have to let go. Basically, this is the circle process, everyone is equal. 
The circle keeper is responsible for opening the circle, having discussion prompts, and ensuring 
that participants are following the process. The circle keeper is also responsible for setting up the 
physical space ensuring that there are enough chairs in the circle for participants, preparing 
materials including name tags, copies of handouts, and most importantly bringing a talking piece. 
The circle keeper opens the practice by welcoming participants into the space and inviting them 
to join the circle. There is usually a mindful moment at the start of circle where participants take 
a few minutes in silence, noticing their breath and any discomfort they may feel in their body. 
This grounding exercise gives participants time to adjust to the environment and brings 
awareness to how they feel about being in circle. The circle keeper will then facilitate dialogue 
around values and what behaviors are acceptable or unacceptable in circle. These values and 
guidelines are usually written so that participants have a visual reminder of how to be in circle. 
The restorative justice coach at the Beginner high school in East Harlem says,  
In the beginning of the circle, we set some ground rules regarding respect. We usually 
make ground rules regarding confidentiality, what type of behavior should we have in the 
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circle and if someone violates these behaviors how should we handle it. How should we 
manage it? 
The circle keeper will introduce the talking piece and send it around so each participant can say 
their name and who they are. Following this, the circle keeper will introduce the first discussion 
prompt which is typically a check in to assess how people feel and how open they are to engage 
in the circle process. A typical question used to begin discussion is, how are you feeling about 
being here today? The circle keeper engages the participants in a conversation about why they 
are in circle and invites participants to discuss the conflict, explain how they are involved, the 
impact the conflict has had, and share any questions or concerns they have. Discussing the 
purpose of the circle is challenging especially if the circle is a response to conflict. If parents are 
present, they may be angry at their child, the school, the other child, or the other child’s parent. 
The circle keeper is responsible for managing these factors to ensure that the circle is a safe 
space for everyone present. Circles are an opportunity to discuss options to address conflict, 
work together on a plan, and make agreements on how to move forward. The goal of tier two and 
tier three circles is to come up with solutions that will resolve the conflict or prevent the 




Figure 10. Conflict Circle Outline Developed by Kay Pranis 
Inevitably, some harm is beyond a tier two conflict circle or a healing circle to address 
small scale incidents. A restorative justice coach/ trainer describes the tier three training saying, 
“Tier three training, it’s a four part series. It’s repairing harm circles, it’s reentry and welcome 
back circles, victim-offender mediations and looking at bullying through a restorative justice 
lens, and when not to be in circle”. This comment is important because she ends this statement 
by suggesting that circle process is not always the best option. The notion that one size fits all is 
faulty. Some student behaviors are so harmful they will result in a suspension. The principal 
from a Beginner middle school in the Bronx comments, 
While we’re evolving in the way we think about things, there are certain things that in 
order for me to keep control of my school, there are certain things that you must face a 
consequence for. When you disrespect a teacher and I’m talking about something 
egregious. If you tell a teacher to shut the f*ck up and flip a table over, I’m not going to 
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do restorative. I’ll have a restorative conversation and there will be people who engage in 
restorative practices, but you are facing a consequence for that. 
When this happens in a school implementing restorative justice, educators have to decide the 
most restorative way to handle the incident.  
Restorative conferences offer schools the opportunity to really understand what 
happened. Restorative conferences usually involve the person who was harmed, the person who 
caused the harm, their parents or guardians, and school personnel directly involved with the 
students in conflict. During these conferences students discuss what happened and how the 
conflict can best be resolved. The community member who was harmed can communicate how 
they feel and what they need, and the student who caused the harm is held accountable for their 
actions. At times, the person who was harmed just needs to hear an apology, but other times 
accountability includes some form of community service. This conference does not replace a 
suspension but often is in addition to a suspension. The principal at a Beginner high school in 
East Harlem says,  
While we may have a superintendent’s suspension, that doesn’t mean that we can’t sit 
down with that teacher, that student, and a guidance counselor and still have an RJ 
(restorative justice) circle about what was done and how the teacher felt about the action 
of the student, how that was interpreted, and what the student could do differently next 
time. 
Reintegration circles are held to welcome back a community member that has been away from 
the school because of a suspension or a prolonged absence. The principal at a Beginner high 
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school in the Bronx reflects on how schools handled students returning from suspension in the 
past and says,  
Before there was no follow up when they returned, nothing. It was just, go back to class 
and that’s it. We’d be surprised when a couple of days later they’d get into another issue 
and I’d be like, ‘you just got back from suspension’. We’ve gotten really good at doing 
reintegration circles and it’s really hard to get staff members all aligned but it really sets a 
positive tone when a kid comes back. That’s key. 
The restorative justice coordinator at the school says,  
It doesn’t make sense to me when kids are suspended and then just brought back into a 
community with nothing done intentionally around it. Why would you expect any level of 
change? If you’re going to make the choice to remove someone from the school 
community for whatever amount of time, the school needs to use that time to actually 
plan for their return and set them up for a different experience and better support. 
Reintegration circles are also referred to as re-entry circles. The principal from an Experienced 
middle school in Queens reflects on a circle held at his school for a returning student and says, 
A memorable moment in our journey was when we had a re-entry circle with a student 
that was out on a superintendent suspension with his mother present. The teacher that was 
the victim of this child’s behavior was there. Having the child there, having a 
paraprofessional there, deans, and counselors there and everybody was speaking about 
how valuable this child was and how they were going to be there for this child when 
obstacles come up during the child’s journey through our school. I think that it was a 
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moment of that child realizing how much people really cared about him. It was very 
powerful. 
The goal of the reintegration circle is to communicate to the returning student that they are a 
valuable part of the community and usually includes a plan for how the school community will 
support the student upon their return. 
When there is a serious violation that involves law enforcement and the courts, schools 
will still try to make the effort to have a restorative process so that community members are able 
to express their thoughts and feelings about the incident. This process is important because it can 
impact the way students view themselves, the school, and their future at the school beyond the 
incident. The social worker at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx shares,  
It was really beautiful because both the teacher and the student were able to really come 
together. The teacher was able to empathize with the student and say, ‘listen, I was 
scared. I could only imagine how you felt in that courtroom and I wanted to so badly to 
talk to you and I’m not mad at you and honestly, you’re one of my favorite students’. I 
think the student really needed to hear that because the whole time he was out on 
suspension, he was really confused with no communication, at a loss, self-esteem was 
down. Everything was going downhill for this student and it could’ve ended with this 
student not wanting to go to school. I think that putting together these practices and 
providing that space for them, he was able to return to class. He was able to continue, and 
he ended strong that year. He actually graduated last year. 
Restorative circles can provide a space for those involved in a harmful incident to talk about the 
incident, express what they think and how they feel about the incident, plan on how to move 
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forward, and remind students that they are still a valued member of the school community. A 
teacher at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx comments, “A lot of times when students are 
removed from the community they feel like they’re casted out and they’re not loved and they’re 
not a part of us so talking about that first and breaking down that barrier by saying, ‘we still love 
you and we’re still here for you’ and coming up with a plan”. Circle process gives adults an 
opportunity to support students and can result in successful outcomes for students that may 
become disengaged after an incident. Table 6 outlines some of the restorative practices used in 
pilot schools and the desired outcomes of these activities.  
Restorative Practices and Responses Goals/ Outcomes Desired 
Community Agreements 
Town Hall  
Classroom Circles 
Celebration Circles 




Community Building/ Shared Values 
Community Building/ Gathering Together 
Social Emotional or Academic Learning 
Community Building / Joyful Ritual 
Community Building/ Service to Others 
Establish Trusting Relationships/ Resolve Minor Incidents 
Address Conflict or Issues/ Heal Harm 
Welcome Members Back to Community 
 
 Table 6. Restorative Practices and Responses  
School structure and restorative justice implementation  
Restorative justice coordinators are behavior specialists that help schools develop 
effective restorative justice programs by assisting during the initial planning stages, offering 
professional development for educators, school staff, and students, and providing ongoing 
coaching once the program is running. The principal at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx 
says,  
Thanks to the CBO (community based organization), we actually have an RJ (restorative 
justice) coordinator on site and that person helps us to make sure that we are following 
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the RJ philosophy and that we’re actually implementing the work because of course, 
schools can go back to their old ways, especially if that’s something that you’re used to. 
During the initial phases of restorative justice implementation both the project manager and 
restorative justice coordinators focused on determining fit which took the setting, context, and 
unique circumstances of each school community into account. Some factors to consider include 
the neighborhood where the school is located, the demographics of students and their families, 
the demographics of the educators and other adults working in the school, their views on 
discipline, their perspectives on teaching and learning, and the specific discipline issues present 
at the school. Other factors to consider are whether the school has adequate funding and staffing. 
The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn shares,  
For the first two years I did a lot of community building and a lot of trust building so that 
I could bring these difficult ideas. That’s the path I took and I’m sure many RJCs 
(restorative justice coordinators) take that path but after a while we’re kind of spinning in 
the same place without a deeper understanding of what this is systemically. How does 
systemic oppression and history really affect this place? It really affects this place and 
we’re operating under a larger system, the DOE (Department of Education). We can’t get 
around it.  
She adds, “Most of the staff get behind the fact that we have a strong queer community and that 
we need to support them. That kind of heart space where they’re like, ‘we’ve got to make this a 
safe space’ is great. That fits right into the RJ (restorative justice) mindset”. The comments 
shared by this restorative justice coordinator indicate that context extends beyond the school 
building and larger systemic factors impact the effective implementation of restorative justice.  
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Determining fit also consists of understanding how restorative practices will exist with 
current school structures, policies, and practices. The principal at an Experienced high school in 
Brooklyn states, “I think it’s a really natural fit to the school’s mission and vision. I will not say 
that it has been an easy shift to make because hierarchy and authoritarianism are deeply 
engrained archetypes in schools and other institutions in our society”. She adds, “Our school has 
what we call the five commitments and those are the core values that have been part of the 
school’s mission and vision since the beginning. We’ve tried to always make sure that we’re 
using that language when we talk about restorative practices”. The principal at a Beginner school 
serving students in grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn comments,  
I think we were primed for it just because of the values that we talk about as a school and 
the way we communicate. For a decade we’ve been talking about how relationships are 
the foundation upon which you build students’ ability to feel safe and be successful in 
school. I think that effective restorative practices in schools do a good job of developing 
those relationships as a lever for accountability. 
In addition to the structure, policies, and practices, these principals mention the school’s mission, 
their vision, and their values and how these made restorative justice a good fit for their schools. 
Moreover, fit involves asking the following questions:  
• What does the school administrator need to carry out his/her vision? 
• Who are the students? What are their needs? How will they be involved? 
• Who are the teachers involved? What do they need to effectively implement RJ? 
• Where will restorative justice live in the school structure? 
The restorative justice coordinators that I interviewed discussed what it was like upon 
entering the school community. Most felt welcomed and set out to understand the community 
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they were working with. They shared the importance of respecting the community and getting to 
know them prior to facilitating any trainings. The work began with having meetings with the 
administrators and staff in circle and talking about people’s beliefs, feelings, and concerns about 
shifting school culture. Administrators were able to share their vision and communicate their 
expectations while staff members could ask questions they had or express concerns. The 
restorative justice coordinator spent most of this time carefully listening in order to deeply 
understand the community. The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in the 
Bronx shares,  
I think their foundation was always somewhat restorative in nature but there weren’t 
structures in place or things weren’t consistently happening in a restorative way. The 
hope was that this would strengthen the community, build structures to make sure we 
were responding restoratively, to strengthen their advisory classes, and ultimately and 
ideally to get off the persistently dangerous list. 
Throughout the beginning stages of implementation, restorative justice coordinators engaged in 
building trust with thought partners at the site. Some of the teachers selected to work with the 
restorative justice coordinators were already familiar with restorative principles and practices.  
Most of the teachers familiar with restorative practices were trained by Morningside 
Center for Teaching Social Responsibility. Because this organization was mentioned by 
participants so often, I wanted to learn more about the work being done there. Morningside has 
partnered with the Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of Education 
since 2011, providing training and coaching to schools throughout New York City in the use of 
restorative approaches. Morningside offers the Restore 360 program designed to help educators 
rethink the discipline they use and include more social emotional learning and restorative 
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practices such as classroom circles. Skills such as improved listening, self-reflection, effective 
problem solving, and conflict management are part of Morningside’s Restore 360 curriculum. 
According to their 2014 annual report, Restore 360 resulted in students being more committed to 
working out differences through talking, treating others with more respect, being more 
collaborative during lessons, and of being less likely to behave in ways that lead to detention or 
suspension (p.9). On my visit to schools, I observed the Restore 360 manual in the principal’s 
office at a Beginner school and an Experienced school. The principal at an Experienced middle 
school in Queens discussed the importance of having teachers trained prior to full 
implementation by saying, “It became apparent to us that it was essential to train teachers well in 
advance. If you’re thinking of launching in September, start training in March because that 
would give teachers enough time to express their fears, their concerns, and their hostilities 
toward what they’re being asked to do”. He adds,  
At the same time, we were educating our staff around adolescent development. We were 
reading How Children Succeed. We were reading Teaching with Poverty in Mind. Those 
books brought the science to the table and basically suggested that children are behaving 
in this manner because of very objective scientific reasons and if we start to understand 
and appreciate that then restorative practices will make a great deal more sense. 
Through professional development and ongoing coaching schools begin to shift their practices to 
include restorative interventions that often result in more respectful, positive learning 
environments for students and teachers. The principal at a Beginner high school in East Harlem 
states,  
Before I talk about the actual structure and building capacity of the people in the 
building, it’s important for me to identify and recognize that you have to give people time 
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to do things. I’ve been intentional about how we rolled out the program. I recruited a 
team of teachers who came over the summer. We started together. They went to the 
trainings. They received the curriculum and I paid them to do this over the summer. You 
have to give people time and they have to be compensated for their time as well. They 
came in and organized and structured the entire program in the school that first year. 
This principal’s commentary about giving people time to learn new skills was a shared 
experience for many of my participants. The principal in a Beginner school serving grades 6 
through 12 in Brooklyn shares, “We spent the last year and a half really doing a lot of direct 
professional development around community building circles and trying to push people’s 
mindset, trying to give people some facilitation tools”. He adds, “This is really about a shift in 
thinking and a shift in practice. People are looking for alternatives but it’s hard because some 
people are set in traditional dynamics”. This principal’s statements suggest that professional 
development is not just about learning how to facilitate circle practice. It is also about shifting 
people’s mindset. Shifting the mindset of educators takes ongoing professional development and 
time. These sentiments were shared by other participants throughout my time in the field.  
While some participants were familiar with restorative practices and were program 
champions at their respective schools, there were pilot schools that knew very little about 
restorative justice. The principal at a Beginner middle schools reflects on her decision to 
participate in the pilot by saying, “We didn’t know a whole lot about it. It was a catch phrase that 
was starting to come up a lot. You know we really had nothing to lose”. She states, “The first 
year was messy, incredibly messy.”. This distinction is important because if schools were not 
familiar with restorative practices then the early phases of implementation involved a basic 
introduction to restorative justice followed by intense capacity building with more advanced 
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trainings. The lead administrator at the Department of Education says, “Restorative practices and 
social emotional learning is like that. It’s messy. It’s about being guided through that process and 
making sure that schools have the support to go through that process”. This notion that learning a 
different way to do discipline and implementing restorative justice is messy was a shared 
experience. It was mentioned at some of the restorative justice trainings I attended and certainly 
merits more attention.  
After initial considerations regarding people, structures and policies in place, the next 
step in implementation involved determining people’s motivation and readiness to engage in this 
work. Some restorative justice coordinators did not feel welcomed and experienced tension and 
hostility from staff members that were not ready to engage in this shift. There were community 
members who believed there was no need to change and were not interested in shifting school 
culture. A principal from a Beginner high school in Staten Island explained the attitude her staff 
had about discipline at the start of restorative justice implementation saying, “Listen, the 
assistant principal will be the first to tell you, when I said, ‘let’s try this’, and he is the most 
conservative minded person so when you make a mistake, there are consequences. You didn’t do 
the right thing, you’re punished. That’s the mentality I had, the same as him. It’s the fear of 
losing control of the building”. This comment speaks to the importance of considering 
conservative schools and their point of entry into this work. The restorative justice coordinator at 
the school states,  
My role has been to try to think of ways to work with the staff, to think more deeply 
about how they can build relationships with the kids, how to use those relationships to 
influence behavior, and that has definitely been a need. That might be a bigger need than 
working with the students and it’s been a much bigger challenge. Trying to start some 
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reflection in the staff, especially the more seasoned staff. Getting them to accept that 
restorative justice practices and restorative justice approaches aren’t going soft or pitying 
or enabling. They’re just a different way of helping teachers to build relationships with 
kids and challenging teachers to use their relationships as the mechanism of change as 
opposed to traditional consequences like suspensions and detentions.  
As school leaders begin to shift their thinking, they can articulate how punitive practices may not 
be the most effective approach to teaching and discipline. The principal at the school states,  
We did a lot of the practices in the use of circles with the staff for a good year, a solid 
year. The support we’ve given staff members around using RJ (restorative justice) 
approaches in the classroom almost destigmatizes that you could be nice to kids and still 
get respected. That you could be caring and still be respected. That you could still have a 
kid produce academically if you’re supportive. You don’t have to be mean. You don’t 
have to be nasty. You don’t have to make stereotype comments. I think that was key for 
us. 
 While this principal and her staff eventually warmed up to restorative justice, there were other 
school principals who did not. The project manager disclosed that there were schools that signed 
up for the pilot and were not interested in learning about restorative practices much less 
implement them with fidelity at their schools. He struggled with them because they would not 
send their staff for training and did not answer his emails or calls. These school leaders did not 





Whole school implementation of restorative justice 
The whole school approach advances the idea that the entire school community should be 
involved in creating a healthy, safe, and supportive learning environment. Using the whole 
school approach, administrators, teachers, staff, and students engage in planning and 
implementing restorative policies and practices in an effort to build a more inclusive community 
where young people could thrive. This approach, similar to empowerment evaluation, embraces 
the principles of community knowledge, democratic participation, organizational learning, and 
collective accountability. During my fieldwork I was able to observe how community knowledge 
informed the way restorative justice would be performed across school settings. Community 
members were actively involved in implementing restorative policies and practices. 
Organizational learning occurred throughout the process of implementation as community 
members realized what worked best for their school.   
The guidance staff involved in the process of implementation brought a skill set that 
aligned closely with restorative practices, particularly provision of mental health support, social 
emotional learning, and leadership development for students. At some of the participating 
schools, the guidance staff worked closely with the restorative justice coordinator to train peer 
mediators, organize mediations, and participate in healing and reentry circles. The restorative 
justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Staten Island states, “The nurturance of a 
counselor is required for certain students to really move forward beyond habit. But at the same 
time, accountability that is thoughtful and purposeful is also necessary to move kids forward”. 
On a visit to a Beginner high school in the Bronx, I sat in circle with the project manager, a 
social worker, the restorative justice coordinator, and three students that serve as peer mediators 
as they discussed the restorative justice initiative at their school. What I learned was the students 
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were not outstanding academics but students that had been involved in some form of 
unacceptable behavior. This included conflict with other students and excessive absenteeism. I 
was able to hear how restorative justice positively impacted their academic experience and how 
they share that with other students. The social worker spoke about her involvement in reaching 
out to a student that had become disengaged and she shared that involving other students in 
engaging that student facilitated his return to school. This student now works with other students 
who have become disengaged by reaching out, talking with them about their absences, and 
inviting them to come back to school. The social worker spoke about how the community missed 
students who were chronically absent and spent time thinking about how to engage them. There 
were also students who would come to school but skip class and this impacted their ability to be 
successful. Participants also spoke about how chronic absence was related to suspensions. A 
social worker at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx states, “On my list, these students are 
what we call repeat offenders. They were suspended not only once but maybe twice and then 
maybe a principal’s suspensions or a superintendent suspension and we had to ask, what’s going 
on with those students?”. She adds, “When students were not in school or at a suspension site, 
what was being done and was it helpful? Were we seeing those bad behaviors again? Because it 
kept on repeating and nothing was being done. We hoped that restorative practices would 
address that”. The restorative justice coordinator at the Beginner high school in the Bronx spent 
time building capacity with the guidance staff because he was only going to be in the school for a 
short time and wanted to prepare them to continue this work once he was gone.  
School leaders sent many of their guidance and teaching staff to Morningside to be 
trained in restorative practices. Furthermore, they participated in ongoing professional 
development led by the restorative justice coordinators at the schools. Schools sought to prepare 
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as many staff members as possible to engage in a variety of restorative practices including 
formal circles, informal restorative chats, restorative classroom management, as well as proactive 
and progressive responses to student misbehavior. Training teachers was an important part of 
implementation because they spend the most time with students. The principal at an Experienced 
middle school in Queens recalls,  
Year three, we started training all of our potential 7th grade homeroom teachers with the 
idea of rolling this out the following year which would be year four with continuing 
advisory with the kids from the first cohort moving into 7th grade. We had to continue 
advisory. We did a lot of planning that spring. We started training teachers that were 
going to be homeroom teachers for 7th grade. Now that we were expanding the pool of 
teachers, you’re expanding the pool of resistance.  
The principal at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx states,  
We did a lot of professional development. I required the teachers to come a week before 
school officially starts. That’s our summer institute where we do a lot of professional 
development and most of it was focused on restorative practices. The teachers engaged in 
circles. They watched videos on the protocols and the importance of circles. They looked 
at testimonials from people who have engaged in the process. 
Traditionally, teachers are intolerant of students that misbehave because they view them as a 
disruption to the learning process. A Beginner high school in Staten Island hired a restorative 
justice coordinator to be a permanent part of their staff so that he could provide support to the 
staff. The restorative justice coordinator shares,  
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A major accomplishment is having it be a part of the school community where it is not 
questioned anymore. There is a restorative justice coordinator who is in the building and 
isn’t going anywhere, is partnering with guidance, is partnering with deans, is facilitating 
these different responses to student misconduct and doing supportive interventions with 
students, who is going to be available to teachers, who is going to challenge teachers to 
reflect and think more deeply. 
Teachers who experience difficulty managing their classrooms will often refer students who 
misbehave to a dean or an administrator. The intention was to train teachers to positively engage 
with students in the classroom, build trusting relationships, and handle low level misbehavior on 
their own without resorting to sending students out of the classroom to be disciplined by the dean 
and certainly to avoid involving school safety agents for low level infractions. During trainings, 
teachers were encouraged to deeply reflect on who their student population is and the unmet 
needs that may be at the root of student misbehavior. They practiced community building skills 
through experiential activities designed for those leading advisory, homeroom, and other 
classroom environments. The restorative justice coordinator adds, “If RJ (restorative justice) 
practitioners approach school personnel and teachers on a personal level and try to offer win-win 
strategies which is what RJ approaches ideally are then you get a better chance at slowly shifting 
ideology and moving teachers away from punitive to a system of more accountability and 
reflection”. This statement suggests that professional development involves building trust with 
teachers in order to provide them with the knowledge and skills they need to implement 
restorative justice while slowly shifting ideology from punitiveness to more restorative options.   
Deans were not expected to deal with low level infractions because teachers were now 
taking ownership of discipline and viewing it as a learning opportunity as opposed to a problem 
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to be handed over to someone else. This allowed deans to deal with high-level infractions more 
effectively because their time was not exhausted by dealing with low-level ones that could be 
handled by teachers. A dean at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx recalls, “It’s a little bit 
easier now but early on when I said, ‘I’m not going to remove this kid from your class. You’re 
going to have to deal with it’ that was a tough pill for teachers that were used to the previous 
method. They were thinking the kids could get away with whatever. I would respond, ‘I’m not 
saying that but we can’t just remove a kid’.” That school developed a referral system based on 
progressive discipline responses where teachers could document all low-level infractions they 
addressed with little to no success. In these situations students could be referred to the deans’ 
office because all the teacher’s attempts to redirect misbehavior had failed. The dean shares, 
Level one and two are actions that teachers are expected to take, to respond restoratively. 
In other words, you don’t have to refer this to the dean until you’ve tried these restorative 
practices. If it gets to a level three, you have other options and you can involve someone 
else. But the expectation is that anything below level three, you have to engage in 
restorative practices with the child. 
He adds, “My biggest goal is for the rapport that I have with students, that eventually other staff 
members can have that rapport because I feel like on a grander scale, it will lessen the situations. 
It’ll lessen the things that happen here because then teachers or staff members will be more 
proactive and, in a sense, I don’t have to be as reactive in situations”. 
Deans at an Experienced middle school in Queens were program champions given they were the 
first at the school to be trained in restorative practices and implementation at the school began 
with them. The principal at the school comments, 
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The first year it was our deans just rolling it out on their own, with very low stakes in 
terms of accountability, year two was the identification of a specific period that the deans 
would hold restorative practices or quasi-advisory circles, and then year three was when 
the project manager really became embedded in what we do here along with the trainers 
from the community based organizations we were working with. They trained our 
teachers over the summer in how to do advisory which we were launching that year. 
These deans transformed the culture of discipline at their school and seeing the positive results 
inspired their principal to expand the program. On most visits, I observed deans as active 
participants and collaborators in the transformation of school culture and practices. They were 
knowledgeable about restorative practices and understood how they closely aligned with their 
school’s mission and values. Apart from their work with individual students, deans are actively 
involved in planning restorative conferences to address more serious conflict or harm. Deans 
were trained in de-escalating conflict as well as pre-conference planning with students who have 
harmed, students who have been harmed, their parents, and other members from the school 
community. These restorative conferences are complex and require intense preparation. 
Students are involved in the implementation of restorative justice in several ways. First 
and foremost, students are part of the community-building effort. They are actively involved in 
establishing relationships built on trust and mutual respect. They are also involved as peer 
mediators responsible for addressing minor conflicts between students. Peer mediators are 
trained in restorative inquiry, deep listening, and conflict resolution skills. They work closely 
with the restorative justice coordinator, guidance staff, deans, and administration to organize 
mediations. The principal at a Beginner high school in East Harlem shares,  
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We meet with them every Monday to have a check in with peer mediators. Of course, we 
provide lunch which they love. It’s really about them refining their skills and us having a 
check in to see what mediations they did during the week, what worked, what didn’t 
work out and asking, ‘how can we help you as a group strengthen your skills as a 
mediator?’. They’re enjoying it. 
Students selected to serve as peer mediators are not always outstanding students. Oftentimes, 
they are students that have been involved in low level misbehavior and have gone through the 
restorative process themselves. The restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in the 
Bronx says, “We strategically selected peer mediators that have had their share of conflict in the 
school community. It’s a beautiful thing to see how having this role can change your feelings 
about being here, and who you are here. I think that’s a really fantastic thing”. Because they have 
firsthand experience of the positive impact restorative justice can have, they are committed to 
extending the opportunity to other students. Students also serve as peer mentors. Most Beginner 
schools started the restorative justice initiative with the lower grades, sixth grade in middle 
schools and ninth grade in high schools. The following year those students were recruited to 
serve as peer mediators or peer mentors for the incoming grade. The principal at an Experienced 
middle school in Queens states,  
We identified 6th grade students that spring in year three for our peer mediation program. 
That began to become the larger vision because if we’re truly going to be a restorative 
culture, our students have to take a bigger role in repairing the fractured community when 




Some schools used Peer Group Connection, an evidence based approach to mentoring with the 
goal of easing the transition for students coming from grade school or middle school. Peer 
mentors were trained in leadership skills as well as restorative practices which prepared them to 
work with incoming students experiencing the challenges of attending a new school. School 
principals expressed excitement and a sense of satisfaction when describing their peer mediation 
and peer mentoring programs, particularly the schools that have been doing this work for quite 
some time and have witnessed the positive impact these programs have had. The principal at a 
Mentor school serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn says, “Because we’re a struggling 
school, it is like the one jewel that we have. We could say to the kids, ‘yes, we may be struggling 
academically but we’re really good at this thing and that makes us special”. In addition to peer 
mentors and peer mediators, participants mentioned students they considered influencers. These 
students were neither mentors nor mediators but had an enormous amount of influence on the 
student body. In some cases, they were students involved in conflict or misbehavior and had 
experienced the restorative process. On a visit to a Beginner high school in Brooklyn, we walked 
to the cafeteria where several groups of students were congregated and as we sat and talked the 
restorative justice coordinator spoke about students who had influence at the school. She believes 
these students could serve as advocates for restorative practices and can encourage others to be 
open to the process. They can help to expand the social reach of restorative practices and schools 
should leverage their relationships with these students because of this. This work also inspires 
students to consider their community beyond the school. Students at a Beginner high school in 
East Harlem were shocked when they learned about the school shooting that occurred in 
Parkland, Florida and approached the principal about engaging in social action in solidarity with 
students across the country. The principal was open to their request and recalls,  
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The students said, “we want to walk out, we want to do a march’. I said, ‘no problem’. 
They said they wanted to create posters, one for each child that was killed in Florida. 
They said they wanted to have 17 candles that they could march around the building with. 
I met with important stakeholders in the building and people were stationed around our 
block at specific points and at 9:45 am I made an announcement letting students know 
that if they wanted to march out at that point they could. 
This principal’s willingness to listen to his students and figure out how to honor their request 
demonstrates many of the values associated with restorative justice, particularly collective action 
to raise awareness about harm that has occurred. This work offers healing to those who are 
directly and indirectly impacted by harm by centering their experiences, recognizing their pain 
and suffering, and acknowledging that this harm extends to the larger community, in this case the 
nation.  
Restorative justice in the school curriculum 
Schools have moved beyond seeing restorative justice as an approach to discipline and 
have developed curriculum that places restorative justice at the center of students’ learning. 
Students learn what restorative justice is, where it originated, how it is practiced, and how it can 
result in a community of caring citizens. This learning can happen in content classes, in advisory 
and in restorative justice focused classes. The district trainer from the Department of Education 
says,  
When you have restorative practice, you give students space to express ideas that they 
may not have a chance to express anywhere else. You’re helping them to make 
connections they may not be able to make someplace else. You can do restorative 
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practices with math and talk numbers and really talk when a kid is struggling with math 
and ask, ‘why are you struggling?’” 
Advisory is a scheduled class where teachers engage students in academic, social, and personal 
development. The principal at a Beginner school serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn states, 
“The advisory structure is meant to be inherently restorative in nature where you develop 
relationships with kids and accountability comes through those relationships”. At some schools, 
advisory is every day and at other schools it is twice a week, usually on Monday where students 
have the opportunity to share how they are feeling at the start of the week and their goals for that 
week and on Friday to reflect on their week. These advisories provide the context for meaningful 
dialogue and exploration. The dean at a Beginner middle school in the Bronx comments that 
implementing advisory has helped the school meet some of their original objectives. He says,  
I feel like this year looks like what was envisioned because this is the first year that 
advisory was implemented in the students’ programs. The previous two years, it was 
tougher because we didn’t have advisory across the school. Everyone didn’t have the 
outlet of sitting in circle and discuss various topics that kids this age are dealing with. I 
think that aspect makes it more like how it was envisioned but it’s a process. 
Advisories at the pilot schools use the circle process and are facilitated by teachers and students 
trained as circle keepers. At a Beginner high school in East Harlem, the principal says, “This is 
our first year that we’re training students to run circles in advisory. The teacher is still there, the 
lesson plan developed by the guidance counselor is still there. The teacher is in that classroom, 
but the student now has input to modify that curriculum, modify the lesson plan”. The restorative 
justice coordinator at the schools suggests, “Giving young people some ownership of it, I think is 
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very important and I think a byproduct of that is that they’re learning leadership skills and 
critical thinking when they construct a curriculum, a plan, or topics for the circle”. 
In professional development trainings, the project manager often stressed the importance of 
having a curriculum rich in social emotional learning for advisory sessions. The principal also 
uses advisories to help students explore post-graduation options and develop college readiness 
skills. He says, “We want students to leave here well-rounded other than the academics. You 
know, how do I have a conversation with a professor in college? How do I disagree with my boss 
when I have a job? How do I advocate for myself without being rude, without being 
aggressive?”. He recalls, “When we first started this program, every student would take the 
talking piece and pass, pass, pass. Now you see a very different outcome in class. Students are 
contributing. Students are engaged. Students speak highly of the RJ (restorative justice) program 
and advisory that we currently have”. Most participants used the curriculum developed by 
Morningside and they adapted it to fit their school context and student needs. While the 
curriculum is rich in social emotional learning, a pattern emerged from my data which highlights 
the need for more culturally relevant materials that reflect the lived experiences of poor, youth of 
color living in urban communities. The principal at a Beginner high school in West Harlem says, 
“We’re using a curriculum, it’s not culturally relevant to our students. It’s a restorative justice 
curriculum”. A principal from a Beginner middle school in the Bronx shares, “I unpacked lesson 
by lesson. I modified the lessons to meet the needs of our kids”. These statements suggest that 
while the curriculum may be providing information relevant to restorative justice, it might not be 
suitable for all schools, particularly schools attended by predominantly poor children of color. 
The restorative justice coach working in the Beginner high school in East Harlem states “Often 
the literature that is written doesn’t take into account different cultures, different environments. 
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There’s some research but a lot of it is on suburban schools and really doesn’t address some of 
the urban, inner city people of color”. The principal at a Beginner high school in West Harlem 
says, “If you want to think of buy in then you need people of color leading the work as well”. 
These comments suggest that in addition to culturally relevant materials, teachers and staff 
should also be representative of the communities they serve.  
Mentor schools offer credit bearing restorative justice courses that students can take as 
electives. These courses are often taught by experienced practitioners and cover restorative 
justice principles and practical applications of the theory and concepts. Students who take these 
courses can work on justice panels also known as fairness committees. Fairness committees are 
made up of community members who hear cases of infractions committed by students and 
deliberate through dialogue and democratic participation. This process gives students an 
opportunity to understand how their behaviors impacts the community and to take accountability 
for their actions in a safe and supportive environment. The committee comes up with creative 
consequences for misbehavior that range from disrespectful behavior in class to minor forms of 
vandalism on school grounds. The principal at a Mentor high school in Manhattan shares,  
One constant has been the fairness committee and I think fairness committee is still a 
central component of our culture. I think that’s partly because it has such power. Students 
are the panelist and students are essentially leading the fairness process. There are adults 
present so pushing the ownership of the resolution of conflict onto students is really 
important and central and then the fact that it’s directly connected to the school’s core 
values makes it live in a deeper way. 
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Beginner schools are starting to develop their own restorative justice courses and finding ways to 
give students credit for this work. The restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in the 
Bronx recalls,  
We decided early on to build a peer mediation program and we’re in the second year of 
existence. The way that’s structured is they have a class twice a week, a peer mediation 
class where they’re trained in restorative questioning and then they’re mediating 
conflicts. The class actually takes place in circle. I think by increasing youth voice, it’s 
popularized the use of mediations. It’s still an area that needs to be strengthened 
significantly but it’s a start. It’s a cool structure. One, you’re getting credit for it and two, 
you feel like you have a pretty valuable role in the school community. 
Infusing restorative justice in the curriculum helps schools embrace the underlying values in this 
practice, it compels educators to think critically about effective teaching and learning, and it 
prepares students to live more productive lives outside of school. Classroom instruction that 
includes learning about restorative justice principles and practicing important skills such as 
speaking from the heart, deep listening, respect for others, and appreciation of differences will 
result in more positive school environments and can spread beyond the school into the daily lives 
of community members.        
Trauma informed practice in schools implementing restorative justice 
Some young people attending public schools in New York City have faced adverse 
childhood experiences. Using trauma informed restorative practices in schools acknowledges the 
negative physical, emotional, and psychological impact of these life experiences. Using trauma 
informed restorative practice is an attempt to restore health and balance to the lives of those most 
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impacted by traumatic experiences including extreme poverty, food scarcity, domestic and 
community violence, neglect, abuse, and victimization. The project manager shares, 
I’ve read a bunch of research on implicit bias and why racial disparities happen which is 
related to implicit and explicit bias. Sometimes there are people that are outright racist 
and prejudice in different ways and then there’s all this information on trauma that kids 
with ACEs (adverse childhood experiences) have. So many poor kids have adverse 
childhood experiences because they’re in poverty and it overlaps with racism. Be they 
Latinx, African American, or Caribbean American, there’s so much prejudice in our 
society. Kids come in with childhood trauma. Why are we blaming them or punishing 
them for having had a life that gave them scars? 
The principal at Beginner high school in the Bronx shares, “We’re in the poorest borough in the 
largest school district but not even that, we’re in the poorest congressional district in the poorest 
borough in the country. That’s impactful to actually wrap your mind around that”. Aware of 
some of the disadvantages students experience, the school provides support in a variety of ways. 
He says, “We try to create a stable environment here because unfortunately for many of our kids 
this is the most stable part of their day. They come here, someone greets them warmly, they get 
breakfast, they get lunch here. They stay after school. They participate in teams. Our big focus 
here is relationships”. The principal at a Beginner high school in West Harlem observes, “When 
our kids come to us, they do not have these concepts because it’s not happening at home. It’s not 
happening in community centers. It’s not happening with NYPD. There’s nothing restorative 




We’re doing a lot of reading around adolescent development especially students that 
experience trauma, poverty, and the adolescent brain. Imagine if you couple all of that 
together. Children who have been through serious trauma, they live in poverty, and 
they’re just entering adolescence. All of that. It’s really important to have students at least 
once a week, minimum, in an advisory program that’s founded in restorative practices. 
The principal at a Beginner high school in Staten Island says, “This really speaks to the idea that 
RJ (restorative justice) is looking to heal people that are in pain. It helps us figure out where the 
pain comes from and how we can help”. The idea that students come with difficult life 
experiences and restorative justice could provide healing is shared by many of the pilot 
participants.  
Restorative justice coordinators use contemplative practices such as deep breathing, 
meditation, and reflection with students and educators. A restorative justice coordinator in a 
Beginner high school in East Harlem describes some of the work he does with students and 
shares,  
We usually begin with some sort of meditation and this can be as simple as sitting quietly 
for 30 seconds, a minute, two minutes. As the semester goes, we increase the amount of 
time. We’ll go around in circle, the talking piece is passed and when it comes to you, 
you’ll say how you’re feeling and at that point, we’d usually get into the topic of the 
circle. Topics can vary and we’ve done circles on gun violence, oppression, the media. 
For oppression, we’ll ask what’s your definition of oppression and everyone would give 
their definition. A follow up question would be: who has been oppressed? A third 
question could be: have you ever oppressed anyone? 
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On a visit to a Beginner high school in Brooklyn, the restorative justice coordinator and the 
project manager spoke about trauma informed work and she mentioned that these practices must 
be used responsibly by trained professionals given that students can be retraumatized while 
engaging in contemplative practice. In addition to the trauma and possible re-traumatization of 
young people, she expressed concern about the personal and vicarious trauma experienced by 
educators doing this work. Describing educators, the principal at a Mentor high school in 
Brooklyn shares,  
They’re dealing with their own trauma. They’re dealing with their own crap. They’re 
dealing with their own inbred racism that they haven’t tackled. It totally makes sense that 
they’re going to be like that. They have 30 kids in the classroom, and they don’t know 
how to deal with the one who’s acting up. 
Some restorative justice coordinators conduct trainings about trauma and trauma informed 
practices. They offer a space where both adults and young people feel safe to discuss trauma. 
They also model self-care while doing this work and seek to create a healthy, caring community 
where people’s needs are met. Of particular interest is the notion that racism, prejudice and 
discrimination is traumatizing. Some believe that racism traumatizes both the person who is 
racist or prejudice as well as the person who is being discriminated against. Given these 
concerns, schools are learning about trauma, how it impacts students, and what schools can do to 
address some of the trauma experienced by both students and adults. 
Racial equity as part of restorative justice implementation 
Educational systems are characterized by a hierarchical structure where some have more 
power and privilege than others. Participants were able to articulate their thoughts about how 
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power and privilege operate throughout the school system and how this impacts decision making 
from the administrative level to the classroom level. Race plays a role in this work given that 
most administrators and educators are White and most students in New York City public schools 
are children of color. Participants shared their insights about how this directly impacts restorative 
justice work and the importance of explicitly addressing this reality. The restorative justice 
coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn says, “This whole thing with race, we don’t 
talk about it and it’s something we have to talk about”. Commenting on power and race 
differences, the social worker at the school says,  
There was and continues to be, especially last year, a big division between administration 
and school staff. Also, there are all these various dynamics, definitely racialized, 
gendered, and just power dynamics between administration, school staff and teachers. So, 
all of these things are going unnamed because folks in leadership don’t have to name it. 
She adds, “They have the privilege to not have to see it or acknowledge it or recognize it or be 
accountable to it.”. She continues, “There’s no reason to acknowledge it if the folks in power 
don’t feel the need to”. The school hosted some trainings around racial justice for the 
administration and staff. The social worker who specializes in racial justice healing ends by 
saying, “It just wasn’t really supported and the buy-in wasn’t quite there because I think White 
folks who were uncomfortable were just catered to instead of it being an opportunity to have 
dialogue around what the discomfort was. We’re naming the elephant in the room. We can work 
through that. That’s very typical of this work”. These comments suggest that White school 
administrators can exercise their power and privilege either to address some of the racial issues 
at their schools or not. 
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There is a shared understanding among participants that addressing implicit bias is an 
important part of this work. Implicit bias can impact how educators perceive students, how they 
treat them, and certainly how they discipline them. Given that implicit bias is operating outside 
of awareness, the pilot project resulted in an opportunity for administrators, educators, and 
school staff to interrogate how implicit bias impacts the interactions they have with students. 
Through my direct participation in meetings and trainings with those involved in the pilot 
project, I learned that professional development sought to create an awareness that public 
education systems are inherently biased and steeped in dominant culture and practices. Some 
participants articulated their concerns that many of the current educational practices are laden in 
white supremacy history and ideology which undoubtedly place immigrant students and students 
of color at a disadvantage. A restorative justice coach/ supervisor from one of the community 
based organization states, “Schools are oppressive. The ideology that dictates our schooling is 
based in the ideology of white supremacy and the norms that come from dominant culture”. She 
adds, “I think that restorative is a way of being. You have to have more willingness. You have to 
have a willing spirit. Just like if you want to deconstruct being centered in white supremacy as 
we all are, you have to be willing to take that work on because it’s going to require you to be 
vulnerable”. The project manager says, “You have to deal with your racism. You have to deal 
with the historical harm in the United States, of slavery, of colonial conquest, of genocide. You 
have to deal with all of that and then you’re putting it in a cultural context. Then you can make 
your classroom culturally responsive”. Acknowledging how white supremacy and oppression 
operate in schools is the first step toward racial justice and healing. However, these comments 
highlight that this work can only happen when people are willing and able to confront some of 
the harsh realities associated with racism and historical harm.  
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Interestingly, data played an important role in highlighting the different kinds of 
disproportionality that exist throughout the different sites. The project manager regularly 
reviewed discipline data with school leadership to discuss types of incidents, prevalence of 
incidents, classroom level discipline, and school level disciplinary actions used. Reviewing the 
data helped administrators to see areas of concern and to discuss ways to address them. At one 
training the principal from an Experienced high school noticed that Black girls were disciplined 
more often than any other student group while another principal at a Beginner school serving 
grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn noted that some classroom teachers at his school were much 
more punitive than others. A restorative justice coordinator from a Beginner high school in 
Brooklyn suggests that school leaders need to go beyond looking at statistics and use a racial 
justice lens to address disproportionality. She states,  
Lowering suspensions is looked at as statistical but it’s not. The biggest challenge that 
I’m finding now is, how to address needs through the lens of racial justice and people 
don’t really understand it in a deep way. People understand, yes, let’s lower suspensions 
meaning let’s not suspend them unless it’s absolutely necessary. That’s sort of where we 
go and let’s do other things like mediate and do circles in order not to suspend them. 
Those are all the actions necessary to lower suspensions but if we’re really going to lower 
suspensions, we have to look at the history of Black and Brown students in this country 
and really look at it from a racial justice lens, meaning that we understand that history. 
That we really understand what the school to prison pipeline means and people are not 
getting it. There’s a disconnect. 
She adds, “That basic idea of, let’s create a safe space, a restorative space for this population, 
that’s here but racial justice didn’t really exist or still doesn’t exist. I think it’s still on the surface 
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despite the fact that we have 99% Black and Brown students”. A social worker at the school 
states, “It’s not an accident that students are in their senior year and still not passing their 
freshman year regents. That’s not separate from the work that we’re trying to do in RJ 
(restorative justice) and racial justice and seeing students as whole beings”. Looking at 
suspension data is important, however, having honest discussions about the racial justice issues 
that exist in schools to figure out restorative ways to address those areas of concern is crucial to 
effective implementation. A restorative justice coordinator/ trainer shares, “Aside from the 
opportunity gap, the school to prison pipeline, the over suspension and under graduation of our, 
certainly our young people of color, the school system is unjust. There’s a need for a new 
paradigm of justice in schooling”. She adds, “I’m interested in schools that feel healthy and safe 
where young people get to show up as their whole self, where we get to see who they are as an 
asset to learning not a deficit to learning”. She ends by saying, “I’m interested in teachers that 
are looking for breathing room and space in the curriculum through restorative justice models. I 
don’t see it a lot but my hope is that folks that come to the trainings are doing something and 
thinking about restorative justice, equity, and decolonizing the classroom”. Commenting on 
restorative practice, the restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Staten Island 
shares, “It allows me to look at issues of race, class, and gender in trying to understand why kids 
are doing what they’re doing. At the same time, it positions me not to pity or to enable because 
of those realities but to illuminate them and use them purposefully”. The restorative justice 
coach/ supervisor at a community based organization says, “A lot of this is about influencing 
behavior through relationships, recognizing that children and their behaviors don’t exist in a 
vacuum but in an ecology and that’s why you have to use a racial equity lens in this work”. 
These comments suggest that educators can improve the learning experiences of students if they 
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can look beyond misbehavior and see the lived experiences of young people of color to 
understand how it impacts their educational experience.    
Culturally responsive practices are being implemented through the restorative justice 
initiative as schools move from punitive models to more holistic approaches that address the 
needs of their students.  Schools are creating more cooperative learning environments that are 
both welcoming and nurturing. The use of circles in the classroom is one way to create a 
cooperative environment where students feel seen and heard. The restorative justice coach/ 
supervisor at a community based organization states,  
When people are talking about interrupting punitive approaches, I think our team was 
more inspired by children being able to learn better because when they have a greater 
sense of belonging, their brains work better. Zaretta Hammond says that in Culturally 
Responsive Teaching. Their brains work better when they feel more connected and so 
I’ve always thought that restorative justice could be a response to the intensified stress in 
schools. 
Another restorative justice coach/ trainer from the same community based organization suggests,  
If you’ve got a deeply colonized classroom practice and you’re relying on restorative 
justice to improve your school community, you’re not going to get very far. I think that’s 
where we see some uneven outcomes. The uneven outcomes in restorative justice speak 
to two things. They speak to unreliable models, a lack of consistency on what roll out 
looks like but also not changing what the classroom looks like pedagogically. The science 
and the data that Zaretta Hammond has given us related to culturally responsive teaching 
and the brain, it’s the most important book I’ve read on education in a long time. It 
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helped me to understand my original training in culturally responsive education with Dr. 
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz at Columbia. These women are describing what happens to young 
people when they’re allowed to be their culturally authentic selves and I think that’s what 
circle allows for. 
She asks, “how can we make school a place where students can show up as their authentic 
selves?”. This question of allowing students to show up in schools as their authentic selves 
merits consideration given that poor students of color may have complicated lives. However, 
knowing this may be uncomfortable for educators. The restorative justice coordinator at a 
Beginner high school in Brooklyn states,  
There are many staffers that understand racism, racial justice, and social justice. I think 
they definitely get it but I think it’s a process. It’s not explicit and it’s not a first priority. 
The sense is, I’m going to teach math but math could be coupled with social justice and 
racial justice. It could be that. I’ve seen teachers do that. I think that RJ (restorative 
justice) could live and thrive in a very, very different way. 
Educators may believe their job is to deliver content and evaluate student performance. 
However, these realities, if left out of the conversation, will undoubtably impact learning 
outcomes.  
Creating a culture of listening helps educators to really get to know their students, hear 
their perspectives, and appreciate what they bring to the classroom. This is especially important 
because of the deficit thinking about students that has historically permeated schools serving 
marginalized communities. The principal at an Experienced high school in Brooklyn says, “Part 
of what we want to do is put students at the center of their own learning to make sure that 
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students have a voice and that learning is meaningful and responsive to students and their 
experiences”. Talking circles offer students an opportunity to share their lived experiences and 
the wisdom they bring from their communities. Experienced practitioners and mentors are able to 
see students’ strengths and leverage them in this work giving students an opportunity to use their 
strengths to advance restorative principles and practices at their schools. Moving away from 
deficit thinking requires educators to use strengths-based models and start looking at the assets 
students bring with them. Some participants were able to clearly identify who their students are, 
their unique circumstances, and how these circumstances impact their educational experiences. 
They observed how restorative justice is culturally relevant given that community members are 
invited to share who they are and be respected and accepted by their community. This work is 
complex and should not be diminished to just an approach to discipline but rather a way to 
promote understanding about how race and oppression impact academic outcomes for poor 
students of color. Restorative justice practitioners that see the value of using a racial justice lens 
also understand the challenges in doing so. 
Some of the restorative justice coordinators shared their concerns about educators 
engaging in deficit thinking that perpetuates stereotypical perceptions of low income students of 
color and their families. They sought to move educators away from deficit thinking by increasing 
critical awareness without judgement or blame. The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner 
high school in West Harlem recalls, 
My first year there was a White female teacher who I overheard having a conversation 
with other staff members saying, ‘restorative practices, restorative justice doesn’t work. 
These kids need hard discipline’. I remember thinking, who are ‘these kids’? What do we 
mean by ‘these kids’? Why don’t you think restorative practices are going to work with 
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‘these kids’? When you think about it, restorative practice is about talking to people, 
that’s all it comes down to, talking to people and finding out why they feel how they feel. 
The teacher’s comments suggest pessimism about restorative justice implementation but more 
importantly the perception that it will not work with the students at that particular school. While 
the restorative justice coordinator was disturbed by these comments, she could move beyond 
judgment and blame to curious inquiry. The questions she poses are important to consider when 
implementing restorative justice in schools given that other educators may share these same 
thoughts about restorative justice and the students they work with. A social worker working at a 
Beginner high school in Brooklyn suggests, “It’s a whole shift in mindset in the ways we view 
young folks”. The restorative justice coach/ supervisor at one of the community based 
organizations shares,  
I think that one of the reasons people don’t give restorative practices a chance is because 
they can’t change their mindset around kids who don’t gravitate automatically to this. 
There’s something wrong with the kid. There’s a deficit in their parents and what do you 
expect, the whole community is deficient. So, we started to look at what it means to have 
a racial equity lens. 
She adds, “It takes time and it takes the adults in the room changing their fixed perspective on 
how they see young people”. A restorative justice coordinator/ trainer from another community 
based organization says,  
We’re doing professional development on different aspects using training books by Kay 
Pranis and other experienced, well known practitioners. We’ll have a training and start 
with the seven core assumptions. You’ll see from the get with the first assumption that all 
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people are basically good. Some people don’t agree with that to start with then you know 
where you are. You have to meet the staff where they are, not just the students. 
This notion of meeting people where they are was shared by other restorative justice 
coordinators. Restorative justice offers people an invitation to interrogate some of the 
assumptions they have about the children and families they work with in a safe space where they 
will not be judged or blamed.   
Most of the pilot participants engaged in implicit bias training with the pilot manager and 
at their schools with the restorative justice coordinators. This implicit bias training is aligned 
with equity initiatives the Department of Education in New York City is currently engaged in. A 
district trainer at the Department of Education says, 
When the schools start these initiatives, they want to deal with inequity, the 
disproportionate rate that children of color, students with disabilities, students in 
transitional housing are being suspended. Really start looking at maybe these children are 
being suspended because of implicit bias and so we offer the trainings because of racism. 
We’re not always aware of it. When I say racism, I’m saying racist ideas. Sometimes we 
don’t even know that some of the ideas we have are racist or if they’re not racist, they’re 
disproportionate. 
This comment highlights the idea that implicit bias operates outside of awareness and that these 
trainings address racism and racist ideas that educators may have. The restorative justice 
coordinator at a Beginner high school in West Harlem shares, “I think with implicit bias, it’s 
really trying to address how we’re interacting with students that are different from us and how 
that plays a role in how we’re treating those students”. She adds, “It’s hard sometimes. It’s 
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changing people’s mindsets from what people are used to”. Implicit bias impacts how educators 
treat students that are different from them and restorative justice practice makes room to learn 
about bias while having important conversations that can lead to change in behavior. However, 
this work is complex and should be approached with caution. A restorative justice coach/ 
supervisor from one of the community based organizations involved in the pilot suggests, “If I 
say you have some implicit bias, that’s not helping you understand where the conditioning comes 
from. You didn’t wake up in the morning and decide you were going to be biased. It’s in the air. 
What does that mean? It’s in our institutions”. These comments set the context for understanding 
implicit bias by acknowledging that we all have bias and that we learn to be biased through 
socialization. She adds, “I’m concerned about the trends in restorative justice and racial equity. 
Like here’s a checklist, everybody’s going to have this training and we’re all going to become 
aware that we have implicit bias then some people are going to tell us what to do instead of being 
biased”. The idea that just knowing about implicit bias and learning strategies to avoid bias is 
enough is faulty. Implicit bias trainings are intense and may stir up discomfort which can result 
in resistance to learning more about how bias impacts our work and our lives. However, the 
chancellor at Department of Education is committed to working with educators as they learn 
more about implicit bias and racial equity in order to reduce the negative impact of 
disproportionality and transform public schools in New York City. A principal at a Mentor high 
school in Manhattan observes, “I think there are some schools that really engage in these 
practices effectively and I think there are some that may never engage in these practices 
effectively. I’m happy to be working on my scale and not on the scale of the city. I think the 
folks at the Department of Education are really pressured to scale citywide in ways that can be 
counterproductive, in particular to grassroots movements”. Scaling up is important for top 
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administrators at the Department of Education but this participant acknowledges that not all 
schools will be as invested in this work and expanding this work may not result in what the 
grassroots movements intended. Highlighting the importance of this work, the principal at an 
Experienced high school in Brooklyn says, “We’re part of a bigger movement and there is 
momentum behind this movement. It’s a real urgency to have some fairness, equity, and justice 
in our school system which hopefully will feed into more equity and justice in our society at 
large”. This work is not just about student misbehavior and suspensions, it is about bringing a 
real change to schools and society in general. Outlined in Table 7 are commonalities that exist 
between restorative justice and racial justice practices. Restorative justice encourages dialogue 
with empathy and compassion, acknowledges and celebrates differences, increases awareness 
about how unmet needs impact behavior, and encourages respect for community wisdom. Much 
like restorative justice, racial justice encourages courageous conversations, engagement with 
people who are different, curiosity about bias, learning about differences from others, 
acknowledging discomfort, addressing resistance, and using community wisdom to address 
racism. Both restorative practice and racial justice can lead to greater awareness, increased 
empathy and compassion, and social action to mediate conflict and alleviate all forms of 
oppression.  
Restorative Justice Racial Justice 
Dialogue with empathy and 
compassion 
Acknowledge and celebrate 
differences 
Awareness of how behaviors are 
impacted by unmet needs 
Respect for community wisdom 
Trust the process 
Collaborative problem solving 
when conflict occurs 
Courageous conversations 
Engagement with people who are 
different  
Curiosity about the impact of bias 
Learning about differences from others 
Acknowledging discomfort 
Addressing resistance 
Using community wisdom to address 
all forms of racism, discrimination, and 
oppression 
Table 7. Restorative Justice and Racial Justice Strategies 
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Mentoring during restorative justice implementation 
Mentoring happens when a seasoned restorative justice practitioner is actively engaged in 
a learning partnership with someone new to these practices. Mentors are involved in providing 
intense training, offering guidance, and empowering others as they learn about restorative justice 
and engage in restorative practices. This professional relationship is based on trust and is an 
opportunity for sharing knowledge and skills about restorative practices. The principal at a 
Mentor school serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn states, “I think the most important thing 
about sharing is authenticity”. She adds, “If the model people, the Mentor schools are people that 
can be flawed, that to me is a fundamental belief I have, that’s the way things get better. It’s not 
by seeing something as idyllic but something that’s real and that you feel you can learn from”. 
These comments suggest that there should be honest transparency in the mentoring relationship 
where the person being mentored can witness the complexity of restorative justice 
implementation while also learning how these practices can transform school culture. Like any 
other relationship, there are challenges involved in developing and sustaining a mentoring 
relationship. Because some restorative justice coordinators are only at the schools a few days a 
week for the duration of the pilot project, it was hard to establish deep relationships.  A 
restorative justice coach at a Beginner high school in the East Harlem says, “I’m only in the 
school one or two days a week. It’s harder to build relationships when you’re not in the school 
full time”. However, some restorative justice coordinators were able to establish trusting 
relationships that were conducive to professional coaching where they would model restorative 
practices, co-facilitate circles with teachers as they were learning, and eventually just observe as 




One of the things we tried in schools was modeling circles. Some teachers take to it and 
have been doing it and some teachers are uncomfortable, so we’ll model a circle or two, 
then we’ll co-facilitate, we’ll both be circle keepers. Then we’ll let you do it and do some 
coaching. Giving them some sort of structure of how to move into being a circle keeper. 
Working with them on how they can respond in restorative ways to incidents. 
The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn shares,  
One of the basic principles of RJ (restorative justice) is creating community and that 
means bringing people together in circle. It means giving people a way to become 
resilient to conflict, meaning as an RJ (restorative justice) coordinator, I model that 
behavior. I can do direct services, mediations, conflict coaching, restorative chats, and 
obviously circles of all kinds from celebration circles to healing harm. 
Another restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in West Harlem says, “we’ve 
been so consistent, this is my third year but the program’s fourth year, so we’ve been here. We’re 
now engrained in the school. Not all restorative justice coordinators are in the building fulltime. I 
am. I’m here five days a week. I’m in the school. So, it’s really become something that they’ve 
appreciated”. The principal at an Experienced high school in Brooklyn explains the importance 
of having a restorative justice coordinator on site by saying,  
We have a full time restorative practices coordinator and she goes into advisory to lead 
circles. That’s really valuable for teachers to have practitioners on site who model 
community building. We’re starting to have in-house expertise on what’s the appropriate 
response to different incidents that take place. So, if there’s something that involves a 
classroom management type of situation, they know this is not a circle, this is a 
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restorative chat that needs to happen between the teacher and student. They’re able to 
advise the staff more clearly about what is appropriate so that’s learning that is happening 
as we go along. 
Restorative justice coordinators offered support to Beginner schools during the transition from 
punitive to restorative by providing advice and encouragement. The restorative justice 
coordinator at a Beginner high school in Staten Island was hired as a permanent part of the staff 
at the school and he describes his role by saying he is, “Working with the staff to promote their 
reflection as to how they’re approaching students, their tone of voice, word choice, physical 
positioning. Just having staff reflect on what they’re doing that is either fueling conflict or 
fueling a relationship that’s conducive to influence the desired outcomes”. The work that this 
restorative justice coordinator is engaged in can only happen in the safety of a strong mentoring 
relationship built on trust. This kind of relationship takes time and can be established between 
individuals that belong to the same community and share a vision for their community. The 
principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx describes the restorative justice coordinator who 
works at the school five days per week saying, “Our RJ (restorative justice) coach works with 
advisory teachers one on one. He goes in, he observes them. We determine who we think is not a 
strong person to lead circles, so he goes in observes them and gives them feedback. He leads 
circles for them so they can see how impactful it can be because he’s very good”. Similarly, 
restorative justice coordinators trained students by modeling, co-facilitating, and eventually 
observing students as they facilitated restorative practices such as circles, community building 
activities, or conflict mediation on their own. This work is challenging, and restorative justice 
coordinators understand that this work takes time and people will make mistakes along the way. 
The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn says, “We don’t want 
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to expect perfection. We have to continue to allow everyone to be human and make mistakes but 
incrementally keep stepping forward”. From my interviews, it seems like restorative justice 
coordinators that spent more days per week working at the schools were more effective in 
building strong mentoring relationships than those who were only at the school a few days per 
week.   
Mentor schools played an important role in professional mentoring. Through my 
interviews, I sought to understand their experiences as early adopters, their role in helping others 
learn about restorative practices, and how they carried out their mentoring responsibilities. It was 
evident that going on visits to Mentor schools had a positive impact because principals found 
visits memorable and inspiring. The principal at an Experienced middle school in Queens recalls 
going on a visit to learn about how restorative practices were being implemented by early 
adopters and says, “I went on a visit in Brooklyn and met the gentleman serving as the project 
director and his name stuck with me. He and I started talking about advisory and how valuable 
that was in his career and his findings about what works best in really developing critical 
thinking students that have empathy and all the skill sets that we want in our citizens”.  
Observing the advisory structure and restorative justice programming at the Mentor school 
helped this principal imagine how restorative justice could live at his own school. Shortly after 
the visit, this principal sent the deans from his school to a training hosted by the project manager 
and began implementing restorative justice at his school. Because of the shift in culture and 
climate at his school, he was invited to be a part of the pilot project as an Experienced school.  
Mentor school principals identify strongly as restorative people and they refer to their 
schools as restorative schools. One of the Mentor schools in the pilot project is recognized 
nationally as a restorative justice school. The principal at the school says,  
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It’s hard to support people in making the mental shifts because I do think we frequently 
default to the way things were done to us so it takes constant awareness and constant 
energy to resist the default of returning to the way things have always been. A real 
challenge and a real motivator is to try to help people maintain that energy to stay 
actively engaged in different ways than the traditional. 
Mentors acknowledge the racial and economic injustices experienced by students and their 
families, are willing to have challenging conversations about these conditions, and engage in 
social action to alleviate some of these issues. The principal at a Mentor school in Brooklyn says, 
“We’re a mentor school because we want to be an example. Just because kids are struggling 
doesn’t mean that it has to be a terrible school experience for them”. Mentors are willing to 
engage in deep and meaningful relationships with others to advance this work beyond their 
schools. The principal at a Mentor high school in Manhattan says,  
There’s one school who’s in our building that we’ve been mentoring and so it feels more 
personalized because this is a school that we see those students, we interact with those 
students and adults on a daily basis. I know the principal and her discipline staff are fairly 
traditional but open minded, trying to move in the direction of restorative practices, and 
we’re working with that school to help them start the process of interrogating the systems 
under which they operate to ensure that systems keep student success at the center. 
He adds, “A huge piece is always asking the why, always taking the inquiry stance, and always 
trying to encourage people to adopt the perspective of students and parents when they’re talking 
about processes and systems in schools”. The comments shared by this principal indicate a 
willingness to have challenging conversations with peers who may be of a different mindset and 
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to engage in a deep interrogation of processes and systems that may be oppressive to students 
and their families.  
Mentors are advocates for restorative practices. The principal at a Mentor school in 
Brooklyn says,  
I have a pulpit. I have a place where people listen to me because of the role I play and so 
it bleeds into my other work. It’s my job. If I spend so much time doing political 
volunteer work, I might as well do the thing where I have the most sway which is using 
the power that I have now as a principal in a DOE (Department of Education) public 
school that is a mentor RJ (restorative justice) school. 
She adds, “My life is supposed to be about service. I’m a principal and that’s my job and that’s a 
lot of service but then there are other aspects of service in my life. Right now, it seems that RJ 
(restorative justice) is the one area where I have the most capacity to influence the world”. This 
notion that power and privilege can influence this work was shared by the principal at a Mentor 
high school in Manhattan who says,  
I’m a White man who’s leading a school in a diverse city and I have a crisis of identity 
and confidence. I know that I represent an optic that undercuts this work so I’m aware of 
that and I have to negotiate my role and my identity in the city and in my school with 
young people. I’m not asking for sympathy. I’m not suggesting in any way that this is a 
terrible thing, but it is something that is forefront on my mind. I think in this current 
political environment, one of the places that I’ve landed since Trump was elected in 




He adds, “I’m wondering if that’s something that I need to take more ownership of and have 
conversations with people who look like me about the power of this work and about the power of 
racial justice in particular”. These comments suggest that moving schools away from 
punitiveness is also a political movement mentors are engaged in where they recognize their 
power and privilege and leverage them in the direction of change. In addition to leveraging their 
power, mentors include students in growing this work both at their schools and out in the 
community. Both Mentor principals that agreed to participate in my research are actively 
involved in promoting restorative justice and sharing information at educational conferences in 
New York City. They take students with them to present about this work and share how 
impactful restorative justice has been at their schools. In these spaces, students share their 
personal stories about harsh discipline in and out of schools and how restorative justice has 
resulted in a more meaningful and productive educational experience for them. I attended several 
conferences where I was able to witness these principals and their students present the restorative 
work they are engaged in at their schools.  
Mentors were the most critical of the pilot program. They shared concerns about the 
initiative being top heavy with administrators from the Department of Education telling schools 
how this work should be done. Expectations of Mentor schools were not very clear and there was 
a lack of direction about what they were supposed to do beyond hosting visits for Beginner 
schools. The principal from a Mentor school serving grades 6 through 12 in Brooklyn says, “The 
thing about mentoring is that the word is loosely used. Mentoring is like any other real 
relationship. You talk to this person, you trust this person, and I think you’re offering that to 
people and I’m not sure they know how to do that or you might not know how to do it because 
there’s no guidance about the expectation”. Mentor schools lacked a sense of connection other 
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pilot schools and felt that communication could have been better among those involved in the 
pilot. This principal expressed concern about how Mentor schools were excluded by the 
community based organizations and says, “It makes me wonder how much they control the 
narrative and how the community that they’re building is amongst all the schools they work 
with”. Additionally, Mentor schools also expressed their concern with involving community 
based organizations in growing this work in schools given their transient nature, stating that they 
are not a part of the permanent staff in schools and will eventually leave. This Mentor principal 
says, 
We just want to help schools know that it’s a journey, help them know that it’s not easy, 
help them know that things won’t change by hiring a person in your school to make the 
change. I personally don’t think having outside organizations send people in is a good 
idea. I think it’s a lot more meaningful if the schools can hire people on their own. 
She continues, “Just the fact that the person works for another organization and doesn’t work for 
the school means they’re not connected to the school in the same way they’d be connected to the 
organization”. Unlike Beginner schools and Experienced schools, Mentor schools did not receive 
any support from community-based organizations and received less funding. Mentors believe 
that the money used to pay the community based organizations could be used to pay for a 
permanent position for a restorative justice coordinator at the schools. The principal at a Mentor 
high school in Manhattan says this, “These CBOs (community based organizations) that are 
creating peer spaces for learning that maintain the focus on the work, I think they are super 
important but I think the money gets co-opted by a bureaucratic organization and they make it a 
top down initiative and that kills it. I think we’re watching it get killed and just hoping to keep it 
alive in the places where it’s currently living”. Commenting on funding community based 
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organization, the Mentor principal from Brooklyn states, “I think fundamentally, they can’t do as 
good work as you could, if the money was going to the schools and the schools could hire people 
directly”. She adds, “It’s another part of the system designed to take money away from schools”. 
This sentiment was shared by a Beginner school principal who says, “I think there is enormous 
inefficiency in the way that the grant is allocated. We have a grant from the city that was given 
directly to a CBO (community based organization) and does not pay for a full time restorative 
justice person at my school”. The project manager recalls the original proposal sent to the mayor 
and says, “In our original proposal for the pilot schools, we put in that it should not be through 
CBOs (community based organizations), through service providing organizations. We said that 
the DOE (Department of Education) should give these schools money to hire a restorative justice 
coordinator so they were part of the staff and they could slowly roll it out and build their 
capital”. These comments indicate that participants would prefer to use funding from the 
Department of Education to hire a restorative justice coordinator at their schools and not have a 
person sent in by a community based organization given they would not be part of the permanent 
staff at the school.  
 Aside from their concerns with the community based organizations and how funding was 
distributed in the pilot, some participants shared the contradictions they observe in expanding the 
restorative justice initiative to more New York City public schools. The principal at a Mentor 
high school in Manhattan states,  
I think one of the grand ironies of where we are in this work right now in the city is, it’s 
become top down and that just doesn’t work. So, here we are, like many other initiatives 
from the Department of Education, being told from above to implement this initiative. 
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Some of them can be done that way, I suppose, if that’s how your school operates. This 
initiative, restorative practices, would never work top down at any scale. 
This comment suggests that restorative practices cannot be imposed on others. Given that 
restorative justice comes from the heart and requires empathy and compassion, it cannot be 
mandated from above. This work requires an internal shift that accompanies external 
transformations in people, places, policies and practices. Experienced restorative justice 
practitioners are intentional in their practices and are restorative in their daily lives. This way of 
being extends beyond the workplace and occupies their personal lives giving them great meaning 
and purpose. They refer to the restorative way as a philosophy not just knowledge and skills to 
be acquired. A seasoned restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn 
says,  
RJ (restorative justice) practitioners, they get it. It’s a way of being, a way of thinking, 
and a way of behaving but some people just see it as a tool to use in schools for 
addressing conflict. It just feels like a methodology. It’s being seen as a methodology and 
it’s not being seen as a way to be, as a philosophy. When you see schools where RJ is 
their philosophy, you see a remarkable difference. 
A social worker from the same schools says, “It’s a way of life, a way of understanding, a way of 
being. It’s a lens. It’s something we have to feel and be”. Moving beyond restorative justice as an 
approach to discipline and an addition to the school curriculum, these restorative justice 
practitioners believe that it is a way to live your life. Additionally, restorative practices offer the 
opportunity for egalitarian relationships and the idea that someone in power is requiring school 
leaders to engage in this work is contradictory to restorative principles and values. However, 
despite their frustrations with the pilot, both Mentor school principals are hopeful and willing to 
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continue working with the Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of 
Education to advance restorative justice in New York City public schools.  
  Mentors are also interested in evaluation of best practices in schools and believe that 
restorative practices should be as important as test scores when measuring a school’s 
performance. The principal at a Mentor school in Brooklyn states, “The RJ (restorative justice) 
thing takes time and if you’re going to tell people to choose when the way you’re being 
evaluated is by your test scores but the way kids learn how to think is through RJ, everybody is 
going to pick test scores because that’s how we’re being evaluated”. A restorative justice coach/ 
supervisor at a community based organization shares, “Some people feel the superintendents 
should get involved because that’s who the principals listen to. If the superintendent says you’re 
going to become a restorative culture, then you’re going to. They’re answerable for their job to 
the superintendent and they’re going to do it”. The district trainer at the Department of Education 
comments, “This is a hierarchy. What you respect, you inspect. What you inspect, you respect. 
You really have to get superintendents on board. Unless you have an RJ coordinator, the only 
person who’s going to go into a school and question the efficiency and the accountability of 
these practices is the superintendent”. These sentiments are shared by the lead administrator at 
the Office of Safety and Youth Development. He says, “Ensuring that it’s part of school 
evaluations, to say, ‘how are schools nurturing our young people in a deliberate and real way?’, 
to make that a part of how schools are measured and not just academic growth and performance. 
We have a long way to go to be less reliant on punitive responses to discipline so that we can 
really just be educators”. These comments suggest that restorative justice should be evaluated 
when measuring school performance and that superintendents should be more involved in the 
restorative justice initiative.  
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Mentoring extends beyond sharing restorative justice knowledge and teaching skills, it 
entails building strong, trusting relationships with people who are interested in this work. A 
Mentor high school principal says, “As a school leader, I wholly believe in and seek 
opportunities to support other school leaders just because that’s a lens that I can offer. There 
aren’t that many deep practitioners of restorative practices who are in school leadership 
positions”. Mentors invite others to learn about these practices and are willing to support and 
encourage others as they evolve in this practice. Mentors are willing to have difficult 
conversations that challenge others to think critically about how they educate and discipline 
children, particularly poor children of color. Finally, mentoring involves holding people 
accountable and evaluating their performance as they implement restorative practices to ensure 
fidelity and improvement. While superintendents are further removed from this work, 
participants expressed their desire to see more involvement by superintendents. Their hopes are 
that superintendents can see these practices as valuable and important. They also see the 
significance of evaluating the restorative work of schools implementing these practices.    
Leadership characteristics that facilitate restorative justice implementation 
Perceived organizational support offers a lens for understanding the extent to which 
employees believe their organization values them, their contributions, and their wellbeing. 
Organizational support theory posits that employees who feel their socioemotional needs are 
being met by their organization will exhibit increased commitment to their organization and its 
mission, demonstrate increased work effort, and decreased withdrawal behaviors including 
absenteeism and turnover (Rhoades, Eisenberger, & Armali, 2001; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 
2002; Shanock & Eisenberger, 2006; Eisenberger et al. , 2002: Eisenberger, Malone, & Presson, 
2016). Warwick (2011) suggests that transformational leadership can lead to massive changes in 
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organizational structures, processes, and culture. The author argues that transformational leaders 
are visionaries that champion change through influence, inspiration, fostering creativity, and 
demonstrating interest in their employees. From my interviews it was clear that certain 
leadership characteristics either helped or hindered restorative justice implementation. School 
leaders with a sincere knowledge about their community, a profound awareness that suspensions 
are not effective, and a strong belief that there had to be a better way to address discipline were 
open to engaging in shifting punitive practices and embracing restorative justice as an 
alternative. Their respect for their staff, ability to positively influence others, and willingness to 
share power resulted in distributed leadership and creative collaborations. The project manager 
suggests, 
If the principal is open, you can change anything because the principal sets out the new 
way to do things and if they’re living a restorative life, they’re acting in a restorative 
manner and they’re planning out the changes for their staff and their students in a 
nurturing way, pushing them but not pushing them too much, saying, ‘this is the way 
we’re going because this is the right way to serve our kids and treat our kids’, they can be 
that model of restorative practices like when they make a mistake, they apologize to their 
staff. I have a few of those principals that are really good at that and they can move their 
staff and their students. 
These statements describe the qualities of a leader that facilitates change including the idea that 
the person should model restorative justice principles in their life and their work. From my 
observations, school leaders that embraced restorative justice principles could see the value of 
bringing this work to their school community and made efforts to move their staff away from 
punitiveness toward a more restorative approach to teaching and learning.  
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Change is disruptive and school leaders have to figure out how to alleviate some of the 
discomfort their community will undoubtably experience, particularly during the initial stages of 
implementation of a drastically different approach. School leaders with a clear understanding 
that shifting school culture is challenging and takes an enormous investment of time and 
commitment were able to honestly engage in this work. A restorative justice coach/ supervisor 
from one of the community based organizations says, “The principal, head of school has to be 
fully committed to making it happen, understanding that it’s going to disrupt some of what’s 
going on now. It’s disruptive and that’s hard for some schools”. She adds, “That’s why staff need 
support because it’s uncomfortable and they may not know if they’re doing it right and they may 
not see immediate results”. The project manager mentioned “planning in a nurturing way”. To 
nurture means to provide support and encouragement to those new to restorative justice as they 
learn about restorative practices and develop skills which are different than the traditional, 
punitive way we approach children who misbehave. Effective school leaders exhibit restorative 
behaviors such as being patient with their staff through the process of change, providing support 
for them as they learn, having high expectations, and encouraging their staff to strive for 
something better while also being realistic about this work.  
The process of changing school culture should be a collaborative process that includes all 
members of the school community. The principal at a Beginner high school in East Harlem 
states, “I’m very satisfied because it feels like it’s not my initiative and it feels like the teachers 
are taking the lead on it. Any project, any new plan that we can roll out where it’s not top heavy, 
coming down from administration and teachers are taking the lead in helping to define and refine 
the program, I’d say that’s a successful approach”. The principal at a Beginner high school in 
Staten Island who has been at her school for 20 years says about her staff, “They’re willing to 
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follow me and trust me to experiment and they know that if I discovered it wasn’t working or I 
discovered it was not effective, they know I would abandon it”. Commenting on students a 
Mentor school principal says, “You have to show and prove to them with an action that you can 
be trusted”. She adds, “You have to be willing to step out when you can, when it feels safe as an 
adult. That changed my relationship with one kid and then with a bunch of other kids because 
they think here’s a person who gets that we’re kids and we’re trying to figure stuff out”. These 
comments suggest that community members will only move in the direction of change with a 
school leader they trust.  
Restorative leaders are willing to continuously learn about these practices as they 
implement restorative justice in schools. The principal at an Experienced high school in 
Brooklyn reflects on her journey toward becoming a restorative school saying, “We had just 
been working really hard to do a lot of learning in the school community, myself in particular as 
the school leader new to this school and wanting to make a shift but not exactly having all the 
knowledge I needed. I reached out to a lot of different organizations to do my own learning”. She 
adds, “It has to be fluid and it can’t be rigid and it can’t be linear. It has to really be responsive to 
the moment, to the individual, to the circumstance and so forth. We have a much bigger bag of 
resources than we ever had. Those experts who are doing the work, I work really closely with 
them and the more they learn the more I ask them and empower them to share that learning with 
the staff so that they’re growing and learning as time goes on”. These comments suggest that 
effective school leaders are interested in learning with their staff as they move away from 
punitiveness toward new ways of doing things at their school. They also seek out the advice of 
experts doing this work and demonstrate a willingness to learn and grow as a community. 
Effective school leaders understand that this work is not linear and may move schools in 
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unexpected directions. They are open to new ideas and willing to be flexible and responsive 
during the process of change. The district trainer at the Department of Education suggests that 
change does not happen immediately by saying, “I have a deeper understanding of what RJ 
(restorative justice) implementation is because I didn’t just get one and done. Thanks to the 
leadership of my supervisors and those people in my life who have helped me to think out of the 
box, my professional development is highly aligned to my personal life”. Learning is a process 
and once you learn about restorative justice, you have to practice new ways of knowing, doing 
and being. From my interviews, I gathered that one training is not enough and it takes years to 
develop into a restorative person who works and lives restoratively. Furthermore, sharing what 
you learn with others and growing these practices are also part of being a restorative leader.  
Conversely, school leaders who are far removed from their community, particularly their 
staff, were unwilling to share their power and even sabotaged the staff’s efforts at collaborating 
effectively. A social worker from a Beginner high school in Brooklyn shared her disappointment 
when school administrators decided to discontinue racial justice training with the staff at the 
school, something she believed they needed because it contributed positively to community 
building among those who participated. She said, “Using the analogy of naming the elephant in 
the room, now that we all see the elephant, no one is escorting it out. Everyone is just kind of 
letting it run around”. According to the social worker, there were several teachers of color who 
were feeling isolated and burned out and this training offered them an opportunity to establish 
community with their peers. Discontinuing this work displays the administrators’ lack of 
awareness about the needs of their staff and their unwillingness to be uncomfortable despite 
some of the racial justice issues present at their school.  On a visit to a Beginner school in 
Brooklyn, the restorative justice coordinators told the project manager that the community had 
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been working on the 100% Respect Campaign for several months and developed behavior 
expectations for community members. They shared that the staff was extremely proud of the 
work they had done and were excited to implement the campaign at the school. The principal did 
not allow the campaign to roll out at the school. The restorative justice coordinators shared that 
this disappointed staff members who spent time and energy working on the project. The staff did 
not feel supported by the principal and this created some tension between them and the 
administration at the school. The restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school in East 
Harlem suggests, “Principals have a lot of control, a lot of power over what goes on in their 
schools. If they’re on board with it, they can make your job a lot easier”. These stories highlight 
leadership behaviors that hinder restorative justice implementation. When principals use their 
power to hinder progress it interrupts implementation efforts. The principal at a Mentor school in 
Brooklyn says, “Something that I tell principals is that if you’re not treating your teachers 
restoratively then none of it matters”. A restorative justice coordinator at a Beginner high school 
in West Harlem says, “We’re trying to be restorative with the students, but we also have to be 
restorative with our staff. It can’t be that these two staff members don’t get along, they had a 
dispute and the principal just writes them up and puts it in their file”. Restorative leaders 
facilitate restorative justice implementation by demonstrating awareness about their staff’s needs 
and working toward meeting those needs. They model restorative behavior for their staff and 
respect their contributions.  
Facilitating change through example 
The process of changing school culture is complex and entails deconstructing past 
practices, changing old ways of doing things, and helping people become different. It starts with 
the realization that what is currently in place is not effective and deciding what changes are 
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necessary and how to move in the direction of the desired change. In regard to the restorative 
justice pilot project, change was inspired by individuals who strongly believe that punitive 
practices create a toxic learning environment which negatively impacts life outcomes for 
students, particularly for historically marginalized students. They organized around the idea that 
there is a better way of doing things and are living examples of restorative principles that could 
be implemented in schools to create caring learning communities. The project manager often 
suggested that those doing restorative work need to “walk the talk” meaning to live by example. 
This captures the essence of a restorative life where you believe in restorative justice and act 
restoratively as often as you can. He shares, 
I developed the 100% Respect Campaign in order to include everyone. This is way before 
I heard of the concept of restorative justice. I knew how to relate to my students and their 
families, and my colleagues. You have to listen to them, and you have to respect them, 
and you have to hold them accountable. All these things that are the main pillars of 
restorative justice practices and restorative justice philosophy came sort of natural to me 
because I had done that my whole teaching career. I learned those lessons through 
making mistakes. 
Restorative educators lead by example and provide a model to be imitated. This sentiment was 
shared by experienced restorative justice practitioners who openly discussed their philosophy of 
living a restorative life and described how they use these practices every day. This way of being 
requires a willingness to reflect instead of react, a desire to build healthy communities, and a 
commitment to repair harm when it occurs. Early adopters particularly those at Mentor and 
Experienced schools live out their values daily and work diligently to sustain this work at their 
schools. The principal at a Mentor high school in Manhattan says, 
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The work around restorative practice is work that’s not just a component of our 
professional life. I think many of the adults in our community believe in it beyond the 
workplace. Being a mentor school just means seeking opportunities to engage with others 
who are doing this work whether they feel new to it or feel further along. 
He adds, “There’s great power in modeling as an individual, bringing that to your own little 
microcosm, and having local healthy communities. The more local healthy communities you 
have, the more likely you’ll have larger healthy communities”. Some participants shared that it is 
especially important now when many of the families they serve are at risk of further 
marginalization given the current political views on their racial/ethnic backgrounds, religious 
affiliations, economic conditions, or their immigration status. A Mentor school principal in 
Brooklyn shares, 
The world is a really dangerous, scary place for kids right now, for our families. The 
government is the reason for that in many ways. How do you establish yourself as a 
restorative school when the kids and the families see you as the government? We are the 
first line of government that they experience every day, so how do we do that? Legally, 
you’re responsible for all these things but to also be like, ‘we’re on your side’. That is 
really complicated and only became more complicated with Trump in office and all the 
new rules. 
Restorative school leaders realize the complexity of their role and still manage to be restorative. 
The principal at an Experienced high school in Brooklyn shares, 
I’ve always felt this way as an educator before I was a principal and I was a teacher, that 
education, teaching, is social action in a way and in a broader context, looking to see 
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what other schools are doing and what their process is like. There are great resources like 
Growing Fairness and Teachers Unite with all the documentation of other schools that 
have gone through this process. It was very helpful for me to see both the urgency around 
the school to prison pipeline for our young people but also what it looks like to make RJ 
(restorative justice) personal to your own community and to really look at our 
community, our unique set of circumstances, the young people that are in front of us right 
now and the families who we have and how can we take what context we’re in and move 
toward this common goal. 
These comments highlight that this work is social action as schools actively seek ways to address 
serious social issues such as the criminalization of young people in schools, the school to prison 
pipeline, and recognize the responsibility of schools in moving away from punitiveness toward 
more restorative options. Furthermore, restorative school leaders recognize the difficulties they 
will encounter while doing this work with others who may not be on board. The principal from 
an Experienced middle school in Queens suggests that any school leader thinking about 
implementing restorative justice should anticipate there will be plenty of resistance and plan for 
how the resistance will be addressed. He states,  
Obviously whenever you’re bringing on a real change in thinking, you’re going to run 
into some obstacles with certain staff and certain family members, community members. 
We’re aware of that and one of the outcomes that we predicted was that there would be 
some resistance with staff or our students accepting it because I think our students had 




His statement supports the idea that this is not just a shift in policy and practice, but also a shift 
in mindset that some are unwilling or unable to engage in. Interestingly, while students are the 
most negatively impacted by punitive practices such as suspensions, they had a hard time 
adjusting to this new approach. Restorative justice is an invitation to reflect deeply about how 
people treat each other in schools and young people may be uncomfortable with it at first. 
Teachers also experienced difficulty accepting these new practices. Some teachers did not want 
to accept the shift and believed that restorative justice was a lenient approach to discipline. A 
principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx states, “Some of my teachers and I battle 
because they consider it lowering the standards. You’re not lowering the standards; you’re just 
giving kids more chances to be successful. It’s just that you have to put yourself in their shoes”. 
Restorative justice is an invitation to try a different approach, one that involves empathy for 
students who make mistakes. Educators steeped in the traditional, punitive approach will have a 
difficult time embracing the restorative philosophy which invites them to consider the student’s 
perspective. The principal at a Beginner high school in Staten Island spoke about a teacher that 
was extremely resistant to restorative justice at first but upon seeing the changes in the school 
and in her own classroom, she became more open to restorative practice and began sharing her 
experiences with others. This principal shares, “having someone like the teacher who everyone 
in the school knows is difficult to turn around and say, ‘you know, I’m using some of these 
practices in the classroom and guess what? They’re working’. It’s about those people, those who 
are the hardest to move, having them share their successes because they’re more credible”. This 
teacher became an example for others at her school. The positive outcomes she experienced 
helped shift her opinion of these practices and led her to share her story with others. Her story 
allows others at her school to see restorative justice as a viable option. A principal from an 
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Experienced high school in Brooklyn shares, “I think there was definite resistance to the initial 
announcement that we were going to attempt to shift our practices from traditional discipline to a 
community and culture that values relationships and values restorative practices. That’s a whole 
school model. That takes time to build and so I lost a lot of teachers in the first two years”.  
There are people who will leave because they do not agree with restorative justice principles. 
Those who are committed to restorative justice accept the losses that come with this way of life. 
Resistance to the work shows up in different ways: denial, confusion, anger, misunderstanding, 
lack of trust, and poor communication. It can also lead to people completely abandoning the 
school and choosing to work elsewhere. Resistance can show up as questions such as what do we 
need restorative justice for? Why fix what is not broken? What exactly is restorative justice? 
Why should we listen to people who are not part of our community? What makes them the 
experts? Restorative school leaders expect resistance and counter it with information, support, 
encouragement, training, and supervision during the process of implementation and beyond. 
Restorative leaders protect the fidelity of these practices and hold others accountable to 
the principles. The supervisor at one of the community based organizations states, “My biggest 
concern is how people don’t understand restorative justice and yet they’re practicing it. I’ve been 
in schools that really pride themselves on social justice who really believe in youth voice but 
they don’t do any tier one community building. Their whole restorative initiative is around 
restoring from harm and it’s not working”. This participant is highlighting several challenges 
present in this work. First, even if people are trained, they may not be implementing the practices 
effectively. Second, if schools are only using restorative practices to address harm then they are 
not going to have good results because restorative justice is about building community to prevent 
harm from happening. The social workers at a Beginner high school in Brooklyn says, “RJ 
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(restorative justice) is creating community and that sense of togetherness, that sense of humanity, 
and a holistic lens if and when harm occurs. It’s a sense of community accountability, 
community impact, and how we can heal communally from harm”. Being an example for others 
includes deeply understanding restorative practices, inviting others to participate in this work, 
holding people accountable when they are not being restorative, and supporting them without 
judgment or blame as they try to do better.  
Using critical reflection to monitor and assess implementation efforts 
Monitoring and assessing implementation efforts is crucial for many reasons including 
tracking progress toward desired goals and quality improvement. It was clear that monitoring and 
assessment was happening at each school. Participants shared that supervisors from the 
community based organization would come in to observe restorative practices and based on their 
evaluations, schools would make decisions about how to improve the restorative justice 
initiative. The principal at a Beginner high school in the Bronx said,  
The CBO (community based organization) does visit a couple of times a year so they 
come in and they give me some sort of temperature, like, ‘how’s it going? how’s the 
transition? how is it in the class? in the cafeteria?’ and we get a score. From that, we’d 
look at that, me and the RJ (restorative justice) coach and were like, ‘where do we need 
to get better?’ 
Some suggested oversight was a shared responsibility carried out by the restorative justice action 
team and school leadership in collaboration with the project manager. Most participants spoke 
about continuous reflection on the work and review of their action plan to see where they were 
and what they should be doing next. The principal from an Experienced middle school said he 
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reflected often about the development of the program over time and how restorative justice has 
positively impacted the students, teachers, and overall school climate. He says, 
One thing that we’re very proud of is that our deans and our guidance counselors meet 
every Monday during professional learning time, and they have developed revisions to 
the curriculum and now they own it. To be able to see the progression from 6th through 
8th grade, it’s because of the work done by the deans, guidance counselors, teachers 
sharing, ‘this is working’ and ‘this isn’t working’. I think the culture of trust here where 
people, I believe, can speak freely as to what’s working and making adjustments is a 
really powerful piece. 
Through critical reflection on their practices, schools engaged in improvement efforts along the 
way. Schools modified their plans to fit the needs of their students, staff, and school context. The 
principal at a Beginner high school in East Harlem states, “We have an action plan that we 
developed, and we treat our action plan almost like a CEP (comprehensive educational plan) 
where we modify that plan every single year. In June we sit down and figure out how we can 
improve it for next year, how we can make it better. That action plan is consistently modified 
every single year”.  Similarly, the teacher at a Beginner high school in the Bronx shares, “We’ve 
been monitoring within the RJAT (restorative justice action team) with the RJ (restorative 
justice) coach. The timeline is broken down by what we want, where we are now, and where we 
want to move forward. There are definitely some things that have changed throughout the way”. 
These comments suggest that modifications were made along the way in an effort to do this work 
better. Quality implementation results from critical reflection and modifications made throughout 
the process of implementing restorative practices.  
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Supervision was an opportunity for the project manager to engage school leadership, 
teachers, staff, and students in critical reflection about their practices, explore problems 
experienced during implementation, and search for creative solutions to address issues in an 
effort to improve the restorative justice initiative. The project manager was directly involved in 
supervising the implementation process and would visit the schools regularly to observe their 
restorative justice programming. During the initial visit, the project manager walked around the 
school with the principal and other administrators, noticed what was already in place at the 
school, and suggested restorative justice strategies that could be implemented moving forward. 
He called this process an expectation tour. This helped the school leader to start thinking of ways 
restorative justice could live at the school and what restorative justice practices fit best in their 
school context. Throughout the duration of the pilot, the project manager would visit Beginner 
schools twice during the academic year to observe restorative justice practices and offer 
guidance and support. At Beginner schools the emphasis was on improvement efforts, 
communication strategies, ongoing professional development, and critical reflection. At 
Experienced schools, the project manager engaged them in challenging dialogue about race and 
justice, and improving collaborations between the teaching staff, restorative justice coordinators, 
and administration. During visits in year three, the project manager mainly focused on 
sustainability of restorative justice efforts. The project manager regularly asked for updates about 
implementation efforts from both the school leaders and the restorative justice coordinators and 
would provide guidance where he deemed appropriate. He was also available for follow up 
discussions whenever a principal or restorative justice coordinator needed. He scheduled regular 
meetings with the cohort where they shared their experiences and learned from each other. The 
project manager tried to create a professional learning community for those involved in the pilot 
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project and is now actively working with the Department of Education to expand the reach to 
other schools interested in restorative justice implementation.  
Schools involved in the pilot used an information management system to track incidents 
happening at the school and the restorative actions that followed. Most schools use Skedula, a 
system that helps schools monitor student learning, identify their students’ needs, and provide 
targeted intervention and supports. This tracking system helped schools in the pilot organize 
information about restorative responses happening which allowed them to document restorative 
conferences, peer mediations, phone calls home, and restorative chats the school felt should be 
documented. This system became a useful communication tool for the adults in the school 
because they could see the progress made with students who were struggling and what the school 
was doing to assist them. They could also follow up with students in a more effective way.  
The Department of Education employs someone who is responsible for carefully 
reviewing incidents and suspensions at high priority schools. During a visit to a Beginner high 
school in Brooklyn, I sat in on a meeting with the school leadership team as they reviewed their 
incident data with the borough safety director. They reviewed incidents that were occurring, 
where they were happening, when they were happening, and who was involved in them. Deeply 
reflecting on this information helped the group to think of strategies to address some of the gaps 
in security at the school, particularly when incidents involved more serious violations. Most of 
the pilot schools experienced a drastic decrease in violent incidents after implementing 
restorative justice approaches. The lead administrator at the Department of Education says, 
“These pilot schools have seen major drops in their suspensions, drops in the incidents at their 
schools. That’s a numeric data point that we can always point to. Along with that is a shift in 
mindset which is not as easy to measure, to quantify but we’ve seen major shifts in mindsets”. 
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This sentiment was shared by a supervisor at one of the community based organizations who 
states,  
I think the major accomplishment in some of the schools is a reduction in suspensions, 
reduction in incidents, more use of restorative chats when incidents do occur so that they 
stay at a much lower level of conflict. They don’t escalate. Also, getting schools moved 
forward in their process of becoming restorative cultures. 
Participants shared that while looking at data was important, anecdotes, and personal stories 
about how restorative justice has changed students, teachers, staff member, and administrators 
was also impactful. The supervisor at one of the community based organizations says, “We need 
to be able to tell the story and create the story as we’re going in a way so that the lived 
experiences I had being a restorative justice coordinator are a part of what gives me a powerful 
buy-in because I see what happens when you do it well and it’s working. It’s like magic in a 
way. It’s magic”. By using both quantitative and qualitative data, schools were able to see that 
restorative justice was making a difference.  
Critical reflection, oversight, and supervision were an important part of the pilot project 
and gave participants an opportunity to really see how restorative justice was shifting school 
practices and culture. Using an information management system helped schools track their 
progress toward desired goals and make adjustments along the way. Looking at the data, hearing 
people’s stories, and critically reflecting on the work they were doing allowed schools to engage 
in a collaborative effort to shift their practices from traditional punitive approaches to more 
restorative student centered options. Modifications were considered collaboratively by including 




Each year the Department of Education administers the NYC School Survey to parents, 
teachers, and students. The survey is aligned with the Framework for Great Schools which 
centers around student achievement accomplished through establishing a supportive 
environment, rigorous instruction, collaborative teachers, strong family-communities ties, 
effective school leadership, and trust as illustrated in Figure 11. To determine whether the school 
is a supportive environment, students are asked if they feel safe in the hallways, bathrooms, 
locker rooms, and cafeteria at school and whether their teachers support them when they are 
upset. Students are also asked about whether their teachers treat them with respect. The principal 
at a Beginner school in East Harlem shares, “We’re looking at the data and we’re looking at the 
learning surveys. What are students saying about the adults in the building? What are students 
saying about the way they can look for help and find someone to assist them in this building? 
Those are very important indicators”. These are important areas to consider given that restorative 
practices promote a positive and supportive environment as well as mutual trust between 
students and teachers. This survey was also mentioned by the principal at an Experienced middle 
school in Queens when I was visiting the school. He suggested that these surveys can help 




Figure 11. Framework for Great Schools – NYC Department of Education 
The Department of Education also produces the Quality Review Report (Figure 12), a 
yearly assessment that focuses on the following three categories: the instructional core including 
curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment; school culture that centers on creating a positive learning 
environment and communicating high expectations; and systems for improvement which 
evaluate how well schools leverage their resources, the goals and action plans schools develop, 
teacher support and supervision, teacher leadership development, and efforts to monitor and 
revise systems. These indicators are used to determine how well schools support student learning 




Figure 12. Quality Review Framework – Principal’s Guide to Quality Review 
Most notable for the purpose of my research is that there be a positive learning 
environment that supports the academic and personal growth of students and the professional 
development of adults in the school. To determine how restorative justice has been included in 
these formal assessments, the Quality Review Reports of all participating pilot schools were 
examined. While restorative justice and restorative practices were not mentioned in every 
school’s report, they were explicitly mentioned in some. In the Quality Review Report of a 
Beginner school, the evaluators found the use of restorative justice practices as an approach that 
fosters culture-building, discipline, and social-emotional support. Their 2016 – 2017 report 
references the Restorative Response Pathways, a tiered response protocol created to guide staff 
in the event of student misbehavior. According to the report, the school has experienced a 
dramatic decrease in suspensions and student removals in the first year of implementing 
restorative justice, going from 261 suspensions during the 2014 – 2015 academic year to only 42 
during the 2016 – 2017 academic year. The report states that the school has engaged in extensive 
professional development with staff being trained in the use of restorative circles and mediation. 
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The Quality Review Report of another Beginner school participating in the pilot project suggests 
that an area of celebration is the full implementation of circles both in class and during cabinet 
and staff meetings. According to the 2017 – 2018 report, the implementation of restorative 
circles resulted in students feeling an increased sense of belonging and staff reporting an increase 
in the level of student engagement in class. Additionally, the report mentions that the school has 
experienced a substantial decrease in incidents. The Quality Review Report of a Mentor school 
explicitly mentions the use of restorative circles as a structure used to repair relationships when 
confrontation has occurred as an area of celebration. This same report highlights a reentry circle 
facilitated at the school to engage students returning to school after being suspended for fighting. 
During the reentry circle the school staff was able to plan how they could support the students’ 
successful return to school and prevent future conflict. Given these reports, it is evident that 
restorative justice has impacted how these schools build classroom communities, conduct staff 
meetings, address harm, and repair relationships. Some participants believe that superintendents 
should be more involved in this work. The project manager suggests,  
You can train everybody. You can train every principal in the whole system on how to do 
this and what to watch for in this phase and that phase, share big ideas that are going to 
change their outlook because it’s a paradigm change. We’re moving from punitive to 
restorative but unless you have somebody checking on you, it’s easy to fall into your old 
habits that you’ve done your whole pedagogical career, your whole life. You grow up 
going to school in that old punitive mode. It’s hard changing culture and you need 
continuous, clear minded support that will push you to be a restorative principal and hold 
you to those high standards. You need that support. 
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Formally assessing the impact of restorative justice implementation is important for the 
improvement, expansion, and sustainability of these practices in New York City public schools. 
However, unless superintendents are involved in this work some schools will never engage in 
these practices. 
CONCLUSION 
Reflections on lessons learned 
Schools experienced several accomplishments during restorative justice implementation. 
Most participants shared success stories about the transformation of people, places, and 
practices. Implementing restorative justice in New York City public schools has resulted in 
critical reflection about how schools punish children generating an understanding about the 
importance of relationships and community building. Participants shared how restorative justice 
has improved problem solving, educators’ confidence in their work, and increased job 
satisfaction. The principal at a Mentor high school in Manhattan states, “Satisfaction in my work 
as an educator has quadrupled working in a school where restorative practices are prioritized and 
so when I talk to educators, experienced or otherwise, but in particular experienced educators 
who might be skeptical about these approaches I can speak from experience and say, ‘I enjoy my 
job a lot more now’”. Equipping people with the knowledge and skills to effectively implement 
restorative justice has resulted in more positive school communities that take the time to listen to 
each other and heal collaboratively. Implementing restorative justice with fidelity involves 
critical reflection and a commitment to social justice. Participants spoke about remembering why 
they decided to become educators and acknowledged the responsibility they had to do what was 
right for the children they serve.  
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There were several challenges encountered along the way. Some community members 
were not interested in the implementation of restorative justice and believed that schools did not 
need to shift their practices to include restorative responses to discipline. Resistance was a real 
challenge faced by schools implementing restorative justice. Getting teachers, students, and 
administrators to begin the process of change involved shifting mindsets. This is extremely 
difficult but sharing success stories about restorative justice helped those who were resistant to 
start considering a different way of dealing with student misbehavior and conflict. Once 
community members learned to be more restorative, they had to commit to no longer be punitive. 
This proved to be quite difficult for people who believe that students deserve to be punished for 
misbehavior. There was a clear understanding that some behaviors would result in suspension, 
but low-level misbehavior could be resolved through dialogue and redirection which requires a 
willingness to use newly developed strategies and critical reflection about whether you have 
responded restoratively or not. Schools experienced an enormous amount of turnover with 
people pursuing other professional opportunities. There were instances where teachers, 
principals, and restorative justice coordinators moved on leaving the school with just a few 
people trained in restorative justice. This impacted the schools’ ability to function restoratively. 
Schools that were moving along well in the implementation process were forced to hire and train 
new people to take on these responsibilities. Having a restorative justice coordinator was 
important in these cases because the work could continue while new people came on board and 
were trained. There was also uncertainty about funding for restorative justice efforts. Given that 
the pilot started as a City Council funded project, schools received the money haphazardly which 
made fiscal planning difficult. City Council funding was also reduced midway through the 
program and the Department of Education had to take on the financial cost of implementation. 
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These were all unexpected challenges that schools implementing restorative justice had to 
contend with. Despite these challenges, most of the schools involved were able to sustain 
restorative justice practices for the duration of the pilot and are now looking at ways to continue 
funding this work moving forward.  
Sustainability of restorative justice practices in NYC public schools 
As New York City moves forward in their efforts to expand restorative justice 
implementation to schools beyond the pilot, some developments have occurred. District level 
restorative justice trainers were assigned to work closely with schools within each district as they 
learn about and implement restorative practices at their schools. Decentralization could result in 
greater reach with more schools engaging in restorative practices. Having district level 
restorative justice trainers providing professional development, coaching, and oversight can also 
make implementation more effective. There were 25 schools involved in the pilot project and the 
project manager was responsible for their oversight. Once more schools began implementing 
restorative justice throughout the city, the Department of Education assigned district level 
trainers to provide the support schools would need. However, participants spoke about the 
importance of involving superintendents in this work because they govern the work principals 
do. Some participants shared that if implementing restorative justice was not a priority for the 
superintendents then principals would be less likely to do it. Currently, performance evaluations 
for principals do not include restorative justice implementation as an area to measure.    
The Office of Safety and Youth Development at the Department of Education has strong 
partnerships with community-based organizations who provide professional training and 
coaching for schools as they move toward becoming less punitive and more restorative. These 
partnerships have been instrumental in changing school culture and climate at pilot schools. 
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These partnerships will continue beyond the pilot. However, some school leaders are concerned 
about whether this is the best use of funds and believe that money can instead be used to hire full 
time restorative justice coordinators in schools. Of the pilot schools, only one school has a full-
time restorative justice coordinator as part of their permanent staff. Restorative justice 
coordinators spoke about how difficult it was to be in schools only a few days a week given all 
the responsibilities involved including strategic planning, coaching school staff and students, and 
engaging in actual restorative practices such as mediations, family conferences, and healing 
circles to resolve conflicts that occur. In order to sustain this work, most participants state that 
schools need a restorative justice coordinator on site full time to organize the work. Some 
participants spoke about restorative justice living in the restorative justice coordinator and that 
schools needed to take more ownership of this work by not relying exclusively on the restorative 
justice coordinator to do it all. Most participants saw the value of forming a restorative justice 
action team. Schools that had a functioning team were working collaboratively on building a 
restorative culture at their schools that would continue when the pilot was over. From my 
observations and interviews, schools with a functioning restorative justice action team were more 
effective at creative collaborations and improvement efforts.  
During the pilot there were several opportunities to widely disseminate information about 
restorative justice practices. Throughout my involvement with the pilot, I attended presentations 
given by principals, restorative justice coordinators, and the project manager at several 
conferences including the National Association for Community and Restorative Justice 
conference in Oakland in 2017 and Denver in 2019. The City University of New York also 
hosted an annual conference for Restorative Practices and Transformative Justice in May of 2016 
2017, and 2018 at Lehman College. Each year there were presentations given by teachers, 
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guidance counselors, principals, students, and restorative justice practitioners about the work 
they are doing in New York City public schools. In addition to information presented at 
conferences, the Restorative Justice Initiative, a not-for profit organization hosts an online 
information hub with excellent resources about restorative justice. Restorative Justice Initiative 
provides information about workshops and trainings happening locally, nationally, and 
internationally led by experts in the field of restorative justice for those who are new to these 
practices as well as for more experienced practitioners. Restorative Justice Initiative also 
organizes monthly circles for restorative justice practitioners working in New York City. These 
circles are an opportunity to share and learn with others in a professional learning community. 
More recently, Restorative Justice Initiative organized a roundtable where local restorative 
justice practitioners including lawyers, judges, teachers, students, community based organizers, 
formerly incarcerated folks, spiritual healers, scholars, and others doing restorative work 
convened to share best practices. This roundtable will be held annually moving forward. They 
are also engaged in participatory action research about the use of restorative practices in New 
York City in collaboration with the City University of New York. This work will document 
restorative practices currently used in schools.   
Participants in my research anticipate that implementing restorative justice will result in 
increased humanity, decreased violence, and transformative learning experiences in New York 
City public schools. Some shared their vision for training all community members including 
school safety, school staff, and families in an effort to grow this work in schools and extend it 
out into the community. In this same spirit, the Office of Safety and Youth Development at the 
Department of Education is actively involved in scaling up restorative justice in New York City 
public schools. According to the project manager, there is an implementation team composed of 
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administrators, school leaders, and others working on creating an implementation guide, 
specifically for New York City public schools. Once completed this guide will be widely 
distributed to schools as they begin to shift their discipline practices from punitive, exclusionary 
procedures to more inclusive, restorative responses. They hope to see restorative justice practices 
in all New York City public schools. The lead administrator at the Department of Education 
shares that there are now over 200 public schools in New York City engaging in restorative 
practices. He would like to see restorative justice and social emotional learning become a 
requirement for all students graduating from New York City public schools and states, “As 
satisfied as I am about how far we’ve come, we still have a long way to go. There’s a lot to do 
with restorative practices. One, making the teaching of social emotional a mandate, a 
requirement for high school graduation, making it mandatory for middle schools and elementary 
schools. That’s partially what I mean by a long way to go”. This administrator would also like to 
see restorative justice included in how schools are formally evaluated by superintendents. He 
states,  
There’s got to be leadership buy in. Not only the principals but also superintendents who 
supervise the principals. Superintendents need to be a part of this. Superintendents need 
to know how it connects with how they observe and rate principals. If you don’t hold 
somebody accountable for something, if it’s not measured then it may not be done”. 
While these are ambitious goals, these actions would certainly demonstrate a citywide 
commitment to restorative justice and could result in more caring school communities and 





The goal of this study was to gain a rich understanding of the process of implementing 
restorative justice in New York City public schools. The experiences of participants, cultural 
environment, and resources at participating sites set the context for exploring decision-making, 
planning, and implementation of restorative justice in high suspension schools. This exploratory 
research yields information about implementation which is useful for program modification, 
quality improvement, information dissemination, and sustainability of restorative practices in 
New York City public schools. To enhance existing literature, my research employed the Getting 
to Outcomes approach and empowerment evaluation techniques to fully appreciate the process of 
implementing restorative justice as an alternative to punitive discipline practices. Throughout 
this investigation, I interrogated restorative practices that focus on building the competencies 
needed to deconstruct institutional racism and end disproportionality in school discipline which 
negatively impacts poor, students of color and other vulnerable student populations.  
From this evaluation of current practices in New York City public schools implementing 
restorative justice, I offer the following thoughts: 
• Restorative justice is about creating community and building trusting relationships. 
• Restorative justice is about increasing self-reflection and accountability.  
 
• Restorative justice is an opportunity to address conflict without being reactive. 
• Restorative justice is not separate from racial justice.  
 
• Restorative justice is an opportunity to interrogate power dynamics that exist in schools.  
 
• Effective implementation embraces the idea that punitive discipline is not effective and 




• Effective implementation starts with an intention to create healthy relationships between 
adults and students, among students and between staff members in the school community.  
 
• Effective restorative justice practices can only be achieved if schools have a basic 
understanding of the needs of the students and families they serve. Many of which 
experience extreme poverty, trauma, and community violence. 
 
• Effective implementation results from early professional development and ongoing 
training to provide community members with the knowledge and skills they need to 
improve school climate and discipline. 
 
• Effective implementation cost money and schools will need funding to do this work. 
 
• Effective implementation is a process that takes time and people will need a great deal of 
support during the transition from punitive discipline to more restorative practices.  
 
• Throughout restorative justice implementation, there will be resistance to change and 
relapse to punitive beliefs and practices.    
 
• Effective implementation includes evaluation and quality improvement efforts. Both 
qualitative and quantitative data is useful to determine effectiveness.  
 
• Effective implementation can only happen if all stakeholders are included in the 
planning, decision making, and implementation of restorative practices. 
 
• Effective evaluation should start at the very beginning of the implementation process and 
continue throughout as educators continuously reflect and improve their practices.     
Implications  
Given that the restorative justice pilot project is an initiative designed to improve 
discipline practices and school climate at high priority schools, research findings from this 
investigation can have several long term implications. This research offers information about the 
process of implementation from the perspective of both new and seasoned restorative justice 
practitioners. From this investigation, I have gathered several important findings. The restorative 
justice pilot project offered community members an opportunity to learn effective community 
building skills and peaceful conflict resolution strategies that resulted in caring learning 
communities. The approach offered students and educators a new way of dealing with difficult 
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situations which reduced the occurrence of school violence. Improved school climate was 
conducive to building stronger student-teacher relationships, more positive peer relationships, 
and better relationships among educators. Youth were engaged in healthy relationships with 
educators and their peers which will undoubtedly impact long term outcomes such as having 
greater tolerance and respect for others. Improved school climate resulted in a more positive 
work life for educators. Finally, this research documents the implementation of restorative justice 
conducive to improvements in school climate and discipline. These findings can be used to 
replicate the process of implementation at other schools both locally and nationally and will add 
to existing literature about restorative justice. This research suggests that effective restorative 
justice implementation can improve school climate, reduce reliance on punitive discipline, 
increase educational equity, and facilitate academic success for students attending New York 
City public schools and should be continued beyond the pilot project. Given some of the findings 
herein, I close with an urgent call for more research to be done, particularly in the areas of racial 
justice, restorative justice, and the relationship between organizational support and 
organizational transformation. Shifting punitive practices involves an enormous amount of 
support and future research should interrogate organizational leadership practices and how these 




Appendix A: Critical Reflection Assessment Instrument Adapted from the Getting to Outcomes 
Approach (Chinman, Imm & Wandersman, 2004)    
1. What are the needs and resources in your organization/ school/ community/ 
state? 
• What are the needs of the community and how do restorative practices 
meet the needs of your organization/institution/school/community? 
• What resources are in place to facilitate the implementation of 





2. What are your goals, target population, and desired outcomes (objectives) 
for your school/ community/ state? 
• What are your goals for the restorative justice pilot program? 
• Who will participate in the initiative? Who is your intended 
population?  
• What outcomes do you hope to achieve by implementing restorative 
practices in the community? 
• What resources do you need to accomplish your goals and objectives? 
Goal Setting 
 
3. How does the intervention incorporate knowledge of science and best 
practice in this area? 
Examples: Positive youth development, restorative justice principles, 
implementation science 
• What influenced your decision to participate in the restorative justice 
pilot program? 
• How has research influenced your decisions to implement restorative 
practices at your organization/ school/ community? 
• How has research informed the actual implementation of these 
practices? 
Science and Best 
Practices 
 
4. How does the intervention fit with other programs already being offered? 
Examples: School safety, counseling services, existing curriculum, classroom 
based initiatives, mediation 
• How does the program fit with your organization’s/ community’s 
mission, priorities, and values? 
• How will you adapt restorative practices into your existing system? 
• What restorative practices do you believe fit best with your current 
practices and norms? 
• Have community members been involved in decision making about 












5. What capacities do you need to put this intervention into place with quality? 
• What skills/ support do you need to implement restorative practices 
effectively? 
• Do you feel that you can effectively implement restorative practices at 
your organization / school? 
• How motivated is your organization/ school to engage in shifting 
organizational culture?  





6. How will this intervention be carried out? 
• Who is responsible for program implementation and addressing 
problems that come up? 
• Describe what the intervention consists of in practice. What are the 
program components?  
• What activities are used to provide knowledge and skills necessary to 
implement practice?  
• Does your organization/ school have a written plan of action/ timeline? 
Planning 
7. How will the quality of implementation be assessed? 
• Who is responsible for assessing and monitoring the quality of 
implementation? 
• How is the quality of implementation being monitored and assessed? 
• Is the restorative practice being implemented as originally planned? 
Process Evaluation 
8. How well did the intervention work? 
• Who is responsible for collecting outcomes data? 
• What aspects of the implementation are working well and which are 
not? 
• What were the major accomplishments experienced during 
implementation? 
• What were the biggest challenges encountered? How were these 
challenges addressed? 
• Has implementation of restorative practices resulted in desired 
outcomes? 
• How satisfied are you with the implementation process/ program 














9. How will continuous quality improvement strategies be incorporated? 
• Who is responsible for quality improvement efforts? 
• What modifications have been made and why were they implemented? 
• What modifications do you believe will help/ have helped improve your 
practice?  







10. If the intervention (or components) is successful, how will the intervention 
be sustained? 
• Who is responsible for sustaining the program and addressing 
problems that come up? 
• What resources/ supports do you need to sustain restorative 
initiatives? 




NOTE: Participants can choose which questions they feel most able to speak to. Participants will be 
asked to answer questions based on their knowledge or level of involvement in RJ implementation. 




APPENDIX B: Observation Protocol of Restorative Approaches 
Adapted from the Citywide Behavioral Expectations to Support Student Learning: Student Intervention 
and Discipline Code issued by the New York City Department of Education (p. 8) 





Circle Process/ Restorative circles within Instructional Program for Prevention and Intervention  
Is circle being used within regular instructional programming? YES  NO 
Is circle used to build relationships?    YES  NO 
Is circle being used to establish understanding and trust? YES  NO 
Is circle used to create a sense of community?   YES  NO 
Is circle used for collaborative decision making?   YES  NO 
Is circle used to develop agreements for mutual good?  YES  NO 
Is circle used to resolve difficult issues?    YES  NO 
Is circle used to address inappropriate behavior?  YES  NO 
Is circle used to empower community members?  YES  NO 
Is circle used to encourage community members to take responsibility for the wellbeing of 
others?        YES  NO 
Is circle used to prevent or deal with conflict?   YES  NO 
Is circle used to build resiliency?    YES  NO 
Is circle used to increase pro-social skills?   YES  NO 
Is circle used to address harm?     YES  NO 
Is circle used to assist wrongdoers in making things right? YES  NO 
Collaborative Negotiation  
Do community members have an opportunity to talk through conflict and arrive at a mutually 
satisfactory resolution?   YES  NO 
Do community members learn active listening and other conflict resolution communication 




 Are students trained to negotiate conflict?  YES  NO 
 Do peers serve as third party mediators?  YES  NO 
 Do peers help disputants work out solutions that meet the needs of both parties? YES      NO 
Formal Restorative Conferences 
 Is formal conference facilitated by trained individuals? YES  NO 
 Were community members involved in harm able to bring supporters to circle? YES NO 
 Were harm doers able to bring supporters to circle? YES  NO 
Were harm doers and the harmed able to come together with the purpose of understanding 
each other’s perspective?  YES  NO 
Were harm doers and the harmed able to come to a mutual understanding to repair harms 





Restorative Justice Checklist 
The following restorative practices are present at the site: 
___ scheduled restorative justice activities   ___ observable restorative justice practices  
___ restorative printable materials    ___ restorative language  
___ restorative conversation     ___ restorative coordinator  
___ restorative justice team     ___ restorative discipline practices  
___ proactive circles     ___ reactive circles  
___ supportive school climate    ___ community of care 





APPENDIX C: Restorative Justice Implementation Study Consent Form 
Institution:  John Jay College of Criminal Justice – City University of New York 
Research Title:  Evaluating the implementation of restorative justice as an alternative to 
punitive discipline in New York City Public Schools 
Principal Investigator: Virginia Diaz-Mendoza 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Richard E. Ocejo 
April 28, 2017 
Greetings, 
You are being asked to take part in a research study about the implementation of restorative justice 
practices in New York City public schools because of your involvement in the Restorative Justice Pilot 
Program. You can provide valuable information about the implementation of evidence-based practices 
in educational settings. Please read this form carefully and ask any questions you may have before 
agreeing to take part in the study.  
 
What is the study about? 
The purpose of this study is to understand the process of implementation of restorative justice practices 
in New York City public schools from the perspective of key stakeholders such as administrators, 
principals, educators, school personnel, and trainers from the community organization providing 
professional development. Because of your involvement in the Restorative Justice Pilot Program, you 
are best suited to speak about the factors that influence implementation of school-based programs.  
What will you be asked to do? 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to engage in an interview that will include 
questions about the various phases of implementation and factors involved in the process of 
implementing restorative justice practices in New York City public schools. The interview will take 
approximately an hour. With your permission, the interview will be audio recorded. 
What risks and benefits are involved? 
Participants should not anticipate any risks beyond those encountered in day-to-day life. Some of the 
questions may be sensitive to some participants. You may skip any interview questions that you do not 
wish to answer. Benefits of participation include the production of knowledge about the process of 
implementation. Documenting the implementation process is also useful for program improvements, 
sustainability of programs and dissemination of best practices.  
Confidentiality 
The records of this study will be kept in a private and password protected environment. Participants’ 
names will not be included in any written document produced. The participating sites will remain 
anonymous to protect the participants’ privacy. However, school characteristics will be included. Audio 
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recorded interviews will be transcribed and recordings will be deleted once transcribed. You have the 
right to review the recording.  
The research team, authorized, CUNY staff, and government agencies that oversee this type of research 
may have access to research data and records in order to monitor the research. Research records 
provided to authorized, non-CUNY individuals will not contain identifiable information about you. 
Publications and/or presentations that result from this study will not identify you by name.  
Voluntary Participation 
Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at 
any time.  Your participation or non-participation in this study will in no way affect your employment at 
your organization.  
Questions 
If you have questions about this research, you can contact me directly via email at vidiaz@jjay.cuny.edu. 
You can also contact my dissertation chair, Dr. Richard Ocejo at rocejo@jjay.cuny.edu.  If you have 
questions or concerns regarding your rights as a participant in this research, you can contact the CUNY 
Research Compliance Administrator at 646-664-8918 or by email at HRPP@cuny.edu.   
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records. 
Statement of Consent 
I have read the above information, and have received answers to any questions I asked. I consent to 
take part in the study. 
Restorative Justice Implementation Study  
Your Signature __________________________________________________ 
Your Name (Printed)______________________________________________ 
Date_______________________________ 
 
In addition to agreeing to participate, I also consent to having the interview audio recorded. 
Your Signature ___________________________________________________ 
Date_________________________________ 
 
















June 2017 – Meeting with 
DOE Administrator/ 
Revision of Interview 
Questions and Observation 
Protocol 
 
June 2017 – Meeting with 
RJ Pilot Project Manager / 
Revision of Interview 
Questions and Observation 
Protocol 
 
August 2017 – Observation 
of Basic Restorative Justice 
Training for Principal – 
Basic Implicit Bias 
Workshop, Developing a 
Vision for Restorative 





November 2017 – School 
Visits and Interviews Begin 
  
SPRING 2018 
February 2018 – 
Observation of Advanced 
Circles Training for Deans, 




May 2018 – Observation of 
Leadership Training for 
Principal’s Involved in 
Restorative Justice 




June 2018 – Last Interview 
Conducted 
 




Initial Data Analysis and 
Initial Coding Begins 
SPRING 2019 
Hierarchical Analysis and 
Focused Coding  
 
SUMMER 2019 
Submission of Preliminary 
Outline for Dissertation 
 
FALL 2019 
September 2019 - 
Submission of Draft to 
Dissertation Chair 
 
October 2019 – Present - 
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